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COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS 

Before Panel No. 2 
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES 
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS 

COMES NOW the United States pursuant to this Court's Order 

of December 29, 2010, and hereby produces a copy of the 

appellate exhibits considered by the Military Judge, LtCol 

Jones. The Military Judge contacted the LSSS AOIC/Review 

Officer at Camp Pendleton, Capt Suzanne Dempsey, USMC, and 

instructed her to forward to Code 46, in response to this 

Court's Order, Appellate Exhibits 94, 97, 99, and 101. 

of those ~hibits are hereby 

Copies 

pr~ 

SAMUEL C. MOORE 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps 
Appellate Government Counsel 
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate 
Review Activity 
Bldg. 58, Suite B01 
1254 Charles Morris Street SE 
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374 
(202) 685-7678, fax (202) 685-7687 
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to Respondent. 

Captai~, u.s. Marine Corps 
Appellate Government Counsel 
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate 
Review Activity' 
Bldg. 58, Suite BOl 
1254 Charles Morris Street SE 
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374 
(202) 685-7678, fax (202) 685-7687 
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• 
WESTERN JUDICIAL CmCUIT 

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY 

UNITED STATES 

v. 

FRANK D. WUTERICH 
xxx XX 3312 
Staff Sergeant 
U.S. Marine Corps 

I. Facts. 

) 
) 
) 

GENERAL COURT MARTIAL 

) DEFENSE MOTION FOR 
) APPROPRIATE RELIEF TO DISMISS 
) ALL CHARGES AND 
) SPECIFICATIONS FOR VIOLATION 
) OF RIGHT TO DETAILED COUNSEL 

~ 26 August 2010 

The accused in this case was detailed two counsel, one was an active duty U.S. Marine 

Corps Lieutenant Colonel-LtCol Colby Vokey- and the other an active duty U.S. Marine Corps 

Major -Maj Haytham Faraj. Both officers had service time as ground combat officers before 

becoming attorneys. 

LtCol Colby Vokey andMaj Haytham Faraj were detailed to the case on II and 17 

January 2006 respectively. At the time of his detailing, LtCol Colby Vokey was in the billet of 

Regional Defense Counsel for the Western Region. Maj Haytham Faraj was the Senior Defense 

Counsel at Legal Team Echo, Camp Pendleton, CA. Both officers were scheduled to retire from 

active duty on February 1, 2008. As this case lingered with the development of issues that were 

appealed by the government to the NMCCA and higher. Both detailed counsel requested and 

extended their retirement dates until May 1, 2008. In April of 2008 both officers requested 

further extensions until August I, 2008. Both officers desired to continue to represent their 

client, SSgt Wuterich. The extensions were, therefore, requested in order to continue 

representation. On August I, 2008, Maj Faraj was retired and went into private practice. LtCol 

Colby Vokey requested another extension and remained as the sole detailed counsel on the case. 
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LtCol Vokey's request for an extension was approved until November I, 2008, with an 

admonishment from Col Patrick Redmon that he would receive no more extensions. LtCol 

Vokey sought to persuade Marine Corps manpower that he was ethically and duty bound to 

remain on the Haditha case to represent his client. But he was told that he would receive no 

more extensions. 

LtCol Vokey was a key member of the defense team and invaluable to the preparation of 

the defense in this case. He is the only attorney that traveled to Iraq to conduct a site visit. He 

walked through the houses where the alleged crimes occurred. He walked through the town of 

Haditha and took photos. He traveled by foot and vehicle along routes Viper and Chestnut. He 

studied the terrain, visibility from the roads, distances to the houses and environmental 

conditions. He also entered all the houses where the alleged unlawful shootings occurred. He 

deposed all the Iraqi witnesses and interviewed numerous other bystanders and percipient 

witnesses that were present but unknown. Tbroughout the period of the site visit and the conduct 

of the depositions, LtCol Vokey was accompanied by SSgt Wuterich who provided him key 

information and assisted him in his survey of the area and his interview of the witnesses. 

LtCol Vokey also took on a sizable portion of the case preparation. He interviewed 

numerous witnesses who are located in the U.S. He spent hundreds of hours getting to know 

SSgt Wuterich and his family to better understand his character and personality so that he may 

genuinely advocate for his client. 

When LtCol Vokey was denied his request to continue to represent SSgt Wuterich, and 

admonished his requests for extension would no longer be approved, he retired from the Marine 

Corps. Unsure of the status of his requested extensions he sent his family to his home state of 

Texas so that they may have some stability while he waited. With his family gone but with the 
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continuing desire to continue to represent SSgt Wuterich, LtCol Vokey moved a towable trailer 

to the camp grounds at Lake O'Neill aboard Camp Pendleton to live in as he awaited trial. LtCol 

Vokey was devoted to representing SSgt Wuterich and SSgt Wuterich was wholly satisfied with 

that representation. With SSgt Wuterich as his sole client, LtCol Vokey devoted all his working 

hours to preparing the case. He was in the process of turning the RDC billet over to his 

replacement, allowing him even more time to prepare the case. 

When his last request for an extension was denied, out of time and without other options, 

LtCol Vokey packed the remainder of his personal gear and left the Camp Pendleton area in 

August of 2008. He called SSgt Wuterich to notify him that he was being forced to leave. SSgt 

Wuterich was left wondering what happened to his lawyers, and voiced that concern. 

LtCol Vokey left Camp Pendleton and headed to Texas to join his family and to seek 

employment. He searched unsuccessfully for weeks because he neglected to prepare himself for 

his post military career as he dedicated all his time to preparing SSgt Wuterich's case. In 

October of2008, Mr. Vokey was offered a position with the Law Firm of Fitzpatrick, Hagood, 

Smith and Ubi, LLP. This is the same firm that represented Sgt Hector Salinas. Sgt Hector 

Salinas is one of the shooters alleged to have fired on some of the people killed on November 19, 

2005, facts that were the basis of the charges against the accused in this case. He was also the 

only Marine to witness the sniper firing from the vicinity of one of the houses soon to be cleared 

by him and his Marines. It was at Sgt Salinas's insistence that his platoon commander 

authorized the clearing of the Iraqi houses to the south of the site of the initial attack on the 

Marines. 

Recognizing the conflict between his previous representation of SSgt Frank Wuterich and 

employment with the law firm representing a witness who may be adversarial in the case, Mr. 
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Vokey discussed with SSgt Wuterich the fact that a conflict now existed. He explained that he 

would try his best to assist but that SSgt Wuterich had to understand that a conflict existed. Left 

without recourse as to representation, SSgt Wuterich accepted that initial assessment. 

The case wallowed as issues were being appealed and re-appealed between CBS and the 

Government from February 2008 and December 2009. 

In December of 2009, CBS relented and turned over the CBS 60 Minutes outtakes sought 

by the Government. On May 13 and 14 of 20 I 0, both sides were back in court without a detailed 

counsel. Mr. Vokey made an appearance as a civilian counsel though he took no active 

participation. Subsequent to that appearance, the defense team began to prepare the case again 

and realized the conflict that now existed in having Mr. Vokey on the team. 

Concurrent with the realization of the conflict, the defense team became aware of the 

NMCCA decision in the case of u.s. v. Hutchins which essentially rejected EAS as the basis for 

severing the attorney client relationship. Like the facts in Hutchins there was nothing 

extraordinary that would have prevented the government from continuing LtCol Vokey on active 

duty as he had repeatedly and forcefully requested. By contrast, the Government trial team kept 

two reserve judge advocates on active duty so that they may continue to work on the Haditha 

case -LtCol Paul Atterbury and LtCol Sean Sullivan. Both officers are reservists who were 

extraordinarily extended and allowed to reach sanctuary for the purpose of retirement. 

By forcing the two detailed defense counsel off active duty, the defense lost the 

advantage of proximity to witnesses, the advantage of having an office space adjacent to the 

courthouse, the authority inherent to the rank of two field grade officers to request resources, 

witnesses and engage in trial negotiations, the irreplaceable impact the credibility, respect and 

cornmand presence of an attorney in unifonn decorated with numerous personal awards and 
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campaign ribbons would have on a panel of jurors, and the loss of ready access to the tens of 

thousands of documents located at offices adjacent to the courthouse. Both Mr. Vokey and Mr. 

Faraj live in different states than the state in which the court-martial is being held. The trial 

counsel wielded their governmental powers to delay the case by filing an appeal that yielded 

evidence of no additional prosecutorial value but that caused the loss to the accused of two 

detailed counsel. At the same time, trial counsel applied the same powers to delay transfers of 

trial counsel and make extraordinary extensions of active service of reserve prosecutors who 

reached retirement sanctuary just so they may remain on the case. 

SSgt Wuterich was informed by both LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj that they may be 

leaving active duty if the Marine Corps did not keep them on. SSgt Wuterich expressed his 

desire that both detailed counsel remain on his case as detailed counsel. He was told that 

although he has a right to continue his attorney-client relationship, discharge of the two officers 

from active duty would sever that A-C relationship with his detailed counsel. He was further 

assured by both officers that they would not abandon him but that the relationship would not be 

as detailed counsel. SSgt Wuterich was never informed that he had a right to object to the 

impending departure. Both his military lawyers explained to him that although that it is his right 

to have counsel of his choosing, the Government was refusing to continue to allow them to serve 

as his detailed counsel. 

LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj raised the issue in court on numerous occasions and 

submitted affidavits as part of the Defense' challenge to the jurisdiction of the NMCCA to hear 

the Article 62 appeal on the CBS outtakes issue because the delay would sever their attorney-

client relationship with SSgt Wuterich which would prejudice his defense. See United Siaies v. 

SSgl Frank D. WUlerich, Crim. App. No 200800183, P. 17 (dissenting opinion). In her dissenting 
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opinion Judge Ryan identifies and discusses the issue of the prejudicial impact delay will have 

on the defense through the loss of counsel that the Government also conceded in its oral 

argument before the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. 

SSgt Wuterich did not request that his attorneys withdraw from the case. Furthermore, 

no good cause existed to sever the attorney-client relationship between SSgt Wuterich and his 

detailed counsel. 

IL Discussion. 

a. WHETHER AN ACCUSED'S RIGHT TO COUNSEL IS VIOLATED WHEN 
HIS DETAILED MILITARY COUNSEL, OVER THAT COUNSEL'S OWN 
OBJECTIONS, IS DISCHARGED FROM ACTIVE DUTY SEVERING THE 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP WITHOUT THE EXPRESS CONSENT 
OF THE ACCUSED AND BARRING A SHOWING OF GOOD CAUSE FOR THE 
SEVERANCE OF THE RELATIONSHIP. 

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution affords a Defendant the right to 

be represented by counsel in a criminal proceeding and recognizes a qualified right to choose 

that counsel. United States v. Swafford, 512F.3d 833,839 (6th Cir. 2008) (internal citations 

omitted). Where no factors exist to lead the court to believe that representation by a certain 

attorney will have an adverse impact on the integrity of the proceeding, a court commits a 

fundamental constitutional error that can never be harmless by denying a defendant his or her 

attorney of choice. United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez, 548 US. 140, 149-51 (2006) (holding that 

district court erred in denying pro hac vice motion of defendant's counsel of choice and 

reversing defendant's conviction). 

The right to counsel of one's own choosing is a settled issue under the Sixth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution barring extraordinary circumstances. "The right to effective 
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assistance of counsel and to the continuation of an established attorney-client relationship is 

fondamental in the military justice system." United States v. Hutchins, NMCCA 200800393 at 

7(En Banc)(Emphasis in original) (Citing United States v. Baca, 27 M.J. 110, 118 (C.M.A. 

1988)) (internal citations omitted). Whether an established attorney-client relationship is 

properly severed is a question oflaw which we review de novo. United States v. Allred, 50 Mol. 

795,799 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 1999). When the Government decided to take an interlocutory 

appeal on an evidentiary matter in this case, it had an obligation not to disturb the status quo of 

the defense team representing SSgt Wuterich. Instead, it went to extraordinary lengths to 

maintain the status quo of the trial counsel team who are all fongible and refosed to extend 

detailed counsel on active duty so that they may continue to represent SSgt Wuterich. 

SSgt Wuterich had an absolute right to keep his detailed counsel once that relationship was 

formed. Although a military accused does not have a right to select a detailed counsel of his 

choosing, once counsel is detailed and A-C forms an accused has an inviolable right to keep that 

attorney. When SSgt Wuterich was arraigned he was explained his rights by the Military Judge 

he was told "SSgt Wuterich, you have the right to be represented by LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj, 

your detailed military defense counsels. They are provided to you at no expense to you." See 

DA PAM 27-9 at 2-1-1. The notification of rights provided by the judge at an arraignment 

originates under Article 27 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and is enabled through 

R.C.M. 506(a) which grants an accused a right to counselor an individual military counsel. 

Once an attorney-client relationship forms, a detailed counsel may only be excused upon request 

of the accused under R.C.M. 505(d)(2)(B)(ii), or upon a showing of good cause. R.C.M. 

505(d)(2)(B)(iii). The unanimous en bane decision by the NMCCA in United States v. Hutchins, 
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definitively rejects a detailed counsel's end of active service, and by extension retirement, as 

good cause to sever the attorney-client relationship. 

Permitting the Government to discharge military counsel, thereby terminating an 

accused's right to detailed counsel, would render the right to detailed counsel meaningless. If 

the relationship could be severed by governmental actions, such as severance of the attorney-

client relationship through an involuntary discharge or even a voluntary discharge of detailed 

counsel, it would give the Government the unhindered power to take certain actions that would 

inevitably result in the release of counsel. Reassignments, deployments, delays, transfers, and 

discharges would all enable the Government to manipulate the process to rid itself of effective 

defense counsel. Even if the Government did not act with a nefarious purpose, the appearance of 

impropriety would cast grave doubt on the military justice system. See United States v. Allen, 31 

M.J. 572, 590 (N.M.C.M.R. 1990), affd, 33 M.J. 209 (C.M.A. 1991). Permitting such an 

outcome from Governmental action eviscerates the right to detailed counsel. Government 

counsel and Convening Authorities unhappy with a vigorous defense, as was happening in this 

case and as previously occurred in the Harndaniya1 case of U.S. v. Trent Thomas, could simply 

file interlocutory appeals, delay trials to await defense counsel's discharge or cause the transfer 

of defense counsel to sever the attorney client relationship. 

Throughout early 2008, LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj recognized that their pending 

discharges raised a problematic matter with respect to the A-C relationship in the case and 

requested delays to their retirement. They were both extended a few months but were then 

sternly warned that no further extensions would be granted. See Exhibit. ____ . 

1 Mr. Faraj represented Cpl Trent Thomas in a murder trial arising out of events in Hamdaniya Iraq. That case was 
tried against the same trial team which demonstrated visible consternation when the members returned findings and 
a sentence favorable to the defense. 
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The denial of the requests of defense counsel to extend on active duty not only ended the 

attorney client relationship, it had effects that went far beyond those immediately obvious. The 

defense team in this case was assigned a file room in the defense building to store and organize 

their case files. They were also assigned a defense clerk, an NCO whose sole duty was to keep 

files organized and manage the case file. When both detailed counsel left the case, the clerk 

assigned to the case was also reassigned. The case file was left in the file room to be taken over 

by a new detailed counsel who was not assigned until July of 20 I 0, who is located at a base 

about 30 miles away, and who was assigned to satisfy the military judge's constant inquiries of 

the government as to why no detailed counsel was yet assigned as late as May of 20 I O. The files 

have since been moved; some have disappeared, and what remains lack any sense of 

organization. 

Continuity on the prosecutor's side, on the other hand, continued undisturbed. The same 

Trial Counsel remain on the case supported by an army of assistants. They continue to be 

located at the same building aboard the same base with access to witnesses and evidence. 

Although the defense has no access to their files, one can only imagine that after two years, their 

case file would be even more organized and their trial preparations complete. 

b. WHETHER THE IMPROPER SEVERANCE OF THE ATTORNEY CLIENT 
RELATIONSHIPS PREJUDICES THE ACCUSED'S STATUTORY RIGHT TO 
COUNSEL SO THAT THE ONLY REMEDY TO THE GOVERNMENTAL 
ACTION IS DISMISSAL OF THE CASE. 

The right to counsel is inviolate under the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

Amend. Sixth, U.S. Constitution. See Scott v. Illinois, 440 U.S. 367 (1979). Article 27 of the 

U.C.MJ. and R.C.M. 506(a) incorporate those constitutional rights and extends them to military 

defendants. The President went further in providing military defendants with counsel rights by 
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mandating that each military accused benefit from the representation of detailed counsel 

regardless of indigency. Id. The right to effective assistance of counsel and to the continuation 

of an established attorney-client relationship is fundamental in the military justice system." 

United States v. Baca, 27 M.J. 110, 118 (C.M.A. 1988). In U.S. v. Hutchins, the Navy Marine 

Court of Criminal Appeals addressed the propriety of the severance of an attorney client 

relationship for good cause 68 MJ. 623 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 2010). Finding that end of active 

service can never be good cause to sever an attorney-client relationship, the court set aside the 

findings and sentence. Id. In this case, the attorney client relationship was severed despite a 

herculean effort to continue representation by the detailed counsel - namely LtCol Colby Vokey. 

He submitted numerous requests to extend his retirement date so that he may continue to • 

represent SSgt Wuterich. He moved into a trailer located at a camp ground. He made calls, 

pleading his case to manpower, to persuade the decision-maker to allow him to remain on active 

duty to represent his client but to no avail. Release of a defense counsel from active duty should 

occur only with the approval of the military judge for good cause, or with the "express consent" 

of the accused United States v. Hutchins, 68 M.l 623, 628 (N-M.C.C.A. 2010). "Good cause" 

is defined to include, "physical disability, military exigency, and other extraordinary 

circumstances which render the ... counsel ... unable to proceed with the court-martial within a 

reasonable time." 'Good cause' does not include temporary inconveniences which are incident to 

normal conditions of military life. Id. at 628-9. (citing Rule for Court-Martia1505(f), Manual 

for Courts-Martial, United States (2005 ed.). There can be no greater example ofnonnal 

conditions of military life than the commonality of an end of service of a military member. All 

military members eventually end their military service. The majority join with the knowledge of 

an exact day of when their service will end. The military services know exactly when members 
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are scheduled to be discharged or retired. Accordingly, such an event is common, regular and 

countenanced as a part of everyday military life. Defense counsel in this case recognized that 

their ending service would interfere with their obligation to represent their client. They notified 

the Government and requested extensions. Instead of assisting the defense lawyers in extending 

their retirement dates so that they may continue to represent their client, the government impeded 

any further extentions. Meanwhile, trial counsel were extended in their assignments even though 

the prosecution has no right to any particular counsel. One reservist trial counsel in the same 

rank as the senior detailed defense counsel was extended on active duty until he reached 

sanctuary for retirement - an event so rare that it only happens in the most extraordinary of 

circumstance because it disrupts the statutory limits on the number of officers each military 

service may have on active duty under Title 10 of the United States Code. Going to such 

extraordinary lengths to keep the prosecution team together while ignoring the case law 

counseling that excusal for good cause be authorized "only in cases where there exists 'truly 

extraordinary circumstance[s 1 rendering virtually impossible the. continuation of the established 

relationship." Hutchins, 68 M.J. 629. (Quoting United States v. Iverson, 5 M.J. 440, 442-443 

(C.M.A. 1978). 

The circumstances in this case, on the other hand, were quite ordinary. The Government 

had advance warning and a compelling reason to act. But even in the absence of warning of the 

impending separations, they were still required to act. Instead, they failed to act, causing the 

severance of the attorney client relationship while going to unusual lengths to overcome statutory 

hurdles to keeping reserve officers on active duty when the actions served the interests of the 

Government. Such astonishing efforts in service of the prosecution and to the detriment of the 

defense in violation of the accused's fundamental statutory right to the same detailed counsel he 
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was assigned and whom he desired to continue to represent him calls for a remedy worthy of the 

violation and the misconduct. Moreover, in light of the Hutchins decision that clearly defined 

the "good cause" requirement for governmental severance of the attomey-client relationship, the 

only remedy available to this court is dismissal of the charges with prejudice because that 

relationship can now never be restored. 

c. WHETHER THE HARM OR PREJUDICE RESULTING FROM THE 
GOVERNMENTAL ACTION IN IMPROPER SEVERING THE ATTORNEY
CLIENT RELATIONSIDP BETWEEN ACCUSED AND DETAILED COUNSEL 
IS REMEDIED WHEN THE SAME COUNSEL CONTINUES 
REPRESENTATION AS A CIVILIAN. 

The only appropriate remedy in the case is dismissal of the charges. See United States 

v. Hutchins, 68 M.J. 623 (N.M. Ct. Crim. App. 2010). The continued service of previously 

detailed counsel in a civilian capacity is insufficient to satisfy the requirement established by 

Article 27 of the U.C.M.J. and RC.M. 506(a). The Rule specifically affords a right to civilian 

counsel and detailed counsel. SSgt Wuterich was detailed counsel. Those counsel were LtCol 

Vokey and Mr. Faraj. Once the two detailed counsel formed an attorney client relationship with 

the client, their dismissal could only be effectuated through the client or by a showing of good 

cause before a military judge. RC.M. 505(d)(2)(8). Good cause has already been discussed, 

supra. Improper governmental action or inaction resulted in severing the A-C relationship 

between detailed counsel and the accused The Government should not be permitted to benefit 

from an action that was in clear and direct contravention of the law. See United States v. Lewis, 

63 M.J. 405, 415 (C.AAF. 2006) (holding that whatever remedies are available would be 

insufficient because the government's objective of unseating the military judge had been 

achieved thus requiring a dismissal of the charges with prejudice). 
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Even ifR.C.M. 506(a) pennitted replacement for a detailed counsel with a civilian 

counsel with the consent of the accused, continued representation of the accused by LtCol Vokey 

is prohibited under JAGINST 5803.lB and Title 18 U.S.C. 203. The regulation and the statute in 

essence prohibit a reserve or retired officer from representing a client for compensation if 

representation began while the officer was in government service. The only way for LtCol 

Vokey to continue to represent SSgt Wuterich is to do so without collecting compensation. And 

although the JAGINST authorizes compensated representation if the officer seeks permission 

from the JAG beforehand, Government counsel in this case accused the former detailed counsel 

in the case of United States v. Hoeman of ethical violations and solicitations of a federal offense 

when the civilian counsel in that case suggested the government pay the former detailed counsel 

an hourly retainer to resolve an improper severance of an attorney-client relationship. 

There is no adequate remedy available in this case except a dismissal of the charges. The 

Government has achieved its objective of severing the client from the effective representation of 

two experienced detailed counsels. The two detailed counsel were senior in rank to the most of 

the trial counsel. They wielded the authority inherent to their field grade ranks. They had little 

or no additional duties but preparing for this case. They had access to resources, witnesses, the 

case file, and enjoyed the credibility associated with appearing in a uniform before members. 

SSgt Wuterich will never have the benefit of such representation even ifboth lawyers continued 

to represent him as civilians. SSgt Wuterich has been irreparably prejudiced by the 

Government's improper conduct which may only be ameliorated by dismissal of the charges 

with prejudice. 

Finally, if the destruction of SSgt Wuterich's defense team is not prejudicial, why then 

did the Government keep their trial team together? LtCol Sullivan has been kept on active duty 
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even though he is a reservist, specifically to prosecute this case. And Major Gannon has been 

kept in the same location for over four years to also prosecute the case. These facts alone 

concede the prejudice of breaking up a defense team because the government refuses to allow the 

break-up of the prosecution team. 

III. Evidence. 

Exhibits 

a. Email to Ltcol Vokey dtd May 16, 2008, denying request to extend 

b. United States v. Hutchins, 68 MJ. 623 (N.M.Ct. Crim. App. 2010) 

c. Government brief regarding loss of counsel in the case of United States v. 

Hohman. 

d. CAAF decision in United States v. Wuterich, CAAF No. 086006; Judge Ryan M. 

Dissenting opinion; CBS Broadcasting Inc. v. Navy Marine Corps Court of 

Criminal Appeals et al. and In re Frank Wuterich, No. 08-08211MC 

e. LtCol Vokey C. and Maj Faraj H. Affidavit to the Court of Appeals for the Armed 

Forces CBS Broadcasting Inc. v. Navy Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals 

et al. and In re Frank Wuterich, No. 08-0821IMC. 

IV. Relief Requested. 

Wherefore, the accused, by and through undersigned counsel, requests that all charges 

and specifications be dismissed with prejudice for violation of the accused right to counsel under 

the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Article 27 of the UCMJ as implemented by 

R.C.M. 506(a) 

V. Oral Argument. 

Respectfully requested. 
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By: lSI 
Haytham Faraj 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1800 Diagonal Road 
Suite 210 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
Tel 888-970-0005 
Fax 202-280-1039 

• 

Email: Haytham@puckettfaraj.com 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that a copy of this document was served upon government counsel on August 26, 

2010. 

By: /S/ 
Haytharn F araj 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1800 Diagonal Road 
Suite 210 
Alexandria, VA 2314 
Tel 888-970-0005 
Fax 202-280-1039 
Email: Haytham@puckettfaraj.com 
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• Marshall Maj Meridith L 

From: 
Sent: 

Colby Vokey [vokeycc@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, August 25,201010:02 PM 

• 
To: 
Subject: 

Marshall Maj Meridith L; Neal Puckett; Haytham Faraj 
Fw: Request for modification of retirement 

----- Forwarded Message 
From: Vokey LtCol Colby C <colby.vokey@usmc.mil> 
To: vokeycc@yahoo.com; Vokey LtCol Colby C <colby.vokey@usmc.mil> 
Sent: Sat, June 21, 2008 11:57:32 PM 
Subject: FW: Request for modification of retirement 

patrick.redmon@llsmc.mil 
703-784-9300 
sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 
703-784-9325/6 
Andre.a.robinson@usmc.mil 
760-763-5071 
-----Original Message----
From: Redmon Col Patrick L 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 4:59 
To: Arritt GS09 Sheila A; Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

Sheila: 

Roger below. Like I said last week, I don't want to get into a situation where we (USMC 
collectively) are bumping this retirement date out "30 days at a· time" all summer long. 

LtCol Vokey: 1 August is your official retirement date. You n~ed to make sure you pass 
on the all the details to your relief. You need to understand the "hoop jumps and drama" 
that results from changes to your retirement date. In fact, I'll guess that your pay has 
been/will be somewhat jacked up between now and Christmas ... 

ViR 

Col Patrick Redmon 
DSN 278-9300 

-----Original Message----
From: Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 7:21 AM 
To: Vokey LtCol Colby C; Redmon Col patrick L 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

Col Redmon, 

Based on our conversation on Friday and below email I will run LtCol Vokey mod approval 
for 1 Aug 08 vice 1 Jul 08. 

Sheila 

-----Original Message----
From: Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2008 2:16 
To: Arritt GS09 Sheila A; Redmon Col Patrick L 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

1 
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Mrs. Arritt, • • 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today and letting me know that my 
retirement extension was granted. As you know, I am delaying my retirement so that I may 
complete my Haditha court-martial as a defense counsel. While it is still uncertain as to 
when the trial will begin, it seems likely that it won 1 t begin until at least mid-June. 
As such, I believe that a 1 July retirement date is no longer sufficient. 

As a result, I request that my retirement date be moved to 1 August instead. 
Given the current situation, I believe that a 1 August retirement date will allow 
sufficient time for me to complete the case prior to departing. 

Thank you for your patience and unders.tanding regarding my situation. 

ViR 
LtCol Vokey 

Lieutenant Colonel Colby C. Vokey, U.S. Marine Corps Regional Defense Counsel, Western 
Region P.O. Box 555240 Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5240 
(760) 725-3744 
(760) 725-4162 (fax) 
(760) 213-4982 (cell) 
colby.vokey@usmc.mil 

-----Original Message----
From: Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 11:03 
To: Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Subject: Request for modification of retirement 

LtCol Vokey 

At your convenience can you give me a call to discuss your retirement date. 

Mrs. Sheila Arritt 
Asst Supervisor 
Officer Retirement Branch, HQMC 
Comm (703) 784-9324/5/6 
DSN 278-9324/5/6 
email: sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal Information 
(PII) covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
unauthorized access/disclosure. When retention of this document is no longer required, it 
must be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not be disposed of in trash 
or recycling containers. 
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UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS 

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Before 
THE COURT EN BANC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

v. 

LAWRENCE G. HUTCHINS III 
SERGEANT (E-5), U.S. MARINE CORPS 

NMCCA 200800393 
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

Sentence Adjudged: 3 August 2007. 
Military Judge: LtCol Jeffrey Meeks, USMC. 
Convening Authority: Commanding General, U.S. Marine Corps 
Forces Central Command, MacDil1 Air Force Base, FL. 
Staff Judge Advocate's Recommendation: LtCol G.W. Riggs, 
USMC. 
For Appellant: Capt Jeffrey Liebenguth, USMC; Capt S. Kaza, 
USMCR. 
For Appellee: Capt Mark Balfantz, USMC; Mr. Brian Keller, 
Esq. 

22 April 2010 

PUBLISHED OPINION OF THE COURT 

GEISER, S.J., delivered the opinion of the court in which 
REISMEIER, C.J., MITCHELL and CARBERRY, S.JJ., and PERLAK, J., 
concur. MAKSYM, S.J., filed a concurring opinion joined by BEAL, 
J. BOOKER, S.J., filed an opinion concurring in the result. 
PRICE, J., filed an opinion concurring in part and dissenting in 
part. 

GEISER, Senior Judge: 

A general court-martial with enlisted representation 
convicted the appellant, contrary to his pleas, of conspiracy, 
making a false official statement, unpremeditated murder, and 
larceny, in violation of Articles 81, 107, 118, and 121, Uniform 
Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 881, 907, 918, and 921. 
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The approved sentence was for reduction to pay grade E-l, 
confinement for 11 years, and a dishonorable discharge. 

The appellant raised three assignments of error.' After 
reviewing the record and. considering the parties' pleadings, this 
court specified two additional issues and requested briefing by 
the parties.' On 20 May 2009, after supplemental briefing by the 
parties, this court ordered a DUBay3 hearing into the court's 
first specified issue involving the appellant's representation by 
Captain (Capt) Bass. The ordered DuBay hearing was conducted 18-
20 August 2009. This court received the authenticated record of 
the hearing, to include the military judge's Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law, on 5 November 2009. The parties were 
prOVided time to submit additional briefs. 

We have considered the record of trial, the various 
pleadings of the parties, and the record oJ the DuBay hearing. 
For the reasons Cited below, we conclude that the military judge 
erred when he permitted proceedings to continue after Capt Bass 
ceased representation of the appellant without either the 
appellant's knowing release or a finding of good cause by the 
military judge. Under the specific facts of this case, we find 
that any attempt to assess specific prejudice arising from Capt 
Bass' unauthorized departure would be speculative. We will, 
therefore, presume prejudice. We do not reach the issue of 
whether another set of facts and circumstances would permit a 
non-speculative assessment of prejudice. We will set aside the 
findings and sentence in our decretal paragraph and return the 

, I. WHETHER THE MILITARY JUDGE ERRED WHEN HE REFUSED TO INSTRUCT THE MEMBERS 
THAT THEY COULD CONSIDER THE IMPACT OF THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ON THE 
APPELLANT'S STATE OF MIND AND PERCEPTIONS FOR THE CHARGE OF VOLUNTARY 
MANSLAUGHTER, WHERE APPELLANT WAS SUFFERING FROM POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS 
DISORDER, ACUTE SLEEP DEPRIVATION, WAS IN A STATE OF CONSTANT PROVOCATION, AND 
HIS CHAIN OF COMMAND CREATED A CLIMATE OF ACCEPTANCE TOWARDS VIGILANTISM AND 
ABUSE OF SUSPECTED INSURGENTS. 
II. WHETHER THE MILITARY JUDGE ERRED WHEN HE DENIED THE DEFENSE CHALLENGE FOR 
CAUSE AGAINST A MEMBER WHO HAD BEEN IN CHARGE OF PRE-DEPLOYMENT URBAN WARFARE 
TRAINING FOR THE APPELLANT AND HIS ALLEGED CO-CONSPIRATORS, WHERE THE QUESTION 
OF APPROPRIATE TACTICS IN URBAN WARFARE WAS AN ESSENTIAL ISSUE AT TRIAL. 
III. WHETHER THE MILITARY JUDGE ERRED WHEN HE DENIED THE DEFENSE MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS THE APPELLANT'S CONFESSION, WHERE THE APPELLANT HAD PREVIOUSLY 
TERMINATED AN INTERROGATION AND REQUESTED THE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL, BUT WAS 
INSTEAD KEPT IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT FOR SEVEN DAYS WITHOUT ACCESS TO COUNSEL 
AND THEN RE-INTERROGATED. 
2 IV. WAS THE APPELLANT'S RELEASE OF CAPTAIN BASS FROM FURTHER REPRESENTATION 
VALID, AND IF NOT, DID GOOD CAUSE EXIST FOR TERMINATING THE ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
RELATIONSHIP IN THE ABSENCE OF RELEASE? IF A VALID RELEASE OR GOOD CAUSE DOES 
NOT EXIST, WHAT IS THE PREJUDICE TO APPELLANT? 

V. DID THE MILITARY JUDGE ERR BY CONDUCTING A CLOSED SESSION OF COURT WHEN THE 
GOVERNMENT HAD NOT ASSERTED A CLAIM OF PRIVLEGE PURSUANT TO MIL. R. EVID. 50S? 
IF SO, WHAT IS THE PREJUDICE TO THE APPELLANT? 

3 United States v. DuBay, 37 C.M.R. 411 (C.M.A. 1967). 
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record to the Judge Advocate General with a rehearing authorized. 
Arts. 59(a) and 66(c) , UCMJ. 

Background 

The appellant was charged and found guilty, inter alia, of 
conspiring with Marines in his squad to kidnap and murder an 
Iraqi man in Hamdaniyah, Iraq, in April 2006. The appellant was 
also charged and found guilty, along with several of his squad 
members, of carrying out the murder on 26 April 2006. 

Assignment of Counsel 

In June 2006, pursuant to the convening authority's standing 
policy of detailing two trial defense counsel for all courts
martial involving a murder charge arising from this inCident,' 
the appellant was detailed Capt G. Bass, USMC, and Lieutenant 
Colonel (LtCol) Smith, USMC.' The appellant was ultimately 
arraigned on 7 December 2006. After the initial session of 
court, trial proceeded on 27-28 February 2007, 26 March 2007, 11-
13 June 2007, 11-12, 23-27, 30-31 July 2007, and concluded on 1-3 
August 2007. Capt Bass did not represent the appellant after 25 
May 2007 when he began a terminal leave period. Record at 454. 
His terminal leave ended upon his release from active duty on I 
July 2007. 

Prior to the 11 June 2007 session of court, Capt Bass had 
not been properly released from representing the appellant. At 
an Article 39(a) session the following discussion occurred: 

MJ: . Captain Bass is currently not present. I 
have been informed by counsel that he arrived at his 
Expiration of Active Service in the Marine Corps, and 
has been discharged from the Marine Corps and has been 
relieved as detailed defense counsel in this case; and 
has been replaced by Lieutenant Colonel Cosgrove. 

ADC: Yes, sir. Captain Bass reached the end of his 
obligated service. He has been relieved of 
representation of Sergeant Hutchins. 

Record at 449. The military judge then asked Trial Defense 
Counsel (TDC) when Capt Bass left active duty. The remaining 
detai led counsel indicated that he was "not sure of the exact 
date, Your Honor. I know that he was - - executed orders to - -
on terminal leave some time around the - - before the Memorial 

, Declaration of Regional Defense Counsel of 17 March 2009 at 2, filed on 18 
March 2009 with Appellant's Consent Motion to Attach, which Motion was granted 
on 27 March 2009: Record at 453. 

5 The appellant also hi red a civi 1 ian counsel. 
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Day hoI iday. 
25th of May; 
Id. at 454.' 

I know that, sir. Some time probably around the 
that could be off a few days one way or the other." 

The Military judge then explained to the appellant that the 
he had: 

MJ: ... the right to [be represented by] all of your 
detailed defense counsel including Captain Bass; 
however, once Captain Bass leaves active duty, there's 
no way that the Marine Corps can keep him on as your 
detailed defense counsel. Do you understand that? 

ACC: Yes, I do, sir. 

MJ: Have you discussed this issue with [your civilian 
defense counsel] and Lieutenant Colonel Smith? 

ACC: In detai 1, si r. 

MJ: Okay. Do you have any objection to proceeding at 
this point? 

ACC: No, I do not, sir. 

Id. at 454-55. 

After the initial pleadings were submitted to this court, we 
concluded that a postCtrial hearing into the facts and 
circumstances involved in the apparent severance of the attorney
client relationship between the appellant and Capt Bass was 
warranted. A DuBay hearing was ordered, at which the presiding 
military judge heard the testimony of Capt Bass, his co-counsel, 
and the (Regional Defense Counsel (RDC) associated with the case. 
The military judge made written findings of fact and conclusions 
of law,' and authenticated the record. The following findings of 
fact contained in Appellate Exhibit CL are supported by the 
record and we adopt them as our own. 

"Captain Bass was detai le'd on 13 July 2006." AE CL at 2-3, DuBay 
Hearing Record. 

"On 31 Aug 2006 ... Captain Bass tendered a request to resign his 
commission for an effective date of 1 July 2007. The request 
was approved." Id. at 5. 

6 The Government characterizes the TDe's vague and unsure response as 
clarification for the military's Judge's misconception that Capt Bass was 
already at the end of his obligated service. Government's Answer to 
Supplemental Brief of 16 Apr 2009 at 5. However. when read in context of what 
the military judge said immediately thereafter to the appellant, we do not 
share the same view of the import of the TOe's response. 
7 Appellate Exhibit CL, DuBay Hearing Record. 
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"The initial trial dates that had been ordered were before 
Captain Bass was approved to leave active duty: however, the 
defense team moved for, and was granted, a continuance of trial 
dates until July 2007 - beyond Captain Bass' approved date to 
leave active duty." Id. 

"In the second defense continuance request, the defense team 
articulated Captain Bass' departure from active duty as one of 
the bases to justify the request." Id. 

"Although Captain Bass had submitted his resignation request in 
August 2006, he did not inform the appellant that he would be 
leaving active duty until early May 2007." Id. at 6. 

"After this early May 2007 meeting between Captain Bass and the 
appellant, the appellant never saw Captain Bass again." Id. 

"The appellant was never advised that he could request that 
Captain Bass be extended on active duty to complete the 
appellant's tr ial." Id. 

"The appellant never signed a document releasing Captain Bass 
from active duty." Id. 

"Captain Bass never 'requested' that the appellant release him as 
his counsel: instead, Captain Bass presented the situation to the 
appellant as one in which there was no other option to remain on 
active duty." Id. 

"During an II June 2007 Article 39a, UCMJ session, the military 
judge informed the appellant that because Captain Bass would be 
leaving active duty, there was no way the Marine Corps could keep 
him on the defense team." Id. at 7. 

"The appellant told the military judge that, after having 
consulted with [his remaining counsel] about this issue, he had 
no objection to proceeding without Captain Bass." Id. 

We do not adopt that portion of the DuBay judge's finding 
that indicates "Captain Bass never ... informed the court that he 
was leaving the Marine Corps." Id. at 7. This finding is 
inconsistent with AE XLIV, which documents that the court was 
made aware of Capt Bass' pending separation from active duty no 
later than 18 May 2007. 

We accept and adopt the DuBay judge's additional findings 
that: 

"[T]he appellant was never informed of the possibility of 
objection to Captain Bass leaving the case." AE CL at 8. 
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"Captain Bass commenced terminal leave in May 2007 and left 
Southern Cal i fornia. ,,8 Id. 

"Captain Bass met wi th Lieutenant Colonel Vokey. the Regional 
Defense Counsel, in May 2007 regarding Captain Bass' imminent 
departure from active duty. Lieutenant Colonel Vokey ... had 
first hand knowledge of some judge advocates having had requested 
extensions to their EASs to complete representation of their 
clients as well as other judge advocates who had been denied 
terminal leave so they could finish representation of their 
clients." Id. at 11. 

The DuBay hearing military judge concluded that the 
remaining trial defense counsel, LtCol Smith, and the civilian 
counsel "were operating under the mistaken bel ief that no other 
option eXisted to extend Captain Bass' EAS. The Regional Defense 
Counsel, Lieutenant Colonel Vokey, was not laboring under this 
false impression; nevertheless, he never provided contrary advice 
to Captain Bass or the rest of the defense team." Id. at 15. 

We note the following additional pertinent facts from the 
record. 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

Capt Bass was assigned to the Hutchins case by the RDC; 
but reported to the Commanding Officer, Headquarters & 
Headquarters Squadron, MCAS Miramar for operational and 
administrative purposes. AE CXXXIX at 2-3, DuBay Hearing 
Record. 
Capt Bass's terminal leave date was approved by Marine 
Corps personnel outside of the RDC chain-of-command. Id. 
at 3. 
On 12 March 2007 the trial defense requested a continuance 
of the trial date. They requested a motions hearing date 
of 11-12 June 2007 and a trial date of 16-27 July 2007. 
AE XXV. 
On 26 March 2007, with no objection from Government 
counsel, the military judge approved the request. Record 
at 416. 
On 18 May 2007 the defense requested another continuance 
and served the request upon the court and Government 
counsel on the same day. AE XLIV. 
The defense indicated that one of the reasons for the 
request was that Capt Bass would be separating from active 
duty on 1 July 2007 and it would require additional time 
adequately prepare his replacement counsel. Id. at 3. 
On 24 May 2007 Government Counsel filed its response with 
the court. AE XLV. 
The Government counsel did not oppose a continuance for up 
to 10 days. The Government opposed a continuance greater 
than 10 days. Id. at 4. 
As part of its rationale, the Government noted that during 
the session of court involving the first continuance 

8 Capt Bass testified that he believed his terminal leave began on 25 May 
2007. DuBay Hearing Record at 2088, 2151. 
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10) 

11 ) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

• • 
request the defense did not inform the court that they 
were requesting the mi 1 i tary judge to "set thi s case for 
trial beyond Capt Bass' EAS," Id. at 2. 
On 11 June 2007, the court addressed the continuance 
motion on the record. Record at 460. 
On 11 June 2007, Capt Bass was absent from court. Id. at 
449. 
On 11 June 2007 the military judge misinformed the 
appellant regarding Capt Bass' then-current active duty 
status. Id. at 454-55. 
On 11 June 2007. the military jud$e misinformed the 
appellant regarding the appellant s option to effectively 
object to Capt Bass' pending departure. Specifically, the 
military judge further misled the appellant by 
misinforming him that there was nothing the.United States 
Marine Corps could do to effectuate continued 
representation by Capt Bass. Id. 
On 13 June 2007, the military judge noted that the defense 
and the Government had reached an agreement regarding the 
continuance request. Id. 716-17. 
The Government agreed to begin trial on 24 July 2007 .. 
Id. 

We agree with the DuBay Hearing judge's legal conclusion 
that the military judge effectively severed the attorney-client 
relationship between Capt Bass and the appellant. AE CL at 7-8. 
We do not, however, agree that the severance was for good cause. 
Id. at 8. 

"The right to effective assistance of counsel and to the 
continuation of an established attorney-client relationship is 
fundamental in the military justice system." United States v. 
Baca, 27 M.J. 110, 118 (C.M.A. 1988) (emphasis added) (citing 
United States v. Palenius, 2 M.J. 86 (C.M.A. 1977)). Whether an 
established attorney-client relationship is properly severed is a 
question of law which we review de novo. United States v. 
Allred, 50 M.J. 795, 799 (N.M .. Ct.Crim.App. 1999). 

All trial participants, including the mi 1 i tary judge, were 
apparently mutually confused regarding Capt Bass' active duty 
status, the appellant's option to effectively object to Capt 
Bass' departure from active duty, and what factors constitute 
good cause for a military judge to sever an existing attorney
client relationship in an ongoing trial without the consent of 
the client. 

We reject the Government's contention that the appellant 
voluntarily consented to the severance of his attorney-client 
relationship with Capt Bass. To hold that the appellant's 
apparent acquiescence to a muddled situation described to him by 
his own legal counsel and the military judge as a fait accompli, 
beyond anyone's control, would require us to impart a higher 
degree of knowledge of the law and facts to the appellant than 
that which was collectively shared by multiple seasoned lawyers. 
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This we will not do. In the present case, the appellant's 
statement that he had no objection to proceeding forward was not 
made with knowledge of the true facts or law. The military 
judge's reference to the appellant's "right" to be represented by 
all his detailed counsel was, in the factual context presented at 
trial, at best an illusory right and amounted to the appellant 
having no option but to agree. 

The Uniform Code of Military Justice provides an accused 
with rights to counsel that exceed Constitutional standards. The 
President has gone further to require - in very direct and 
extraordinary terms not found elsewhere in the Manual for Courts
Martial - that release of a defense counsel in situations such as 
this occur only with the approval of the military judge for good 
cause, or with the "express consent" of the accused. Given the 
elevated treatment this right to counsel has been given by both 
Congress and the President, appellant's uninformed acquiescence 
to Capt Bass' departure is best interpreted under these facts as 
a constructive objection to the loss of this right. 

The question remains whether termination of Capt Bass' 
attorney-client relationship with the appellant was severed by 
the military judge, without the appellant's consent, for good 
cause. We begin by noting that the military judge's action to 
effectively sever the appellant's relationship with Capt Bass was 
flawed both factually and legally. As noted above, the military 
judge was apparently operating under the misapprehension or at 
least confusion regarding whether Capt Bass was on terminal leave 
or had already been released from active duty. He failed to 
properly determine the actual facts. Further, the military judge 
apparently believed that departure from active duty constituted 
good cause for severing an attorney-client relationship during an 
ongoing trial. We disagree. 

In the absence of the accused's consent or an approved 
application for withdrawal by the defense counsel, severance of 
the relationship can only be proper when good cause is shown on 
the record. Allred, 50 M.J. at 799-800. Convenience of the 
Government is not a sufficient basis to establish good cause, Id, 
at 800 (citin~ United States v. Murray, 42 C.M.R. 253, 254 
(C.M.A. 1970)). Good cause must be based on a "truly 
extraordinary circumstance rendering virtually impossible the 
continuation of the established relationship." United States v. 
Iverson, 5 M.J. 440, 442-43 (C.M.A. 1978) (footnote omitted). 

No good cause existed to sever the attorney-client 
relationship in the instant case. We find the Government's 
reliance on Allred and Manual of the Judge Advocate General, 
JAGINST 5800.7E § 0131 (20 Jun 2007) (JAGMAN) to be misplaced. In 
the latter instance, the Government acknowledges that the JAGMAN 
provision deals with denying an Individual Military Counsel (IMC) 
request for a counsel who has not yet been detailed to function 
as a trial defense attorney for a particular court-martial and 
does not directly address the scenario of an existing attorney-
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client relationship during the pendency of an ongoing general 
court-martial. Government's Answer of 16 Apr 09 at 16. 

In Allred, a Marine facing various court-martial charges was 
detailed a trial defense counsel. For reasons not germane to 
this analysis, the charges were withdrawn and identical charges 
were re-referred to a new court-martial some two months later. 
Allred was detailed a different trial defense counsel in 
connection with the re-referred charges. He submitted an IMC 
request for his original defense counsel. The request was denied 
by the detailing authority. The court held that withdrawal of 
charges does not sever an existing attorney-client relationship 
regarding the charged offenses. An IMC request for a particular 
attorney with whom an accused enjoys an existing attorney-client 
relationship may only be denied for good cause. The court went 
on to opine that, in the context of an IMC request, good cause 
was satisfied by a situation such as "requested counsel's release 
from active duty or terminal leave." Allred, 50 M.J. at 801. 

"Good cause" is defined to include, "physical disability, 
military exigency, and other extraordinary circumstances which 
render the . counsel. . unable to proceed wi th the court-
martial within a reasonable time. 'Good cause' does not include 
temporary inconveniences which are incident to normal conditions 
of mi Ii tary life." RULE FOR COURTS-MARTIAL 505 (f), MANUAL FOR COURTS
MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2005 ed.).' See also United States v. 
Morgan. 62 M.J. 631 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 2006) (finding error in the 
severance of the trial defense counsel from taking part in the 
post-trial processing due to counsel's change of commands). We 
distinguish Allred based on the underlying context of the 
severance. 

Unlike an IMC request made at an early stage of the case, in 
the instant case the trial was underway and Capt Bass had 
participated in nearly a year of defense consultation and 
planning efforts. He had actively participated in the ongoing 
development of trial strategy, contributed to the decision-making 
process which defined the anticipated contribution of each 
counsel, and earned the appellant's trust. This is fundamentally 
different from the IMC context in which the requested attorney 
has, as yet, played no role in an ongoing defense strategy and 
planning process. See United States v. Spriggs, 52 M.J. 235, 246 
(C.A.A.F. 2000) (criteria used by the court to determine if a 
reservist may be involuntarily recalled to serve as counsel 
included consideration, inter alia, of whether the attorney 
accomplished substantial trial preparation.) 

Thus, "good cause" mus t be assessed on a s lid i ng sca I e wh i ch 
considers the contextual impact of the severance on the cl ient. 

9 While this standard is actually applicable to excusal for good cause by the 
authority who detailed the counsel to the case, and the proper standard for 
good cause excusal is the R.C.M. 506 standard as explained in Iverson. infra, 
OUf conclusion is the same under either standard of good cause. 
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Severance of an attorney/client relationship early in a case will 
have significantly less impact on an accused's representation 
rights than severance after work has been done on the defense 
case. A severance on the eve of trial after nearly a year of 
defense strategizing and preparation has even greater impact. 
Good cause in the context of an IMC request early in a trial 
cannot, therefore, be broadly applied to all severance cases as 
the Government urges. Excusal for good cause by the military 
judge should, as the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 
(C.A.A.F.) stated, be authorized only in cases where there exists 
"truly extraordinary circumstance[s] rendering virtually 
impossible the continuation of the establ ished relationship." 
Iverson, 5 M.J. at 442-43. 

In the instant case there existed no truly extraordinary 
circumstance which rendered impossible the continuation of the 
long-established relationship between the appellant and Capt 
Bass. Certainly this was true during the period prior to 1 July 

.2007, when Capt Bass was on terminal leave. Terminal leave and 
an attorney's end of active service is a normal occurrence of 
military life that can be planned for. EAS, standing alone, 
cannot be used as a basis to sever an existing attorney-client 
relationship in this case after nearly a year of preparatory work 
and mere weeks before commencement of a general court-martial for 
murder. 

Assuming, arguendo, that this court does not find good cause 
for severance, the Government urges us to find that the defense 
counsel, not the Government severed the attorney-client 
relationship. At the Dubay hearing, the Government argued that 
trial defense counsel had not requested an extension of his 
service, nor informed the Government counselor military judge of 
his pending departure. We take issue with the latter assertion. 
The record clearly demonstrates that the Government counsel and 
the military judge were both made aware of Capt Bass' EAS no 
later than 24 May 2007. They were also aware that the pending 
trial date was after Capt Bass' EAS. 

The multiple errors and inattention leading to deprivation 
of counsel in this case reflect something of a perfect storm. 
The initial errors arose in the defense team and with Capt Bass 
in particular .10 The record and the DuBay hearing reflect that 
the defense team as a whole, and Capt Bass in particular, 
consistently failed to provide the appellant with proper legal 
adVice regarding the appellant's very real option to actively 
contest Capt Bass' pending departure from active duty and from 
the defense team. 

The military judge's approach compounded the defense team's 
errors by cement ing and vahdat ing the appellant's mispercept ion 
of his rights and options. The military judge had a statutory 

10 We leave the ethical impl icat ions of Capt Bass' conduct to his state bar 
authority and the Navy Rules Counsel. 
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responsibility to ensure compliance with the representational 
severance rules in R.C.M. 506(c) , or, if necessary, to abate 
proceedings until the appellant's right to continue an ongoing 
attorney/client relationship had been formally adjudicated under 
this rule. 

On three separate occasions, the military judge, faced with 
a proceeding in which one of the defense counsel was not present, 
informed the appellant that he had the absolute right to the 
presence of his counsel. Record at 269-70, 415-16, 722. With 
that context, the military judge's statement suggesting that the 
appellant was faced with a fait accompli provided a judicial 
imprimatur to the appellant's misunderstanding that there was no 
way for appellant to effectively object to Capt Bass' departure. 
The military judge's failure arose directly from his failure to 
formally carry out his responsibilities under R.C.M. 506(c). 

The ambiguous facts surrounding Capt Bass' departure and his 
actual duty status, plus the military judge's unclear explanation 
of the appellant's legal rights to have all of his counsel 
present, should have prompted a vigilant Government counsel to 
ameliorate this situation by requesting the military judge to 
affirmatively determine the status of Capt Bass and appellant's 
desire for representation irrespective of Capt Bass' pending 
release from active duty. In this regard, we observe that this 
issue may have been avoided altogether had Capt Bass' supervisory 
defense attorney, or his Officer in Charge at Miramar, or the 
Officer in Charge of LSSS at Camp Pendleton, formally confirmed 
that the appellant had properly released Capt Bass, or that the 
military judge had made a good cause ruling before they allowed 
Capt Bass to commence terminal leave or be separated from the 
Marine Corps. At any pOint prior to 1 July 2007, anyone of 
these officers could have initiated steps to recall Capt Bass 
from terminal leave and/or delay execution of his release from 
active duty. 

With regard to a showing of prejudice, this is a case of 
first impression. The case law suggests two possible paths 
depending on who was at fault for the deprivation. In cases 
involving severance of an existing attorney/client relationship 
by someone other than the appellant or the defense team, C.A.A.F. 
has consistently opined that, due to the unique nature of defense 
counsel, appellate courts will not engage in "nice calculations 
as to the existence of prejudice" . " but wi 11 instead presume 
prejudice. Baca, 27 M.J. at 119; see also United States v. 
Schreck, 10 M.J. 226, 229 (C.M.A. 1981); Allred, 50 M.J. at 801. 
Our court has more recently held that it will not undertake a 
prejudice analysis when an existing attorney-cl ient relationship 
was improperly severed, and will instead find that improper 
severance requires reversal. United States v. Dickinson, 65 M.J. 
562, 566 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 2006); see also Iverson, 5 M.J. at 444 
(setting aside that portion of the court-martial that the trial 
defense counsel who was improperly severed was not able to 
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participate in without inquiring into the existence of 
prejudice) . 

The second path is reflected in cases involving improper 
abandonment of a client by a defense attorney or which involve a 
client validation of a severance at some point before or after 
the severance. Such cases have conducted a prejudice analysis 
and examined the facts and circumstances surrounding the 
severance/abandonment. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 
668 (1984); United States v. Acton, 38 M.J. 330 (C.M.A. 1993); 
United States v. Kelly, 16 M.J. 244 (C.M.A. 1983). Thus, we are 
faced with a hybrid situation involving error both within and 
without the defense team 

Based on the record, it appears that Capt Bass departed with 
no turnover wi th ei ther his" rei ief" or the remaining counsel - a 
mere five to six weeks before commencement of this murder trial. 
There is no evidence that Capt Bass made any attempt to integrate 
his prior work into the activities of the remaining attorneys. 
Unfortunately. we do not know, and we cannot know, the actual 
real-world impact of Capt Bass' departure from the defense team. 

We bel ieve the dissent's prejudice analysis consideration of 
the adequacy of the remaining defense counsel is mistaken. A 
right to the continuation of an existing attorney-client 
relationship is illusory if it can be disregarded without an 
accused's consent for any but the most compelling reasons. It is 
of little moment whether the remaining defense counsel provided 
good, poor, or indifferent representation. At issue is what, if 
anything, Capt Bass would have added to the mix. 

Without speculating, we know from the DuBay hearing that 
Capt Bass was developing a theory of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) with an expert consultant. We also know that 
this consultant was ultimately dismissed by the civilian counsel 
in favor of an expert with arguably less impressive credentials. 
Had the PTSD theory been further refined, we have no way of 
knowing whether the appellant might have elected to testify 
during the trial on the merits before the members. We cannot 
know if the appellant would, in that circumstance, have struck an 
empathetic chord in them. Further, we have no way to assess 
whether the appellant's evidence and his appearance might have 
been considered, as well, during sentencing. Had Capt Bass 
stayed with the case, it is impossible to determine whether the 
appellant might have testified during the sentencing proceedings 
rather than present an unsworn statement. Although an unsworn 
statement was certainly an authorized means of presenting the 
appellant's version of extenuating and mitigating evidence, the 
difference in impact is another unknowable factor. Because we do 
not and cannot know these things, we can never rationally assess 
the actual impact of Capt Bass' departure. 

Under the facts and circumstances of this case, we are 
persuaded that any attempt to assess prejudice would be 
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speculative. In view of the significant involvement of parties 
outside the defense team to the appellant's loss of Capt Bass' 
services, we place the burden of proof on the Government and 
will, therefore, presume prejudice. We note, however, that our 
determination to presume prejudice is very fact specific. 
Another case with other facts might well be more amenable to a 
reasoned prejudice analysis. 

We are convinced that the military judge and counsel were at 
all times acting with the best of intentions based on a 
misunderstanding of the facts and law. The fact that no one 
person or entity was entirely responsible for the inappropriate 
severance of the attorney-client relationship in this case does 
not alter the fact that a wrongful severance occurred. ll 

Conclusion 

The findings and approved sentence are set aside. The 
record is returned to the Judge Advocate General of the Navy for 
remand to an appropriate convening authority who may order a 
rehearing. In view of our action, the remaining assignments of 
error are now moot. 

Chief Judge REISMEIER, Senior Judges MITCHELL and CARBERRY, 
and Judge PERLAK concur. 

MAKSYM, Senior Judge (concurring): 

I associate myself entirely with the opinion authored by 
Senior Judge Geiser. I write separately in view of the 
abdication of professional responsibility in this case by the 
detailed defense counsel, Captain Bass, who seemingly abandoned 
his cl ient just weeks before the commencement of a murder trial. 
That this act of abandonment was given the imprimatur of de facto 
judicial assent by the trial judge is particularly disconcerting 
and constitutes the type of conduct we will not countenance. 

Rule 1.16 of the Rules of Professional Conduct governing 
attorneys practicing under the cognizance of the Judge Advocate 
General of the Navy (Judge Advoctae General Instruction 5803.lC 
(9 Nov 2004» sets forth the conditions under which a judge 
advocate can terminate the privileged state he/she enjoys with a 
client. The rule states in part: 

b. Except as stated in paragraph c, a covered attorney 
may seek to withdraw from representing a client if 
withdrawal can be accomplished without material adverse 
effect on the interests of the client, or if: 

(I) the cl ient persists in a course of action 
involving the covered attorney's services that the 

" We note that appending to the record a release of counsel signed by an 
accused or special findings of the military judge regarding good cause to 
document compliance with R.C.M. 506(c) is a prudent practice. 
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covered attorney reasonably believes is criminal or 
fraudulent; 

(2) the client has used the covered attorney's 
services to perpetrate a crime or fraud; 

(3) the client insists upon pursuing an objective 
that the covered attorney considers repugnant or 
imprudent; 

(4) in the case of covered non-USG attorneys, the 
representation will result in an unreasonable financial 
burden on the attorney or has been rendered 
unreasonably difficult by the client; or 

(5) other good cause for withdrawal exists. 

The comment section of this rule also reflects that" [aJ covered 
attorney should not represent a client in a matter unless the 
covered attorney can perform competently, promptly, without 
improper confl ict of interests, and to completion." 

In the case at bar, Captain Bass never made application to 
the court for leave to withdraw, or sought release from his 
client, who was facing confinement for the remainder of his 
natural life if convicted. See RULE FOR COURTS-MARTIAL 
505 (d) (2) (B), MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2005 ed.) and 
R.C.M. 506(c». The time line of Captain Bass' participation in 
this matter has been soundly outlined within the majority 
opinion. However, it bears emphasizing that the detailed defense 
counsel were assigned to this very serious case on 13 July 2006. 
Trial was ultimately held from 1-3 August 2007. Just two weeks 
after his assignment to the case, Captain Bass tendered his 
resignation, which was, after winding its way through the 
administrative chain of command, granted in due course, with an 
effective date of 1 July 2007. It is only by virtue of a 
reference within the 18 May 2007 defense continuance motion that 
the military judge was constructively informed that one of 
Sergeant Hutchins' attorneys was intending to leave active duty 
prior to the trial. Upon receipt of this pleading, the prayer 
for which was subsequently granted, the military judge failed to 
initiate action regarding the still unauthorized prospective 
withdrawal of counsel. 

A review of Captain Bass' performance, namely his failure to 
file pleadings with the court below in which he either sought 
leave to withdraw for good cause or, in the alternative, 
indicated that he had obtained express permission from his client 
to withdraw, seemingly stands in violation of the rules governing 
covered attorneys practicing under the cognizance of the Judge 
Advocate General of the Navy. That an attorney would place his 
personal ambitions or desires ahead of his/her client's interests 
in any case would constitute a grave breach of his fundamental 
obligation to his client. The fact that this clear breach of 
professional responsibi I i ty took place wi thin the ambi t of a 
high-profile murder case only compounds the injury done to the 
statutorily-protected institution that is the attorney-client 
relationship. I therefore believe it is appropriate for this 
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court to call upon the Judge Advocate General to initiate such 
ethical review as he thinks necessary through the Rules Counsel 
to determine what, if any, administrative action should be taken 
relative to this attorney. Of course, Captain Bass does not 
stand alone in failing to approach the trial court. The record 
is clear that no member of the defense team acted until the 
eleventh hour of this litigation. Unfortunately, the record is 
also clear that no one in a supervisory position ever acted to 
ensure Captain Bass' actions were in keeping with the standards 
required of judge advocates seeking to withdraw from active 
representation in a criminal case. 

Inaction by the trial judge exacerbated the impact of 
Captain Bass' failure in respect to the representation of his 
client. As set forth in full within the majority opinion, rather 
than immediately addressing the issue of pending withdrawal after 
coming into possession of the continuance request that obliquely 
referenced it, the judge waited until a subsequent Article 39a 
hearing nearly three weeks later and treated the disappearance of 
Captain Bass as nothing more than a fait accompli. Clearly, 
Judge Meeks could have compelled Captain Bass' appearance for 
purposes of addressing this critical matter - even to the point 
of ordering an abatement of proceedings to ensure that the 
consular rights of the appellant were safeguarded. As the 
majority opinion reveals, he failed to do so. 

Courts-martial possess all the powers inherent in any court 
to regulate the practical methods of conducting their business 
and hearing cases. See Rencher v. Anderson, 93 N.C. 105, 107 
(1885): Chambers v. NASCa, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 43 (1991) (citing 
United States v. Hudson, 11 U.S. 32 (1812)). This long-standing 
doctrine of inherent authority, as supplemented by R.C.M. 801, 
has equipped military judges with the means by which to enforce 
their judicial will in an effort to properly execute their all
important function. See United States v. Gore, 60 M.J. 178, 186 
(C.A.A.F. 2004) (citations omitted). The trial judge, armed with 
his actual and inherent powers, is the gatekeeper of justice. He 
must never abdicate his oversight responsibilities by adopting, 
de facto, the illegitimate acts of counsel, as in the case at 
bar. 

Navy and Marine Corps judge advocates are required to 
comport their behavior to ethical requirements without regard to 
grade or experience. An association of attorneys that fails to 
hold even its most junior members professionally accountable 
loses public confidence. Similarly, supervisory judge advocates 
are charged with overseeing subordinate compliance with 
professional responsibility rules and taking reasonable remedial 
action when aware of conduct that does not meet those standards. 
JAGINST 5803.1C at Rule 5.1. Likewise, Navy and Marine Corps 
judges have been endowed with the responsibility for the 
application of justice and, uniquely, the professional growth of 
the uniformed attorney's appearing before them. They are the 
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last line of defense against the kind of ill-considered conduct 
that occurred during this case. 

This case serves as a grave exemplar of what can happen when 
an attorney fails to recall the obligation he owes to his client 
and to the military justice system, and where a supervisory judge 
advocate fails to recognize and remediate deviation from that 
obligation. It underscores the requirement for judges to remain 
active in safeguarding the interests of all parties, especially 
the constitutionally-mandated rights of those who are placed 
before them for judgment. What happened here is unacceptable. 

Judge BEAL joining this opinion. 

BOOKER, Senior Judge (concurring in the result): 

I concur in the judgment of the court, but for slightly 
different reasons from those stated in the lead opinion. 
Accordingly, I respectfully file this separate opinion. 

I would characterize the error in this case as structural. 
If an error is characterized as "structural," it is an error that 
so infects the regularity of the proceedings that it cannot be 
tested for prejudice. See Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 
309-10 (1991). In a limited number of cases, the structural 
error is one where harmlessness is irrelevant. See McKaskle v. 
Wiggins, 465 U.S. 168, 177 n.8 (1984). In either case, the error 
wi 11 dictate a reversal of the deciSion at the trial level. See 
Sullivan v. Louisiana, 508 U.S. 275, 281-82 (1993). 

The error that I see, moreover, is the denial of the 
opportunity to have Captain (Capt) Bass properly released from 
representat ion under RULE FOR COURTS-MARTIAL 505, MANUAL FOR COURTS
MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2005 ed.). R.C.M. 505 sets out specific 
procedures to follow when an attorney-client relationship in an 
active case must be terminated. I cannot tell from this record 
whether those procedures were followed, and, like the majority, I 
cannot tell what impact Capt Bass's departure had on the trial of 
this case. 

Comings and gOings are facts of military life. It is not 
unreasonable to suspect that a noncommissioned officer of Marines 
would have served under a number of commanding and executive 
officers during his career, would have had multiple primary care 
managers assigned to him, and would have had more than one 
chaplain for pastoral care. It would not be unreasonable to 
suspect, then, that When the appellant was told that his detailed 
defense counsel was leaving active duty, the appellant would have 
assumed that attorneys are no different from any other 
professional, especially if his remaining attorneys had not 
correctly explained why that is not in fact the case. The 
military judge could have explained to the appellant the 
difference between waiving counsel for a particular seSSion of 
the court and severing all ties with the counsel. The counsel's 
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understanding of the length of his service could have been 
ascertained. The military judge could have ensured continued 
representation during the post-trial process until the proper 
relief occurred under Article 70, UCMJ. My great frustration in 
this case is the lack of a factual record of the events 
culminating in the appellant's apparent resignation to the 
absence of Capt Bass from the trial. 

Had this matter been properly litigated and preserved, it 
would have been possible for the appellant to seek immediate 
relief from our court in the nature of a writ of mandamus to 
reqUire Capt Bass to continue on the case until its completion. 
We might or might not have granted the requested relief, but we 
would not be faced now, after findings and sentence had been 
announced and the sentence at least partially executed, with the 
task of picking apart the workings of the defense team in 
presentation of the case using the cleaver, not the scalpel, of 
the DuBay' hear ing. 

I point out that the relevant concern is as follows: "The 
inqui ry, in other words, is not whether, in a tr ial that occurred 
without the error, a guilty verdict would surely have been 
rendered, but whether the guilty verdict actually rendered in 
this trial was surely unattributable to the error." Sullivan, 
508 U.S. at 279. This phrasing of the test clearly places the 
burden of demonstrating the effect of the error on the 
Government, and as the majority notes, the Government has failed 
to dispel the concern. 

I would therefore conclude that structural error occurred in 
this case and would set aside the findings and sentence. 
Recognizing that structural errors are rare and that there is a 
strong presumption that an error is not structural, e.g., United 
States v. Brooks, 66 M.J. 221, 224 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (citing Rose v. 
Clark, 478 U.S. 570, 579 (1986», nonetheless the denial of 
military due process that the appellant suffered in this case 
casts doubt, in my mind, on the fairness and regularity of the 
proceedings. 

PRICE, Judge (concurring in part, dissenting in part): 

I concur in the court's decision to set aside the sentence, 
but respectfully dissent from that portion of the opinion setting 
aside the findings. 

Assuming that the appellant was improperly deprived of the 
full exercise of his statutory right to continuation of an 
establ ished attorney-ci ient relationship,l the source of that 

, United States v. DuBay. 37 C.M.R. 411 (C.M.A. 1967). 

I The record includes substantial evidence upon which this court can conclude 
that Qgood cause H exists to find Captain Bass' withdrawal proper, including: 
Captain Bass' voluntary resignation and release from active duty prior to 
trial; defense knowledge of his approved release date before requesting trial 
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deprivation was action or inaction from within the defense team 
resulting in Captain Bass' improper withdrawal. Articles 27 and 
38, Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 827 and 838 
Although I agree that the military judge's colloquy with the 
appellant was insufficient to establish the appellant's express 
consent to Captain Bass' excusal, I disagree with the majority's 
conclusion that any assessment of prejudice would be speculative 
and with the decision to presume prejudice resulting in complete 
reversal. 

Under these facts, we can and should test for prejudice, 
fully cognizant of the unique and fundamental nature of the right 
at issue, and the challenges inherent to that assessment. See 
United States v. Acton, 38 M.J. 330, 336 n.2 (C.M.A. 1993); see 
also United States v. Wiechmann, 67 M.J. 456, 463 ((.A.A.F. 
2009) . 

Assuming without deciding that deprivation of the 
appellant's right to continuation of an established attorney
client relationship constitutes an error "of constitutional 
dimension," Wiechmann, 67 M.J. at 463-64, I am convinced beyond 
any reasonable doubt that Captain Bass' improper withdrawal did 
not contribute to the findings of guilt and that "the gUilty 
verdict actually rendered in this trial was surely unattributable 
to [his absenceJ," Sullivan v. Louisiana, 508 U.S. 275, 279 
(1993) . 

However, given Captain Bass' extensive knowledge of the 
case, probable role in presentencing, and the potential 
mitigating effect of Dr. Sparr's testimony, I am not convinced 
beyond a reasonable doubt that his absence did not contribute to 
the sentence awarded. Therefore, I would affirm the findings 
approved by the convening authority, but set aside the sentence 
and authorize a rehearing on sentence. 

Analysis 

The majority identifies errors from within and outside the 
defense team, noting in cases of improper severance by the 
Government or military judge - we presume prejudice, and where an 
attorney-client relationship is severed from within, military 
courts have tested for prejudice. Slip op. at 12-13. The 
majority then presumes prejudice, citing "the significant 
involvement of parties outside the defense team. .. and the 

delay past his end of active service (EAS) date without mention of that fact; 
the appellant's failure to object to Captain Bass' absence though informed of 
that right by the military judge and Lieutenant Colonel (LtCol) Smith (Record 
at 449,454·55, 1949, 2002·03); defense team planning that accounted for 
Captain Bass' departure; detail of LtCol Cosgrove within three weeks of 
Captain Bass' departure; defense request and grant of additional delay to 
provide LtCol Cosgrove preparation time; and the appellant being represented 
by three counsel vi rtually throughout the process. See RULES FOR COURTS·MARTIAL 
505(d) (2) (B) (iii) and 506(c) , MANUAL FOR CoURTS· MARTI AL, UNITED STATES (2005 ed.). 
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challenges inherent to assess ing "the actual impact of Captain 
Bass' departure." rd. at 14. 

Under these facts, we can and should test for prejudice. We 
should test for prejudice because the appellant was deprived of 
his statutory right to continuation of an established attorney
client relationship due to Captain Bass' improper withdrawal, 
other defense team action or inaction, and because the appellant 
was represented by three qualified counsel virtually throughout 
the proceedings. 

The deprivation originated with Captain Bass' August 2006 
voluntary resignation request and defense motion, seven months 
later, to delay the trial until after his approved release date 
without disclosure of that fact. It was perfected when he 
commenced terminal leave on 25 May 2007 and ceased representing 
the appellant more than two weeks before the hearing on further 
defense requested delay, partially due to his "release[)." 
Appellate Exhibit XLIV. 

In addition, the defense team either misinformed, or failed 
to fully inform the appellant of his right to contest Captain 
Bass' departure. Record at 1949, 2002-03; AE CL at 6-7). They 
also misinformed the military judge that Captain Bass had been 
"released" or "reI ieved" as detai led defense counsel at least 
three times before and during the 11 June 2007 Article 39a, UCMJ, 
hearing. AE XLIV; Record at 449, 454-55. 

At that hearing the military judge informed the appellant of 
his right to Captain Bass' presence, but then noted "once [he) 
leaves active duty, there's no way the Marine Corps can keep him 
on as your detailed defense counsel." Record at 449, 454-55. 
The appellant acknowledged understanding his rights, claimed to 
have discussed this issue with lead and associate counsel "[i)n 
detail" and then responded that he had no objection to proceeding 
without Captain Bass. rd. 

I agree with the majority that this colloquy failed to 
clarify whether Captain Bass was then on terminal leave, subject 
to immediate recall, or had been released from active duty, and 
that the military judge's comments likely further muddled the 
appellant's understanding of the efficacy of objecting to Captain 
Bass' absence. I also agree that this colloquy was insufficient 
to establish the appellant's express consent to Captain Bass' 
excusal and the military judge's confuSing comments render 
application of the doctrine of waiver inappropriate. See United 
States v. Cutting, 34 C.M.R. 127, 131 (C.M.A. 1964) ("Courts 
indulge every reasonable presumption against the waiver of 
fundamental rights"). 

However, I respectfully disagree that the military judge's 
incomplete inquiry into the appellant's purported excusal of 
Captain Bass constitutes "significant involvement" in the loss of 
his services, somehow conv~rting his improper withdrawal into 
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improper severance by the military judge, and warranting a 
presumption of prejudice. 

In addition, the appellant was represented by three 
qualified counsel virtually throughout the proceedings including 
his civilian lead counsel, Mr. J. R. Brannon. Both LtCol Smith 
and Captain Bass were detailed in the summer of 2006, and LtCol 
Smith served as associate counsel through trial. After Captain 
Bass withdrew, LtCol Cosgrove was detailed as his replacement 
approximately three weeks later, on 15 June 2007, and worked on 
the case through trial. 

Although the military judge and the appellant's supervisory 
chain of command failed to take appropriate action to prevent the 
deprivation, as they reasonably could and should have done, the 
deprivation was not caused by their actions or omissions. 
Instead, the deprivation was a direct result of Captain Bass' 
noncompliance with the rules of professional responsibility and 
Rules for Courts-Martial, Mr. Brannon's and LtCol Smith's 
misunderstanding of those rules and poor advice to the appellant, 
and Captain Bass' improper withdrawal. Presuming prejudice, the 
test applicable to improper severance by the military judge or 
Government, is, in my view, counter to the interests of justice. 

Contrary to the majority's assertion that "we can never 
rationally assess the actual impact of Capt[ain] Bass' 
departure," Slip Op. at 14, I believe we can rationally test for 
prejudice given the record development of specific and general 
prejudice, weight and credibility of the evidence, and role 
Captain Bass performed and was expected to perform at trial. 

Specific Prejudice 

The appellant alleges specific prejudice on findings 
including potential loss of a complete defense. The majority 
notes that Captain Bass was developing a theory of post-traumatic 
stress disorder with an expert consultant, Dr. Sparr, that Dr. 
Sparr was ultimately dismissed in favor of an expert with less 
impressive credentials, and then speculates as to what might have 
happened had the "PTSD theory been further refined." Id. at 14. 

The record reflects that the novel defense theory was not a 
recognized defense in military jurisprudence and was irrelevant 
to findings. Dr. Sparr concluded that the appellant's symptoms 
were consistent with chronic PTSD and obsessive-compulsive 
personality traits, and noted parallels between "battered woman 
syndrome" and this case. AE LXII at 4-5. He opined the 
appellant and his squad "believed they had to act proactively to 
diminish the violence against them which was quite literally a 
matter of life or death ... that [the appellant] was 
experiencing significant stress by virtue of [] subsequent 
development of PTSD .... [and] [b]ecause [they were] under 
pervasive and persistent stress (sic) there was no 'cooling off' 
period. The heat of passion element is encompassed by anger at 
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the Iraqi's release of [a suspected insurgent] and the subsequent 
conclusion that one had to kill or be killed." Id. at 6. 

Doctor Sparr's proposition is not recognized as a special 
defense in military law, nor does his opinion resemble, even 
remotely, existing defenses of justification, self-defense, 
coercion or duress. See RULE FOR COURTS-MARTIAL, 916, MANUAL FOR 
COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES (2005 ed.); see also United States v. 
Lewis, 65 M.J. 85, 87 (C.A.A.F. 2007) (holding that a military 
judge required to instruct on special (affirmative) defenses "in 
issue. "). Even assuming this novel theory could possibly qualify 
as a defense in the killing of a known or suspected insurgent, it 
is irrelevant here. In this case, in an effort to demonstrate 
their seriousness, the appellant and Marines under his charge 
abducted and killed an unidentified man with no suspected 
insurgent ties because he was a military-aged male who lived near 
a suspected insurgent, after their plan to kill a suspected 
insurgent was compromised. 

In addition, lead counsel decided against calling Dr. Sparr 
after concluding his report, which suggested a novel form of 
justification, was inconsistent with his theory of the case, and 
after losing confidence in Dr. Sparr due to perceived 
inappropriate communications with trial counsel while a defense 
consultant. Record at 2210-13. I am convinced beyond any 
reasonable doubt that the absence of further refinement of this 
novel theory and the decision not to call Dr. Sparr did not 
contribute to the findings of guilt and that "the gUilty verdict 
actually rendered in this trial was surely unattributable to [his 
absence]." Wiechmann, 67 M.J. at 463-64; see Sullivan, 508 U.S. 
at 279. 

General Prejudice 

The appellant also asserts general prejudice in the loss of 
Captain Bass' expertise on findings and the majority alludes to 
the speculative nature of assessing the impact of that absence. 
We need not speculate as Mr. Brannon, with the appellant's 
consent, made all trial strategy decisions, assigned defense team 
responsibilities, and testified as to those decisions. Mr. 
Brannon intended to handle the majority of the merits case with 
LtCol Smith's assistance. Record at 2201-02, 2208; AE-CXLI. 
Captain Bass was assigned to work pretrial motions and with Dr. 
Sparr, and on the presentencing case. Id. With the possible 
exception of examining a few witnesses, and any comments he may 
have offered, this was the extent of Captain Bass' planned 
participation on the merits. 

Conversely, evidence of the appellant's intent to kill, 
including his own admissions, is overwhelming. The appellant 
planned, led, and executed a conspiracy that resulted in the 
abduction and death of an Iraqi citizen without provocation by 
that citizen. The plan included the theft and subsequent 
planting of an AK-47 and shovel to suggest insurgent activity, 
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contingency planning to abduct and kill any nearby military-aged 
male in the event their efforts to abduct suspected insurgentls) 
was compromised, false radio reports, a full-squad assault with 
automatic weapons on a bound victim, and ended when the appellant 
shot and killed a severely wounded person, and then submitted 
false reports intended to justify his killing. 

Conclusion 

Under these facts, I am convinced beyond a reasonable doubt 
that trial on the merits was fundamentally fair. The appellant 
was availed of his constitutional rights to effective assistance 
of counsel and counsel of choice, and his statutory right to 
continuity of counsel with respect to LtCol's Smith and Cosgrove. 
He was represented by three counsel at virtually all times, their 
representation was vigorous, consistent with their theory, and 
the results on findings "might well be characterized as 
spectacular" given the overwhelming evidence of premeditation. 
United States v. Kelly, 16 M.J. 244, 248 (C.M.A. 1983). 

Assuming the appellant was improperly deprived of full 
exercise of his statutory right to continuation of an established 
attorney-client relationship with Captain Bass and that this 
deprivation constituted constitutional error, I am convinced 
beyond a reasonable doubt that Captain Bass' absence did not 
contribute to the findings of guilt and that "the gUilty verdict 
actually rendered in this trial was surely unattributable to [his 
absencej." See Wiechmann, 67 M.J. at 463-64: Sullivan, 508 U.S. 
at 279. 

For the Court 

R.H. TROIDL 
Clerk of Court 
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY 

WESTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

UNITED STATES 

v, 

CALEB HOHMAN 
xxx XX 6203 
SERGEANT 
U.S. MARINE CORPS 

) 
) GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
) 
) GOVERNMENT BRIEF REGARDING 
) CAPTAIN ROBERTF. MUTH'S 
) REPRESENTATION OF THE ACCUSED 
) 
) 
) 3 August 2010 
) 

L Nature of Brief, Pursuant to the Military Judge's Order, the Government submits this brief 

on why good cause exists such that excusal of Captain Robert F. Muth as defense counsel in this 

case is the appropriate remedy. 

2. Facts. 

(a) The accl1sed, Sergeant Caleb Hohman, was charged with failure to obey a lawful 

order, dereliction of duty, and involuntary manslaughter, violations of Articles 92 and 119 of the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), which allegedly occl1rred on or about 30 October 

2006 (Enclosure 1), 

(b) The accused was arraigned by the military judge, Lieutenant Colonel Sanzi on 5 May 

2008. 

(c) Captain Muth appeared on the record for the rust time in this case as Sergeant 

Hohman's detailed defense counsel at an Article 39a, U.C.M.J. hearing dated 14 October 2009. 

The accused went on the record at that hearing and stated he waived his right to be represented 

any further by Major Munoz. Major Munoz was the detailed defense counsel prior to Captain 

Muth but was released by the accused a~ the detailed defense counsel so that he could deploy. 
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(d) The next hearing on the record was another Article 39a session on 15 November 

2009. The main purpose of the hearing was to conduct an in camera review of the Safety Center 

investigation. Captain Muth represented Sergeant Hohman at this session. At the conclusion of 

the session, the military judge stated on the record, that Captain Muth asked for an extension of 

his End of Active Service (EAS) which was approved through 1 December 2009. Captain Muth 

confirmed this and also stated that he wa~ denied terminal leave due to his pending cases. The 

military judge wanted to put the accused on the record whether he was willing to waive further 

representaiion by Captain Muth or not before Captain Muth left active duty. Both the government 

and defense agreed that another session should be held prior to 30 November 2009 to put 

Sergeant Hohman's decision on the record. 

(e) On 23 November 2009, Captain Muth submitted an Administrative Action (AA) form 

through his chain of command requesting an extension of his EAS from 1 December 2009 to 1 

March 2010 so he could complete his pending cases as a defense counsel. His ehain of eommand 

approved his request and forwarded it to the approving authority, Commandant of the Marine 

Corps, Officer Assigrunents, Programs and Plans, hereinafter called MMOA-3. MMOA-3 denied 

his second request for an extension On 27 November 2009 (Enclosure 2). 

(f) Captain Muth's EAS date was previously extended to 1 December 2009 on 16 

September 2009 (Enclosure 2). 

(g) Captain Muth completed his active service on 1 December 2009 and transferred to 

the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) on the same date. 

(h) In March 2010, Captain Muth, submitted a request to MMOA-3 to resign his 

commission and cease his service within the IRR. This request was granted and his last day ill the 

IRR is I September 2010. 

2 
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(i) On 6 April 2010, a 39a hearing was conducted to schedule trial dates. Capt Kunce 

appeared as the detailed defense counsel for the accused. Sergeant Hohman did not waive his 

right to further representation by Captain Muth and requested Captain Muth be retained as his 

defense counsel. The Governmerit asked for further dialogue on this matter to determine the 

attorney client rights of the accused. The defense counsel insisted that the accused wanted 

Captain Muth on the case as a defense counsel. 

G> The military judge issued a Judicial Order dated 5 June 2010, which ordered the 

government to return Captain Muth to active duty to represent the accused in light of the recent 

Hutchins decision. 

(k) At an Article 39 session on 9 July 2010, the Government proffered that it secured 

temporary active duty (TAD) funds through Marine Expeditionary Force One (I MEF) if Captain 

. Muth would accept active duty orders to complete his representation of the accused and/or severe 

the attorney-client relationship. The Government was unable to successfully get in contact with 

Captain Muth, despite leaving at least two phone messages with Captain Muth to determine 

whether or not he was willing to come on active duty. The Defense did not know either, as of 9 

July 2010, whether or not Captain Muth was willing to come on active duty, voluntarily, to 

complete his representation of the accused. 

(1) The week following the 9 July 2010 Article 39a session, Captain Muth communicated 

with the military judge via email that he was unwilling to return to active duty to represent 

Sergeant Hohman, but would represent him as a civilian counsel at his current hourly rate of 

$300.00 an hour. 

(m) The military judge issued a Judicial Order to submit briefs in anticipation of another 

Article 39a session regarding Captain Muth and his representation of the accused. 

3 
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3. Discussion. 

Where the attorney-client relationship was fonned, the relevant portion of R.C.M 

505(d)(2)(B) provides: 

After an attorney-client relationship has been formed between the accused and detailed 
defense counsel or associate and assistant defense counsel, an authority competent to 
detail such counsel may excuse or change such counsel only: 

(ii) Upon request of the accused or application for 
withdrawal by such counsel under R.C.M. 506(c); or 

(iii) For other good cause shown on the record. 

To excuse Captain Muth under 506(c), express consent of the accused is required or "by 

the military judge upon application for withdrawal by the defense counsel for good cause 

shown." Sergeant Hohman made it clear on the record that he seeks to retain Captain Muth-as a 

defense counsel in this case. However. the summary of Captain Muth's position with respect to 

his desires to represent Sergeant Hohman in Judicial Order of 21 July 2010 states that his 

civilian clientele are his primary concern: 

Captain Muth provided that he is now engaged in the practice of law as a civilian 
attorney, and a return to active duty would be intolerably disruptive to his livelihood and 
civilian practice, and would interfere with his representation of civilian clientele. -
Captain Muth stated essentially that he does not desire to return to active duty to 
represent Sergeant Hohman, though he would represent him in his civilian capacity as 
long as the government pays him his current hourly rate of $300.00 per hour. 

Captain Muth has not appeared as a defense counsel in this case since his EAS. Before _ 

United States v. Hutchins. 68 M.J. 623 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App.201O). good cause to excuse Captain 

Muth would likely have been established on these facts alone. However. good cause under 

Hutchins requires. "truly extraordinary circumstances rendering virtually impossible the 

4 
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continuation of the established relalionship." This precedent requires the Government to show 

thal every reasonable avenue was visited for good cause to be established. 

Captain Muth exhausted the only option that would not require him to incur two 

additional years of obligated active duty service. If he were willing to stay in the active duty 

force for at least two more years, he would have the option to submit another request for an 

BAD in order to be reconsidered for career designation, pursuant to MCO 1001.45J. However, 

had he been successful in his request, he may have been selected on the next career designation 

board and incurred an additional two years of active duty service. Despite the fact that MMOA-

3 did not provide a specific reason in the letter dated 27 November 2009, denying Captain 

Muth's EAD request the order that outlines the EAD request process provides: 

Approval of an administrative EAD request, where career potential is not the primary 
issue, may be granted under·the following circumstances: 

(a) The extension of an officer is critical to meet a specific operational commitment. 
MCO lOOL45J(4)(b)(2)(a)(3). 

The language of the Order seems to say that for someone in Captain Muth's position, who was 

not career designated, reasons that justify an EAD must be such that a particular officer is 

essential to a precise mission. Captain Muth expressed in the statement that accompanied his AA 

form, that he needed to complete his pending cases. MMOA-3 knew Captain Muth had at least 

three cases still pending because he explained that in his AA form. However, they chose to deny 

his request, indicating that representing his clients to the completion of their proceedings was not 

an operational commitment that rises to the critical level of granting an EAD for a non-career 

designated Marine Officer. This alone distinguishes this case from Captain Bass in Hutchins. 

In Hutchins, Captain Bass did not seek to an BAD. In fact, unlike Captain Muth who was 

denied terminal leave, Captain Bass took tenninalleave and left the Southern California area 
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prior to severing his attorney-client relationship with the accused. The military judge in Hutchins 

also did not inform the accused that he could seek to retain Captain Bass. Instead, the military 

judge told the accused that he could no longer have Captain Bass as in defense counsel because 

his EAS expired and there was no way to bring him back on active duty to complete the case. 

In this case, the militaIy judge established on the record that the accused wished to retain 

Captain Muth as his defense counsel. Although the Government denied Captain Muth's EAD 

request, it was able to secure TAD funds to bring Captain Muth back on active duty for the 

amount of time necessary to complete the Hohman case. The Government in Hutchins did not 

provide Captain Bass this option. Still, Captain Muth would have to accept active duty orders 

voluntarily and he told the military judge he is unwilling to accept orders. 

There are only a few rare instances where the Goverrunent may involuntarily recall a 

Marine from the IRR. According to MCO 1000.8 the Fleet Assistance Program, "Upon 

mobilization, the CMC ... may issue to Reserve and retired Marines mailgram orders involuntarily 

returning them to active duty." The language is permissive, and this is the only indicator that at 

any time, may.an IRR Marine be recalled to active duty involuntarily. Otherwise, IRR Marines 

may only be "authorized voluntary active duty." 

Another wayan IRR Marine may be involuntarily recalled may occur when the recall has 

been authorized by the President or Secretary of Defense to augment the active forces for any 

operational mission or Support for Responses to Certain Emergencies U.S.C. Title 10 Section § 

12304. Such a recall may not be made to "provide assistance to either the Federal Government or 

a State in time of a serious natural or manmade disaster, accident, or catastrophe." Additionally, 

such a recall requires a determination by the President that the response capabilities of all other 

agencies have been exhausted. A reservist may also be called to active duty during a time of 
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declared war or in rc.~ponse to a declared state of national emergency § 12301. Lastly, any 

reservist so recalled is allowed to file for Delay, Deferment and Exemption in order to escape 

involuntary recall. 

Finally, Captain Muth expressed to the military judge in an email that the only way he 

would be willing to continue the attorney-client relationship with the accused is if the 

Government paid for his civilian hourly rate of $300.00 an hour. The Government may not 

ethically provide payment to Captain Muth under these circumstances. JAG Instruction 5803.IB, 

Rule l.S(c) provides: 

A Reserve or Retired judge advocate, whether or not serving on extended active-duty, 
who has initially represented or interviewed a client or prospective client concerning a 
matter as part of the attorney's official Navy or Marine Corps duties, shall not accept any 
salary or other payments as compensation for services rendered to that client in a private 
capacity concerning the same general maller for which the client was seen in an official 
capacity, unless so authorized by the Judge Advocate General. 

Captain Muth is a reserve judge advocate who says he is willing to continue representing 

Sergeant Hohman on the same matter as he did when he wa.~ the detailed defense counsel, but at 

his civilian rate of $300.00 an hour. The Government refuses to entertain this course of action 

because it would violate the Rules of Conduct for Judge Advocates. It would also violate Federal 

law. Title 18, U.S.C. § 203 states: 

(a) Whoever, otherwise than as provided by law for the proper discharge of official 
duties, directly or indirectly-- (1) demands, seeks, receives, accepts, or agrees to receive 
or accept any compensation for any representational services, as agent or attorney or 
otherwise, rendered or to be rendered either personally or by another. " when such person 
is an officer or employee or Federal judge of the United States in the executive, 
legislative, or judicial branch of the Government, or in any agency of the United States, in 
relation to any proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, 
contract, claim, controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter in which 
the United States is a party or has a direct and substantial interest, before any department, 
agency, court, court-martial, officer, or any civil, military, or naval commission; or (2) 
knowingly gives, promises, or offers any compensation for any such representational 
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services rendered or to be rendered at a time when the person to whom the compensation 
is given, promised, or offered, is or was such a Member, Member Elect, Delegate, 
Delegate Elect, Commissioner, Commissioner Elect, Federal judge, officer, or employee; 
shall be subject to thc penalties set forth in section 216 of this title. 

If the Government were to comply with Captain Muth's request to pay him his hourly rate, not 

only would the Government violate the Judge Advocate General Rules of Conduct, it would 

violate Federal law. That leaves the following options in this case: 

(1) Captain Muth withdraws his resignation request and submits another AA form 

requesting reconsideration of his EAD with the understanding that he could be career designated 

and incur two (2) years of active duty service. 

(2) Captain Muth represents the accused in his civilian capacity as a civilian defense 

counsel at no cost to the Government. 

(3) Based on the exigent circumstances that meet or exceed the Hutchins standard for· 

good cause, that is the Hutchins standard, "in cases where there exist truly extraordinary 

circumstances of the established relationship," the military judge should excuse Captain Muth 

from this case. 

(4) Captain Muth submits a withdrawal request pursuant to R.C.M. S06(c) to the military 

judge to be ex.cused from this case. 

4. Remedy. Excuse Captain Muth as defense counsel for the Accused for good cause on the 

record. 

N. L. Gannon 
Major, u.s. Marine Corps 
Trial Counsel 
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*********************************************************** 

Certificate of Service 

I hereby attest that a copy of the foregoing motion was selved on the court an 
by electronic mail on.l AlIglist 291 e: 

.3 A'j 2.010 

N. L. Gannon 
Major, U.S. Marine Corps 
Trial Counsel 
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opposing counsel 
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CHARGE SHEET 

IstMarDiv CA 

None Not Applicable 

10. Charge I: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 92 
~soI" 

Specification I: In that Sergeant Caleb P. Hohman, U. S. Marine Corps, on acti.ve duty, did, on boar e 
Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, on or about 20 October 2006 via' . em order, to wit: 
Paragraph 7001.4(e), Camp Pendleto . ted 4 September 2003, by removing 5.56mm 
j ammunition from the confines of live-fire Range 1160 without authorization. 

,¢. . 
Specification~ In that Sergeant Caleb P. Hohman, U. S. Marine Corps, on active duty, did, on board Marine 
Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, on or about 30 October 2006, violate a lawful general order, to wit: 
Paragraph 7(b)(4)(b), I Marine Expeditionary Force Order 3574, dated 4 December 2003, by failing to ensure 
that his magazines were loaded with 5.56mm blank single roWld ammunition prior to participating in a blank-fire 
training exercise;: . \< . 

. . ~" 

Specification 3: In that Sergeant Caleb P. Hohman, U. S. Marine Corps, on active duty, who kncw of his duties 
on board Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, on or about 0 ,lIn the 
performance of those duties in th 0 oad the 5.56mmjacketed frangible ammunition 

servIce iifle magazines prior to leaving a live-fire range. 

the Ur~ned, authorized by law to a!lminister . 
accuser this day of ,",0(' L . 

I :~::~~:~J. under oath that he is a person subject to thl> Unfform Code 01 
of -or has investigated the matters set forth therein and that the same are 

. A. C. GOODE CLR-17, 1st MLG, MarForPac, CamPen, CA 
Typed Name 01 (}(fleet Otgsnization of Officer 

Judge Advocate 
OffIcial Capacity to Admlnlsfer Oaths 

(See R.C.M. a07(b)·-musl be comm/ssionsC1 officer) 
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12. On -if.. A- f 1.1{.., 20 a:L- ,the accused was informed of the charges against himlh .. and of the name(s) of 
the accuser(s) known to me. (See R.C.M. 308(a)}. (See R.C.M. 308 if notllication cannot be made.) 

B.M. O'SHEA HgBn, I stMarDiv, CamPen, CA 
Typed Namo of Immediate Commander Orgsnlzatlon of Immediate Q:lmmancier 

First Lieutenant 

Z~ 
~G"'d' 

SJqnsture 

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MAR11AL CONVENING AUTHORITY 

.13. The sworn charges were received at /boO hours. [1' IIP~/L 20 07 at HQBn, IstMarDiv 

Cam~ Pendleton, CA 
DesJ!jnatlon of Command or 

Officer Exercising Summary Courl-M8I1ial Judsdic5rm (See R.C.M. 403) 

FOR THE' Commandins Officer 

B.M.O·SHEA Legal Officer 
Typed. Name of OffIcer DfflcJs.1 CspacJty 01 OffIcer Signing 

First Lieutenant 
o .. de 

;&~r»Jf 
.... 

S/W18lure 

V. REFERRAL; SERVICE OF CHARGES 
148. DESIGNAnON OF COMMAND OF CONVENING AUlltORITV b. PLACE 

e. D1nR 1 9 2008 
1st Marine Division (Rein) Camp-Pendleton, CA 

Referred for trial to the General court·manlel <:onvened by GCMCO serial # 01-06 

dated 02 October 20 06 • subject to the following instnlClians:' None. --

By 111/11/111/1/111//11///1/1//11//1/1 of 
Command orOrrJer 

T. D. WALDHAUSER Commanding General 

1}pe11 Nams 01 OffIcer . OffICIal CBpacJty 01 016"", SlfJning 

""&u::r"' .-

Slgnatura. ~ 

15. On 14 A9i ,\ 20 -')8 • I (~U8ed to ~ served a copy hereof On (peI!""of) the aboVe named accused. 

W.l.RYAN Calltain 
Typed Name of Trial Counsel Grade or Rank of Trial Counsel 

~Sl~ - .. 
FOOTNOTES 1 - When en appropriate corntrIlNJder signs personally. Inapplicable ",'Old!; ere SIIfcksn_ 

2 - i. 60i . _;;".,;".. If"";;". "" ... re. 
00 F;orm 458 Reverse 
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DD Fo.t.1l1 4581' !:ldditio::lll~:i. Chargs Sheet, Supplemeu:tal Page 1 of ~. 
United States v. Sergea~t Caleb ~. Hohman, U. s. MArine Corps 

$ . 
Specification zt: In that Sergeant Caleb ·P. Hohman, U. S. Marine Corps, on active duty, who knew of his duties 
on board Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, on or about 30 Oetober 2006, was derelict in the 
performance of those duties in that he negligently failed to ensure that only 5.56rom blank single round 
ammunition was loaded into his magazines and failed to ensure that onlyj.56mm blank single round animunition 
was inserted into the chamber of his M-4 carbine service rifle prior to discharging the weapon at Sergeant Seth 
M. Algrim during a blank-fire training exercise. 

Charge II: Violation of the UCM], Article 119 

Specification: In that Sergeant Caleb P. Hohman, U. S. Marine Corps, on active duty, did, on board Marine 
Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, on or about 30 October 2006, by culpable negligence, unlawfully kill 
Sergeant Seth M. Algrim, U. S. Marine Corps, by shooting him in the head with a 5.56romjacketed frangible 
ammunition round from an M-4 Carbine service rifle. 

DD FORM 458 SIN 0102-LF-OOO-4500 

ORIGINAL 
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From: 
To: 
Via: 

Subj: 

Ref: 

• • 
DJ!,E'AR~N'l' OF THE NI\.VY 

HEADQUARTERS UNJ:TED STATES MAIUllIE CORPS 
3280 RUSSELL ROAD 

QUANTXCO, VXRGrUXA 22134-5103 

Commandant of the Marine Corps (MMOA-3) 
Captain Robert F. Muth xxx-xx-3590/4402 

IN RI:PLVREFER TO; 
1400 . 
MMOA-3 
NOV 271009 

(1) Commanding General, 1st Marine Logistics Group 
(2) Commanding Officer, Combat Logistics Regiment-l? 
(3) Company Commander, Service Company, Combat Logistics 

Regiment-l? 
(4) Officer-in-Charge,. Legal Services Support Section, 

1st Marine Logistics Group 

REQUEST FOR EAD ICO CAPTAIN ROBERT F. MOTH XXX XX 
3590/4402 

(a) Captain's AA form of 26 Aug 09 

1. Per response to reference (a) Captain Muth's request for 
extension on active duty has been carefully considered but 
disapproved. 

2. Captain Muth's End of Active Service (EAS) date was 
previously extended to 1 December 2009 on 16 September 2009. 

3. The point of contact for further questions is Second 
Lieutenant S. L. Snyder at (?03) 784-9264. 

Copy to: 
Captain Muth 
MMOA-2 

By direction 
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

e.ox 5::.5SC1 
C'\M~ N,;~f!)LHrON. C~1.t?ORN;A 1}~CS'5·5~01 

G-l 
Zl Nov 09 

F'rom: Comma ~ld i:19' Gen.e t"a 1 
'1"\'';.; COr(lmf.1~1(le.nt of Lhe Mat:":irle C(.':·t.p::; (~~OA-3} 

Suej, R:<:QUEST FOR SECOND EXTENSTON OF END OF ACTIVE SERVTC?: IN 
'IH" tl,SF. OF C;'.I?TAJN R0J33RT F. ~IUTH 1590/4402 iJSMC 

F~>rwo.l~~.b:·~d. l.:..::>.cr:mnnending approval. 

"

.J) r ,', /. I ~i" "~'. I "i, •. ,..L • 1 ,_- ,' . 
. l·,,;\:~,-·\"'···'V0 ... ' \ . 
..... -"'S.~ -'B. l'L~MSrRONG 

By directio:l 
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

cnY.2AT ~PGlSTICS R&GI~-17 
lo,T KAP.B,J!; ~.o:;19·r 1'('8 GROai' 

BOle 5:-'~rj01 

(:AJ!P F~),,"'!,;r.ETON. CAt.:F{)RN:.t.. !l2CSS-56C" 

~_:o1Timandant. of t.be Narj r:e CC1~pS (Mr.1CA-3) 

• 
1160 
S -:. 
;;3 NO"J 09 

ViR: .: 1.) COfclma'ndi ':l.q Gener.a]. 1st: i>1arine. Logist.ics ~;ro·;,.ip 

~~ul;'.i: ~F..QUF.ST PO? SECQND EXT'RNSION OF END 0.:.·.· AC':':VE SERV:CE IN 
1'ilF CAS!' OF Ci\P1'l,}N RQB3RT F. MUTH 3590/<;';02 ;ji:lMC 

1. ?Ol-',--;;';d.rriet':! I "t~~c::nmrl1e:nding approval . 

. ' 
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORfS 

(.;':)~J:h\·r .... ou..:.sr~CS i'lI::C.l!'!!l!}of'Z.'·ll 
;'l'<:T !QP.Ih"E LCGtS'TtCS ~R('..u\' 

Eel: ':;'!;S.:sU7 
r.:1I11W pJ:lmt.:KTCK, CAl,Xf'C"-NIA 9:01 :J5!S-56~" 

• 
n6C 
SVC 
2:1 Nov 09 

BE'.~DN:::i E'~"'DORSE:I'lEN:: on Capt: M" .. r.h's AA Fe!::',,". lC'QC 0:: 23 Nov OS 

oro; 
C01·.11':1(Hld i ~q .0 f E icer 
C:.)mmanda:l.t or the !~:arine Corps (~"'10A ~ 3) 
{1) Cor\Hrw.:-iding Offic'3r, Cc",])at: Logi.st-i.e!: Reg.~.mf!nt.-}.7, 1st 

l'-:a.ri:::w Logistics Grc~p 
{2) Co:'o:nanding General. 1st Mal:' i.ne I,ogint ~.C;.1 Group 

s.,!:,) , HZQUES'l' FO? SE(;OND ;';X'l'EKS1CN O? El-."D OF ACTIVE SBRVICE t~ 
'If·:E C:AS~ Of CAl"l'A1N ROBER'!' F. r·lU7H 3590/440:>' USMC 

.".. f\Y(" .. i.".:r..'th:i:d, t"t: .... or,U'.I~:ldi:19 app~oval. (P----.- _ . 
...".... .- - ~' ... 

, . , .. -.-. -- "i-:::---=::~2=:'\;)-_.-- ... 
. " 
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

of 

lC-CO 
ore 
23 Nov 09 

Nov 09 

r:-c::r,; O£ti:::eX'"-in-Ch.~;lF:le, Lega: £e!·,,·~ce.5 .s·~.lpp;,.'")rt Beet io.:l , 1st 

~"';lt'in~':: l . .:")9.i!:5t.lciJ. Group 
'Ie: CG:r:.r,:~.u-.dar:.t of l,J·-.G f\lay i r.e Corps (M~101\-3.) 

(1 J C(;·':l'.'f,i:H'ld 1 nq Gf:- i f!~~". Sel"vice Company I Combat. r..ogi.at ics. 

RegiTent-.l'/f Is:: Narine Log:'sti(;S Group 
1:2~' f.:'orr.n;anding 0::£ ice!." I Corrtbat I,og':'stiC[1 R~girnent'171 1st 

:WV:n: inc Leg i ~.;t. i ~.~!; G"~Gllp 
\:~i ;.'....-~~r·n;li-,<HnG Gf:'np ..... ~-I. ls,~ Mflll"~nfJ i,ngi:=lt;'r:,s Group 

R.3QU?::~'T FOR SEC":ONC 3X"I-ENSIO~ OF END OF' AC-CIVF nBRVl;CF. IN 

'TEE C1'.SF. OF ::::1\PT1\T~ RCBEl'.T ". M'L'"YH 3590i4402 USMC 

(8~ l,.ThGTNST Sa0:1.1r: 

... For\ .. Ta",cdec. ~eGomrr,enciing approva';'. p-.pprova] G·f captain Muth~ s 
~-.:::ql.:<';~j.t. ;'c[ ;;: t.r:;"(·ee-fficnt:..b *:<r.ene:t.o.::t to hiB. E:1.d ':Jf Active ~eJ""'\Ii(:e 
n~!'l-..s~ ' .. J~:.: prOHtO' .. e d~e Ctcl;~()mp1 .. ~shm.ent. of the Legal Services 
Suppo:t."t ,se(:~.ior (r~s's:s;, 1£;: t-farine .::...ogist·ica Croup (1st MLG) 
l:l~ss::'0.n and. n:in~.nu.ze tr_e add:'t.ional cxpel1dit';lre of governmt""!nt 
t' ne and .("e!-;cu.t".;;-es J rl poLent 7.. al fUT'Lher de lay of the casef:.l (ind 

~. :Jt:!fel1SE! ct.Yi.lnf;e~ clet.ai led to represent servicemembers form an 
attDrney ·cl:'ent relati.onship with their client unde:c ·r.efer~nce 
{.:~!. Juri:1g the course of thai r rept:ese:1t~L:l.on I defense counsel 
d€.\!~.L~ a (;l)!lS i.derahl e ;;.:.ttln:'lnt. of time and resources invest.iy3.Cirig 
and pl:E::par l.!lg [or' t:r: ial. C2.ptain Mut~ "'I';as det~ilcd L!.) e~c·~ of 
~b.~:.1e l:.w~ complex Clj,OeB J which ore described in the basic 
CCl."resp .... >nd:?!:1c8: I b~C(;..'~h:Je of his unique skills and cx:t.enB l've 
exp£'riE'r1ce as a 8p.fe:'"1fH=:: c::o'...l!lsel. He ha.s sper ... t a period of 
!.l".ont:lS p:i"::t~pa.:c..i.nq fol" t.rial i~-.l each of these cases. 

'J. C1:<, of t.".! two cmu't· ;"artial cas"''' in which Capt." ill M"tn has 
be.cr. dec",ilcd. U.S. v. Watso:1. is sc'::iedt:.led to be CC;l'.pleted by 1 
F~b.i.~:;:l.:'-Y 2,:)10. I-L.~y de:::nial of Captain i--luth' 1.3 l~eq:uect for 
~x~.~r:,~~.~of~ of h.·if; !;:·AS ~nay hav-e a direct adve:cse cper.a-.:icnal 
impac:: cr.:.. the missiD:1 ()f t!10 LSSS, 1st MLG, which is to pr"~)vide 

specifically, 

2 
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7~8~Y_~P.t11~ F~)P. ;~f.C~ONi) EXTENsrG~J 0:;= Fi.\""<[: OF !·.CT'IVE SERVICE iN 
-:-':-[F.; Cl'l.:TF. nF Cfl_PT~,TN !=(OBSRT F .. r<1:JTH 3S9nJ4"'~02 ~;[:;rvlC 

~"'::·)rt·:.::,ill ;"-:uth '..;o',lld b~? 8xcused as dc::all.ed. ci.~·fense GC'ftlnueJ a~; a 
'~~:;:'._ 1:, -:::f :J.i [, ~~~A.S :)::1 J r;:-;(!e~r .. b:.::.'.: 2,JC9 oi.'H~d cr:e D€co:nd de.tailed 
d?'.f:::L1:-·.;~ (!~.H;r"d;f'!l, C!H"}L<'f-in ~~<:..~y·.~jt., (,!0u.:·d pctenti..al.ly n(~ed 
v .. :3.di !':.i~l:~.l ti.,.,s t.O 8.deql:a::ely p?·epa~"c foy. trial. !o'urthermrn:"e, 
-.,;.1(5 8i<.c ..... :.,=.:tL ::::c\:ld .c:y,"e':l:;:t..:1 :.rie po~.t;:;n;: :.jJ.::' tor f"..lL'.JI"'f:':: pOHt- t:.t'~:..al 
. ~·;El~·~:; .(:I •.. j t:;..i r-.g (..' ... ··~r· 'loIh~::..h~::;- :..bE accuseci l:-eCp. Lveo ad~q'Jate lcqtJ.l 

.(. ~~;: yo\.~ v.ti::.l:. ::'0 ::::cntact me w:"th q<.lt~ . .stion8 coneel'";1i.n9 t.his 
t"i::.CCi'"11L'-tt.::nua:: ior... _ can be: reachGd telephonically Co.t {760) 725-
9700 01: by e-ma.l~ a: ~(q:-.. ':t-:.. ~;~)!:"~.~~~:·i"~:·;~:l~·· ".1., ~.' 

Y£lTH A. FORKIN 

APPELLATJO EXHIBIT_'fc...<::l",-"-l..:...J __ 
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• 
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION (5216) 
NAVMC 102.74 (flEV. 3B6) 
PrcviOl';s €di,inos will C€ u~ed 

SN: Cm.:"Cl-0'!-003-0:;C4 Uil: PADS OF 100 

• -,-;';"T"'IO"'N"'N"'r,--,-'T :j.·-S·~t.>I'.i;"'IL"·~ •.• ,.(':}' A<~, .~. _..J ...... ]" ~ 

1000 

~'-:i~' rF~~tv,((';:;~~~~~ti-r,';~'; 'S5;''/: ~.iS::-"(~i (";("jr.'I-lRr: ... n ~":'~:.) ==-- .• "'r5- '5H-3ANtZATh'JN I'ND Sl'ATiON {t~plel(t i\d<1i~~s) 
;:'AFJ' f'-i:"~-:f{1 f.::OBRP.T r. XXX XX-,~:~9()i44;!?1 11Jegal 3~rviGe8 S·.1pport. ::'earn-Ecr.c 

~e'gCll Ee. r'il i.t;e:!'.~ S,rpport Sec:. ior..: 

i:l iJ.iC. lSSS 

f,: •. j C(:-r ~LR-l'''' 

TO: 

3DY. S55607 
Car:lp '='el1dleto11 1 

.. · .. --I~NAHIAr Of Acn0Ni8USJEtcr ---. -.~~-~--.. -----

--" Re~·J.es~ for cxtenfL.I nn. 0.1. E,i\S 

dace. 

! 

r·---------------------

J
'~.cOFVm 

(lJ Fll~ 

i 
-----ri;-:·F~(ASllHES(l;A"''''.,.')------, . 

(I) Oe,::.~cr:'pticn f)f pc"~dillg C:af::e8 
--i-i'" 'Ht~~?F: CMC"N·; AL If'O·f"cn~;<3~·Zfierj;j~.~· ;(,. :·;~j~;itt;l(1) \· .. ~rdn~ ~.tpe ·,."me-01 ()r,gbati~~'aJ::"::.";-:s"·n::r"'. 3;'7.;h::.::be::::;::o" .. ::-,:: .• :::.,"') ---- -- ... ,. - ........... -.-----------

1. _~ l~:~::;~lec::.~ully T~..::(3.lh':'f.;t." .::-t.n eXlensicn of lEy i:H.:t.ivt-";. cLLy se-r~JlCC, in ~):rd.r~~ t.() hao;;e 
5u.:f j (~~.~~-::~r-. "':.' ~ :nf: "",) cOL':":plete ':":ly wv~·k .;-:=.g h. defense cou~;5cl :);: pt';.r;.oin-J General 
C:i~ll~t 5 ~"'i)l.':::' al Ct:H.-H.":!".: <'in;.:. I.inl? corr,pl iCt:l..tL~d :)l)B~y ~~eayi.:S'. 

2" ~-1y End o~ t\(~t: ·.VfO: t;e-::vice (EAS) d.;;tt . .;:~ ..:.t~ (.'u~·::-a::t1.y ) Decc~r[ll)e!"' 200<;)" I 
n:8pe(:::.:.·..:.11y request. t~.hi3t. '.~!:~ da..!.:..e be t:h'")~:~:1ed t.o : 1flarch 2~1.tJ. l'h::; c.~h:~.r..ge ..... ·Quld 
;:n)~J i Gf-: :~ ... :.: .ici-ent t i.:;:~~. for· ,nE;; /..0 cotr:p::::·tc ~.hE.:' prendi:)g Cr1~ES I vIT, S(':T\··~ f1.g on a~:. 

d~:=:~::G:·: GClliw(!l _ This wi~.:. P::-:(~"\."(.·td. eh€. signific.:.:int. ?t'"~.:lJdlc~ tu F.I"'y clie:lts t.":--.L:iL 
·..;..:....11 i..-";.'E·_~l 7. Fr(:,.,", b~1119 b:;~(';:,d to i:;'i[-:::.:Luni...a1:::.1.Y' ',"i'=:.r.craw ltV· r~pLe8entatio:1 of. 
U"l{j2,~' ~·i,;1yi.ll'.'·'~ I ~~;..lf·L~nLli ::.-er-,r.csr~~·:L . 

. ~. An. pxp~ .. J;-:J:t:. 0:: G-:-: C;(;!:.'t..'.e:!t ~;€ndin~ c.';I.~';"'~G t~~at SBr,.tc as thr:. ba~;is of th:Ls 
'--C:~.~".:C~.l: .. ·l~: prc\·'l·oed ~.?"! F.ne·j {j.). 

------------------



• • 
r-:L~ r':.·l·i.c).· .. ;Jl~ ~. n fOY'f.'lat :'on :'s ;;:t'o''': ~ed (·'n ea.ctl pend:ng C·.j!;~ 

1:;.,3 j :.1':; l ; ;~: . Cf)-;:- ',ell"": "t'OY t l:L~::! reqae:-jt t:r;. ext.end the- gAS of Cap:. 
Y.. ~'~ t~tJ.t~I"', xxx-xx ·]b91J/~402~ US~4C:: 

li-d :}Il.i.i.ed St2-te.s v. ;iatson - ?r·:-va::.{~ ?~.CBt C:.a8s 
:·?~·"C) hta~f.;nr! i:-; (:}},'::I:-~~~l'd \o.,ri,:r~ '':-.'0 spac.:i.ii{;ar.::.ons c? 

.?LL~np:·.~c. 1:apG and proro.edi': ... a" .. ec mu?"'ce!'"J o1':e- 8IJ~ci±icat.i!')n 

():'= ar.t:2r!',p::2c kidr..tipplc.g. t."'JO spe::::if.lcdt.icl"".;.s o~ pCf;)~e:.5sit)rJ. 

Dr: . ch:.:::'ci pc::r:(~~:r::a[.1hy cH~(.j va~ iot!.£ c:hc::- ch",.!'"g(':[; i:"e 18.l.ed toO 
E tat0 WC:lpCr:.s cnaY'ge:..; r co;r.rraa':ic3tir..g :.br.ea~.s: I ir'.;.decent 
~ ar.q~laqe \A"rj r:h tr:iriC1:r?, ac.d 1.:r:al.,;.thGrl.zea abser..:.:::::c. PF'C Watson 
}'=-:tc be2r ir· prEt.rial conti,~e;r.ent sit:ce 11 ~layc::b 2.: .. 09 a;'ld r 
... ·: •. i1:; (ie-:~_fj j 1 ed r.t-" reprE:5cnt :ti::r:. 10:1 t.e.t· t_hat ':\~c.mth. 1 have 
?:2prQ::::er~::2d PFC Wdtson for his initial A1:ticlc 32 hea.:r·i·n~~ 

ar~.d agaic ter ~liG t..'A'·O ~~I...!h~·i~·qne.nt Article 3 2 hE~a.! i:ngc . Pf'e 
'Iia::::-;:.c.c 1-:..a:.:: rr.ade ;It.l~r.e-r·Ol.i':i :t'equests fo:t speedy trj.al. Hi.fJ 
'~l-"a:gef; wer'e f.irlf.l..11y l-~ferrcd on 28 Octoner- 2009. He was 
.a.~ ~'d j ~w.P!.;] {".H') ..3 N·:::.ve:1lbcr 20G9 :1a:.ring 1,oJai.ved the five d&y 
...... .a; ~; Lr'9 r;~:r'icd _ At tne n.r:cu..ign:ne:-d.: PFC: ,,;.,tSQn requested to 
r:avE: hi Co I.-:,:;u·je heard prior to my 1 l)ecembel- 20.09 scheduled 
3l\.S. T~1e military j'~ldge t;~di.(!ated .he T ..... D~1.d ~iot schedule 
::.'·;8 t"';" 1 cI"tC8 tha.t q;.lic;kly d'Je to tlle complexity of the 
ca!;?. PFC t'i;;tSOl1' s trial is c·...i.l."r'e:·!tly .3cheduled for :3..9-26 
... lClnl.;,~.:.r·y ~;)1·1. Tn:..s CE>.':~H2 d(:.~dls ~·,'~.th a 11~lmDer of compl.ex 
'j r:;fH~f.:S 2.Ytd v,:>l-.Jmin.cYJs di.:Jcovery. l'-1}r withdl."'awe~l tX'OHl 

J:'~pl:E~(?!lt i.ng ~)}"C N.;d • ."lc.it \~'(Yll1d cause great. prej-..ldj Gf.! t.o his 
CtiiJ:::~ ~;ld f~,lrth~r the already F.:xt .. enD·l'h?- p.'t"-?.-tr.:'al 
t.~"):lf Llernent time htl ba:] (i:: _rearly bee.!.1 sub] ected '.:0 ,H~ ~-.his 

p~.iint in or.·der to (=;.} l()..;· .. for another defense counse: to 
prepare fOI" ll~~ tr.~~1. 

Bergeant chars-en 'oil .i.'.::.L mat,,;~:augl:::cr in ::.:be dl!;a~h cf another 
l)~a::t"i'!le ~n ,.:\ ~_ ,'8 i r: i nr:- a::-:ciaer.i:. Th~.5 caGe }:3F. been pending 
tor ~)Ve!.· ~.,.r'r'f:e yea:-:."s ai: thi:; pc.ir.r. and t:he delay is dt.:.e t:.:> 
the :':avy $a7p.;,y Ccr: .. ;:>~:::.'· ~-;; S~:lfe;.:y Il:vef,tigatior .. in the Ci:lGe. 

A 'sdfe::.y Tr:'les::igaticT:' h3~ teen r!o!T.plet.ed and the Safet.y 
Cent:.:::r t.~"l.d =~f:'1,;;~;~d, p~:( t:h~ir sti:lndax"d po] icy, to relea3c 
~ht;. reGL:.ll..t, ot t~"leir fir-ldi~igG. 'T!1~ case was ·:."on hold. 
::. Lce:"; 1: j r.e 1 '.l while a:.wai l ing t~e Becl-et.ary of the N~vy I ~ 
c.e~:"'2n"i'~:i.L3.tic:.!'~ ct whet.her· t~e safety Center will -release 
~J-"-'2i~" report. On 16 N:;)ve~r~ber :'::009, tne gc-',,:erj-l~nent ap?rovcG 
,0)." :o'<!Jir-_9 t:~-lf~ SHfcty ce:'lte~( i."::1v~stigator t(} te(tti fy and on 
ifj (~ar.:e"ra. revie1 ..... • WE",S CO;:l(h.~c:Led regar:ii:Ig hi 15 l':lvef;t.1.gal;" .. :on . 
rn ... e~ n~i 1. i ta1:-Y- jud90 it:> C:;:.J.r:re!1tly reviet .. dllg ;f:0t..lQ'!lS A-nd 
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• • 
d'V:.II:lfin-:!-: ::j~-fl(n th.i:; I",~:::.:;:-)r'q: r.tnd as a :~.~~Eli.l::, l""!'Q r.e'""" t.!·-Lf.l.l 
c1.~\:.c:s h;)_~.Tt~: b.::::::.r. f~8r. ir: 't.~is CE1::='U. 

h';~·~:-\l.'·:'fj'~ l\,_:~() it.--::;uec !~~i~,,;ed tc the :::-CU1-t of Afped1f.. for the 
.1-\YT1'2a !:-Gr(;':~:~) (~~~._"AF:. Thif; ::::xt~:-a()!.din~1:ily -::!-:)if:p) iC!at.ed 
T"h!n.-l.y t~a~::ir.g r~l::.{tef~ t..G a t3·~re::aJ. CGU~ . .-ts·-~lart.L!ll l.~·Jat. took 
p':.f.:.(;'E;: c .... '::~~· ~·ix Y12.:trs ;;~~iC. The caB'=: involved a number ~)f 
. ~;nU';::f; ~F.:ja.,[2d to the. ;r;O::~lLf.il Ci:i.}:;2~C.ity df t~e {iCCtl.:1ed drld 
: l::::~ pll":~f.C;·(t:t-::d i:l8ffective a~iBi.f;tan;::i:~ of caunsr;.ll d.t ti:le 
.... '. i.a: l~\/E·l. '1':1(' i:,:J.C1~ i ~t'/olve;;~ ext..:o?!.1sivc dis:;<Jvf'.CY 
:: r;:.:':"l~'iin9 ch:)u~:;r=';';-Id-a of pages of tr.Ldl. t.ra~l.-~c:ript.~ 'll'l€.d::ca::' 
:·ecr;···f~:-' aad a.vpell..:::tc 01:":"":.:[0 ~~:-Jd exte:1.E)ive cas'!: 1& .... 
:.:·et.;ed·~·C:"-l. T::'e clif".:'nt !1.a;:3 been V"ari~Y.151y con:uuittcd to t,he 
lr.Si·,~.:a; ::tE::a 1 t.ll dcpa.rtnlt~nl at. t.he Re?.~.lmO!lt Po.rmy Medical 
(·en:~::.~.~~ c:t F::>yt Bliss, l'exas. The J..lBay hei1ring \'~~as 

<.:cndt..:(!i..ed (r~l. 1..1. .-l.~) October·. "'t~h.Ll€ t.~e hec=lring is cornpl.(:t.~, 

r;.h:::! ;T:.~ 1. it;:! ~.'y i '.j:l:;:fe did not c If):3~ r.h~ hear::'ng and ~e£-: open 
t.he I:!c)f)S i b~ 11 t.y that shr..;. ni.ght. req·,Ji re another ge!:!Bien of 
i:n~ .. ~~t: dt-::,p~!-!lt"ji:::1:] il9'"")J1 het' rev:.e\'I1 of the rF:co:::·d. Due:...(':" r:he 
(] i fficul ty of th:'d cGu~e B.nd. t.he c:'ient ~ s ullst.ab:f.~ w.er:La1 
(!r.;.;'·iditiQ:1/ it ... lou}d be ey:.:....1.-el.lely pre:;jLldici.a.~ .~,') hi:--;. Gase to 
::-ti1.\ •• _~ ;j ~:~JnnL ~ tut.e- defr:'!nsc- COUD.~.H::': appoino::ed a~ ~his point 
j f t.~·le (:-d l.',.t..::..ry judg..:.:-. ,:lc:H,,:idec. ::0 r.a,ke ::u!:"t:he!" :cGti-;-ncny 
pri.::r t.0 r.J_Qsing :.h.~ hea2.~iny. 
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UNITED STATES, Appellee 

v. 

Frank D. WUTERICH, Staff Sergeant 
U.S. Marine Corps, Appellant 

No. 08-6006 

Crim. App. No. 200800183 

AND 

CBS BROADCASTING INC., Petitioner 

v. 

NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and 

Frank D. WUTERICH, Staff Sergeant, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Respondents 

No. 08-8020/MC 

AND 

In re Frank D. WUTERICH 

No. 08-8021/MC 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT.lrc-~· . ~l.::.\1 __ 
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• • United States v. Wuterich, No. OB-6006/MC (consolidated with No. OB-B020/MC and No. OB-8021/MC) 

United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

Argued September 17, 2008 

Decided November 17, 2008. 

EFFRON, C.J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which BAKER 
and STUCKY, JJ., joined. RYAN, J., filed a separate dissenting 
opinion, in which ERDMANN, J., joined. 

Counsel 

For Appellant/Petitioner Wuterich: Lieutenant Kathleen L. 
Kadlec, JAGC, USN (argued); Colonel Dwight H. Sullivan, USMCR, 
and Major Christian J. Broadston, USMC (on brief). 

For Petitioner CBS Broadcasting Inc.: Lee Levine, Esq. 
(argued); Seth D. Berlin, Esq. (on brief). 

For Appellee/Respondent United States: Lieutenant Timothy H. 
Delgado, JAGC, USN (argued). 

For Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioner CBS Broadcasting 
Inc.: Clifford M. Sloan, Esq., Amy R. Sabin, Esq., and David W. 
Foster, Esq. (on brief), Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
LLP. 

Military Judge: Jeffrey G. Meeks 

THIS OPINION IS SUBJEC'l' TO EOI'1'OB.J:AL CORRECTION BEFORE FINAL PUBLICATION. 
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• • United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-6006/MC (consolidated with No. OS-B020/Me and No. 08-8021/MC) 

Chief Judge EFFRON delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The present case concerns three filings arising out of 

United States v. Wuterich, a pending court-martial convened at 

camp Pendleton, California. United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-

6006, is a petition for grant of review under Article 67(a) (3), 

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. § 867 (a) (3) 

(2000), filed by Staff Sergeant (SSgt) Frank D. Wuterich 

(Appellant), the accused in the pending court-martial. In re 

Wuterich, No. 08-8021, is a petition for extraordinary relief 

filed by SSgt Wuterich under the All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 

1651(a) (2000). CBS Broadcasting Inc. v. United States, No. 08-

0820, is a petition for extraordinary relief filed by CBS 

Broadcasting Inc., the recipient of a subpoena in the pending 

court-martial. On September 17, 2008, we held a consolidated 

hearing on these three filings. 

The consolidated cases involve a ruling by the military 

judge in the pending court-martial. See infra Part I. 

Appellant faces charges of voluntary manslaughter and other 

offenses related to the deaths of civilians in Haditha, Iraq. 

During the period in which the civilian deaths were under 

investigation, Appellant provided an interview to CBS 

Broadcasting Inc. regarding the events on the date of and in the 

place of the charged offenses. CBS subsequently broadcast a 

portion of the interview as part of the 60 Minutes television 

3 APPELLATE EXHIBIT ,&Cl" 
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• • United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-6006/MC (consolidated with No. 08-8020/MC and No. 08-8021/MC) 

program. The Government issued a subpoena to CBS that included 

a request for the outtakes -- the portions of the interview 

given by Appellant that were not included in the broadcast. CBS 

declined to provide the outtakes and filed a motion to quash the 

subpoena. The military judge, without reviewing the content of 

the outtakes, granted the motion to quash the subpoena. The 

Government appealed under Article 62, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 862 

(2000), which provides authority for interlocutory government 

appeals similar to the authority available in federal civilian 

criminal prosecutions under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 (2000). 

The present appeal primarily involves two issues. First, 

whether the military judge's ruling is subject to appeal under 

Article 62. Second, whether the military judge erred by 

granting the motion to quash the subpoena without first 

conducting an in camera review of the contents of the requested 

material. 

This Court consistently has looked to the decisions of the 

federal courts under section 3731 for guidance in interpreting 

the parallel provisions of Article 62. See infra Part III.B.1. 

Under those decisions, which provide important guidance limiting 

such review, a ruling that quashes a subpoena is' subj e ct to 

interlocutory appellate review. See infra Part III.B.2. 

Likewise, those decisions provide guidance as to the 

circumstances in which it is appropriate for the trial court to 
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conduct an in camera review. See infra Part III.D. For the 

reasons set forth below, we conclude that the ruling of the 

military judge was subject to appeal under Article 62. We 

further conclude that it was an abuse of discretion for the 

military judge to quash the subpoena without first conducting an 

in camera review of the requested materials. In our decretal 

paragraph, we order the military judge to review the requested 

material prior to ruling on the motion to quash the subpoena. 

Part I summarizes the circumstances leading up to the 

current appeal. Part II describes the issues set forth in each 

of the filings. Part III discusses the procedural and 

substantive issues raised by the filings. Part IV sets forth 

our decision. 

I . BACKGROUND 

A. THE CHARGES AT THE PENDING COURT-MARTIAL 

The trial of SSgt Wuterich concerns the alleged unlawful 

killing of civilians during military operations in Haditha, 

Iraq, on November 19, 2005. During an investigation into the 

events in Haditha, Appellant provided a statement on February 

21, 2006, concerning this incident and his role. 

Following further investigation, charges against Appellant 

were referred for trial by court-martial on December 27, 2007. 

The pending charges allege dereliction of duty, voluntary 
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manslaughter, aggravated assault, reckless endangerment, and 

obstruction of justice, offenses under Articles 92, 119, 128, 

and 134, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. §§ 892, 919, 928, 934 (2000). 

B. STATEMENTS PROVIDED BY APPELLANT TO CBS REGARDING THE 
CHARGED OFFENSES 

On March 18, 2007, the CBS television program 60 Minutes 

broadcast a segment entitled "The Killings in Haditha; Staff 

Sergeant Frank Wuterich discusses what the Marines did the day 

24 Iraqi civilians were killed." At the outset of the 

broadcast, the CBS correspondent offered the following 

introduction: 

On November 19th, 2005, a squad of united 
States Marines killed 24 apparently innocent 
civilians in an Iraqi town called Haditha. 
The dead included men, women and children as 
young as two. Iraqi witnesses say the 
Marines were on a rampage, slaughtering 
people in the street and in their homes. 
And in December, four Marines were charged 
with murder. Was it murder? Was Haditha a 
massacre? A military jury will decide, but 
there's no question that Haditha is symbolic 
of a war that leaves American troops with 
terrible choices. The Marine making those 
choices in Haditha was a 25-year-old 
sergeant named Frank Wuterich-. He's charged 
with 18 murders, the most by far, and he's 
accused of lying on the day that it 
happened. Wuterich faces life in prison. 
None of the Marines charged with murder has 
spoken publicly about this, but tonight 
Staff Sergeant Wuterich says he wants to 
tell the truth about the day he decided who 
would live and who would die in Haditha. 

6 
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The segment included questions to Appellant by CBS correspondent 

Scott Pelley, statements by Appellant, observations by Mr. 

Pelley regarding Appellant's statements, other commentary by Mr. 

Pelley, and statements by other individuals. The segment 

consisted of about one-half hour of broadcast time. 

The statements broadcast by CBS were made during an on-

camera interview with Appellant conducted by Mr. Pelley in 

October 2006. According to Mr. Pelley, "During our interview, 

Staff Sergeant Wuterich recounted the events of the incident at 

Haditha." The precise length of Appellant's interview with CBS 

is not set forth in the record. Defense counsel indicated on 

the record that the interview lasted for "hours," and the 

military judge referred to representations that there were 

"several hours" of outtakes. These statements have not been 

challenged on appeal. Subsequent to Appellant's meeting with 

Mr. Pelley, CBS selected portions of the interview for 

presentation during the broadcast. 

C. THE SUBPOENA FOR APPELLANT'S STATEMENTS TO CBS 

The prosecution issued a subpoena to CBS, dated January 16, 

2008. See Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 703. In pertinent 

part, the subpoena required CBS "to deliver any and all video 

and/or audio tape(s), to include out-takes and raw footage, of 

any and all interviews and/or statements, oral comments, and/or 

oral communications or nonverbal acts, actions, and/or 
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acknowledgements made by Staff Sergeant Frank D. Wuterich, 

United States Marine Corps, recorded by or for, or in the 

possession of, CBS News." The subpoena also noted that "SSgt 

Frank D. Wuterich is a criminal defendant and any/all statements 

made by him or his defense counsel concerning his actions could 

be deemed to be admissions and admissible at the trial of the 

facts . . " 

CBS moved to quash the portion of the subpoena that sought 

production of the unaired footage. In support of the motion, 

CBS cited R.C.M. 703(f) (4) (C), which authorizes the military 

judge to require that a subpoena be withdrawn or modified if it 

is "unreasonable or oppressive." CBS also contended that the 

subpoena should be quashed because the Government could not meet 

its burden of showing that production of the unaired footage was 

required under "a qualified reporter's privilege that is rooted 

in both the First Amendment ... and the common law." As an 

alternative to the motion to quash the subpoena, CBS moved that 

the military judge issue "a protective order, pursuant to R.C.M. 

70l(g) (2), precluding the Government from obtaining the 

materials sought by the subpoena." CBS agreed to provide and 

authenticate a copy of the segment broadcast on 60 Minutes. 

Responding to the CBS motion, the prosecution asserted that 

the subpoena reflected a good faith determination that the 

outtakes contained admissions from Appellant that were relevant, 

, 
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material, and necessary. The prosecution contended that the 

existence of a reporter's privilege represented a minority view 

among the federal courts and that, even under the rulings of 

those courts that had found a qualified privilege, the subpoena 

should not be quashed. 

The prosecution and CBS submitted detailed briefs to the 

military judge, including appendices directed to the question of 

whether the information sought in the outtakes was cumulative of 

evidence otherwise in the Government's possession. The military 

judge reviewed the 60 Minutes broadcast, but he did not obtain 

and review the unaired outtakes that were the subject of the 

motion to quash. 

The defense did not submit a brief on the CBS motion to 

quash. When the military judge asked whether the defense had a 

position on the motion to quash, defense counsel responded: 

"No, Your Honor. II 

During a subsequent colloquy with trial counsel, the 

military judge commented to trial counsel that after viewing 

the 60 Minutes broadcast, "I'm having a hard time seeing what it 

is you think that's there that's not already there." Trial 

counsel responded that the outtakes could provide the 

prosecution with the following information about Appellant's 

broadcast statements: 
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The background to those comments. The 
backdrop for his rational[e]. The in
context expressions of the accused in ,the 
context of the interview. Not the snippets. 
Not the sound bites. Not the portion that 
has been edited for broadcast. But the 
context. The totality of his expressions of 
his conduct, and his rational[e] for his 
conduct and the conduct on the part of his 
Marines. 

The military judge then asked defense counsel what position 

the defense would take at trial if the prosecution offered into 

evidence Appellant's statements from the 60 Minutes broadcast. 

Defense counsel responded that he would object if the 

prosecution sought to admit only the broadcast portions of the 

interview: "I would assert the doctrine of completeness [under] 

M.R.E. 106 and ask that it all be there for context." At that 

point, the military judge asked counsel for CBS what position 

CBS would take if the defense asked for the complete interview. 

Counsel for CBS responded that "we would, I suspect, file a 

similar motion to quash," depending on the state of the record 

at the time, among other factors. He further noted that the 

burden to overcome the privilege asserted by CBS would rest with 

the defense, although the balance might be different in the 

context of a defense request. 

Defense counsel requested permission to address the issue, 

noting that the defense was not "requesting that these outtakes 

be admitted [at] trial." Defense counsel further emphasized 
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that "we are not a party to the dispute that's going on today. 

And we are also not required to assist the government in 

acquiring its evidence or the evidence it thinks it needs. 

That's never our duty. " 

The military judge did not indicate how he might rule if 

the defense were to offer a motion to compel introduction of the 

interview outtakes under Military Rule of Evidence (M.R.E.) 106. 

Instead, he indicated that he would provide both the prosecution 

and counsel for CBS with the opportunity to brief that issue 

should it arise in the future. 

At the conclusion of arguments on the motion, the military 

judge granted the motion to quash the subpoena on the grounds 

that "the requirement of necessity has not been met." See 

R.C.M. 703 (f) (1) ("Each party is entitled to the production of 

evidence which is relevant and necessary."). The military judge 

took note of "the representation that there are several hours of 

outtakes in the possession of CBS which contain information 

concerning the accused's view of the events that occurred on the 

19th of November of 2005." He also observed that the outtakes 

"could be admissible into the evidence as statements of the 

accused under Military Rule of Evidence 801(d) [admissibility of 

statements by a party-opponent]." The military judge concluded, 

however, that "with respect to the outtakes, the contents of the 

accused's comments are speculative at this point and the court 
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is concerned that the subpoena in this case likely qualifies as 

a fishing expedition." 

The military judge determined that production of the 

requested information was not necessary because "the information 

desired here by the government from CBS would be cumulative with 

what is already in the hands of the government." See R.C.M. 

703 (f) (1) Discussion (noting, in the nonbinding commentary 

accompanying the rule, that "[rlelevant evidence is necessary 

when it is not cumulative and when it would contribute to a 

party's presentation of the case in some positive way on a 

matter in issue"). In the course of reaching his conclusion on 

cumulativeness, the military judge considered the availability 

to the prosecution of statements by Appellant broadcast in the 

60 Minutes segment; other statements made by Appellant prior to 

trial; statements made by members of his unit; and the forensic 

evidence, photographs, and other physical evidence obtained from 

the scene of the charged offenses. 

The military judge also addressed the question of whether 

CBS could rely on a newsgathering privilege, stating that he was 

persuaded that such a privilege existed "under federal common 

law." He added, however, that it was not necessary to base his 

decision on such a privilege because any motion to quash that 

met the "lower standard" of R.C.M. 703 would necessarily meet 
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"the greater standard required for disclosure" under a qualified 

reporter's privilege. 

The prosecution asked the military judge to reconsider his 

ruling "and order an in camera inspection to determine whether 

or not the material in question is in fact cumulative 

given the fact that the military judge had not had an 

opportunity to review" the material. See R.C.M. 703 (f) (4) (C) 

(providing that when the recipient of a subpoena requests 

relief, "the military judge may direct that the evidence be 

submitted to the military judge for an in camera inspection to 

determine whether such relief should be granted"). The military 

judge denied the motion without explanation. The Government 

appealed the ruling to the Court of Criminal Appeals under 

Article 62, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 862 (2000). The United States 

Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals vacated the ruling 

of the military judge and remanded the case for further 

proceedings. United States v. Wuterich, 66 M.J. 685, 691.-92 (N-

M. Ct. Crim. App. 2008). 

II. THE .PENDING PROCEEDINGS 

The present consolidated case addresses three pending 

filings that seek review of the decision by the Court of 

Criminal Appeals. In United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-6006, 

Appellant has filed a petition for grant of review under Article 
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67(a) (3), UCMJ. On Appellant's petition, we have granted review 

of the following issues: 

I. Whether the lower court erred in 
holding that it has jurisdiction to 
entertain the Government's challenge of 
a discovery ruling pursuant to Article 
62, UCMJ. 

II. Whether the lower court erred in 
holding that the Appellant did not have 
standing as petitioner/appellee and 
thereby violated Appellant's statutory 
and constitutional right to counsel. 

In a related case, In re Wuterich, No. 08-8021, Appellant 

filed a petition for extraordinary relief under 28 U.S.C. § 

1651(a), as an alternative, in the event that we determined 

Appellant lacks standing to appeal under Article 67(a) (3), UCMJ. 

In view of our determination, infra Part III.A., that Appellant 

has standing to appeal under Article 67 (a) (3), UCMJ, we deny the 

writ petition as moot. 

The third filing, CBS Broadcasting Inc. v. united States, 

No. 08-0820, is a petition for extraordinary relief to obtain 

review of the decision by the Court of Criminal Appeals. CBS 

filed this writ as an alternative to reliance on Appellant's 

petition for grant of review under Article 67(a) (3), UCMJ, as 

the vehicle for reviewing the decision of the court below. In 

the writ petition, CBS suggested that the merits of the decision 

by the lower court could be addressed properly during 

consideration of Appellant's petition for review under Article 
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67(a) (3), UCMJ. We agree, and deny the CBS writ petition as 

moot. 

The Government appeal under Article 62 automatically stayed 

the proceedings before the court-martial pending disposition by 

the Court of Criminal Appeals. See R.C.M. 908(b) (4). The Court 

of Criminal Appeals subsequently returned the case for further 

proceedings before the court-martial. 66 M.J. at 691-92. Our 

Court has not ordered a stay of the pending court-martial 

proceedings. See R.C.M. 908(c) (3). Neither party has asked us 

to issue a stay or otherwise take action with respect to the 

status of the court-martial. 

III. DISCUSSION 

In the present case, Appellant -- knowing of the 

investigation into the events in Haditha -- granted an interview 

to CBS Broadcasting Inc. CBS, which was aware of the ongoing 

investigation, focused the interview on the events occurring on 

the date and in the place of the matters under investigation. 

CBS broadcast some, but not all, of the statements made by 

Appellant during the interview. In the nationally televised 60 

Minutes program, CBS stated that Appellant wanted "to tell the 

truth about the day he decided who would live and who would die 

in Haditha." 
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At this stage in the appellate proceedings, Appellant 

neither contests the voluntariness of the statements made during 

his CBS interview about the events in Haditha nOr claims any 

privilege that would preclude use of his statements to CBS in 

the pending court-martial. The majority of the statements made 

by Appellant during the CBS interview, however, are not now 

available for introduction into evidence at the court-martial. 

In response to a Government subpoena for tapes of Appellant's 

entire interview, CBS produced only the broadcast portion. It 

declined to provide the court-martial with the outtakes, which 

contained the majority of Appellant's interview statements. 

On the record before us, only CBS has access to Appellant's 

full interview regarding the events in Haditha. Only CBS -- an 

entity that is not a party to the pending court-martial -- is in 

a position to assess whether the statements in the outtakes are 

exculpatory, inculpatory, or otherwise necessary to enhance the 

significance of other statements made by Appellant. 

The military judge ruled that the Government could not have 

access to the majority of statements made by the accused in his 

interview because the military judge concluded that those 

statements -- which he had not reviewed -- were cumulative in 

relationship to other evidence available to the Government. The 

military judge did not explain on the record how he was able to 
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assess the content and quality of statements contained in the 

outtakes that he had not reviewed. 

Appellant and Petitioner-CBS each contend that the military 

judge's ruling was not appealable under Article 62, UCMJ, the 

statute governing prosecution appeals. Further, each contends 

that the ruling by the military judge, even if subject to 

appeal, did not constitute an abuse of discretion. In addition, 

Appellant contends that the lower court erred in ruling that he 

did not have standing to participate in the appellate 

proceedings. Section A of this discussion addresses standing. 

Section B discusses government appeals in criminal cases. 

Section C considers the Government appeal in the present case. 

Section D discusses the military judge's decision that 

production of the outtakes was not necessary because the 

evidence therein was cumulative. Section E addresses further 

proceedings. 

A. STANDING 

After the military judge quashed the Government's subpoena, 

the Government filed an appeal under Article 62, UCMJ. 

Appellant filed a motion to dismiss on the grounds that the 

military judge's ruling was not appealable under Article 62, 

UMCJ. 

The Court of Criminal Appeals declined to consider 

Appellant's filings on the grounds that Appellant had no 
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standing to participate in the Government's appeal under Article 

62, UCMJ. Wuterich, 66 M.J. at 688-89. The Court of Criminal 

Appeals noted that defense counsel had asserted at trial that 

SSgt Wuterich was not a party to the dispute between CBS and the 

Government. Id. at 688. The court primarily relied on cases 

involving the concept of standing under the Fourth Amendment, as 

well as cases involving privileges and third-party subpoenas. 

See id. at 688-89. 

The jurisdictional concept of standing normally concerns 

the limitation of the judicial power of the United States to 

"[clases" and "[clontroversies." U.S. Const. art. III, § 2. 

See, e.g., Sprint Communc'ns Co. v. APCC Servs., Inc., 128 S. 

Ct. 2531, 2535 (2008) (summarizing the requirements for a 

plaintiff in civil litigation to establish standing -- an injury 

in fact, causation, and redressability). This Court, which was 

established under Article I of the Constitution, has applied the 

principles from the "cases" and "controversies" limitation as a 

prudential matter. See United States v. Chisholm, 59 M.J. 151, 

152 (C.A.A.F. 2003). 

The evidentiary concept of standing in criminal cases 

concerns the issue of whether a defendant has a sufficient 

interest in the object of a search, a claim of privilege, or 

other evidentiary matter to prevail on the merits of the 

objection. See, e.g., Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 134-40 
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(1978); United States v. Johnson, 53 M.J. 459, 461-62 (C.A.A.F. 

2000); United States v. Jones, 52 M.J. 60, 63-64 (C.A.A.F. 

1999). These cases involve the criteria used to assess the 

merits of a criminal defendant's evidentiary claims, not the 

right of a defendant to participate as a litigant in the 

assessment of those claims. 

Appellant did not initiate the present litigation. He is a 

defendant in a criminal case brought by the United States. 

Trial defense counsel's comment regarding the dispute between 

the Government and CBS was offered in the context of counsel's 

position that the defense had no obligation to assist the 

Government in obtaining the evidence from CBS. Defense counsel 

expressly addressed the interest of Appellant in the requested 

material under the rule of completeness of M.R.E. 106. See 

supra Part I.C. The position articulated by trial defense 

counsel before the military judge underscores the direct 

interest of Appellant in the scope of any ruling at trial or on 

appeal regarding the evidence that would be available for 

consideration at this trial. 

Appellant sought to persuade the Court of Criminal Appeals 

that the military judge's order was not subject to appeal under 

Article 62, and that the case should proceed with a trial on the 

merits. In so doing, Appellant invoked his direct interest in 

prompt disposition of the charges, a matter expressly addressed 
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in Article 62, UCMJ. Although it would have been appropriate 

for the Court of Criminal Appeals to consider the relationship 

of Appellant to the requested material for purposes of assessing 

how much weight, if any, to accord Appellant's views on the 

motion to quash the subpoena, it was not appropriate to deprive 

him altogether of the opportunity to participate in appellate 

litigation having direct consequences on the prompt disposition 

of criminal proceedings brought against him by the United 

States. 

As a result of the lower court's erroneous view of 

standing, Appellant did not have the opportunity to participate 

in the appellate proceedings before that court. Under these 

circumstances, we vacate the decision of the court below in our 

decretal paragraph. In view of the pending court-martial 

proceedings, and because this case involves an issue of law that 

does not pertain to the unique factfinding powers of the Court 

of Criminal Appeals, we shall review directly the decision of 

the military judge without remanding the case to the lower 

court. See United States v. Shelton, 64 M.J. 32, 37 (C.A.A.F. 

2006) ("When reviewing a decision of a Court of Criminal Appeals 

on a military judge's ruling, we typically have pierced through 

that intermediate level and examined the military judge's 

ruling, then decided whether the Court of Criminal Appeals was 
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right or wrong in its examination of the military 

judge's ruling.") (citations and quotation marks omitted). 

B. GOVERNMENT APPEALS IN CRIMINAL CASES 

Federal courts, including courts in the military justice 

system established under Article I of the Constitution, are 

courts of limited jurisdiction. See United States v. Lopez de 

Victoria, 66 M.J. 67, 69 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (noting that such 

jurisdiction "is conferred ultimately by the Constitution, and 

immediately by statute"). In criminal cases, prosecution 

appeals are not favored and are available only upon specific 

statutory authorization. See 7 Wayne R. LaFave et al., Criminal 

Procedure § 27.3 (a) - (b) (3d. ed. 2007); United States v. Watson, 

386 F.3d 304, 307 (1st Cir. 2004). The constitutional 

prohibition on double jeopardy and related statutory 

considerations severely limit post-trial appeals by the 

prosecution in contrast to the broad appellate rights of the 

defense following the conclusion of trial. See 7 LaFave, supra, 

§ 27.3(a). In view of these limitations, the prosecution as a 

general matter has a somewhat broader opportunity than the 

defense to file appeals during the trial. See id. § 27.3(c). 

Congress has authorized interlocutory government appeals in 

federal civilian criminal cases under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 (2000).' 

1 The current version of 18 U.S.C. § 3731 provides: 
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Congress also has authorized interlocutory prosecution appeals 

in cases tried by courts-martial under Article 62, UCMJ, 10 

U.s.C. § 862. 2 

In a criminal case an appeal by the United States shall lie to a court 
of appeals from a decision, judgment, or order of a district court 
dismissing an indictment or information or granting a new trial after 
verdict or judgment, as to anyone or more counts, or any part thereof, 
except that no appeal shall lie where the double jeopardy clause of the 
United States Constitution prohibits further prosecution. 

An appeal by the United States shall lie to a court of appeals from a 
decision or order of a district court suppressing or excluding evidence 
or requiring the return of seized property in a criminal proceeding, 
not made after the defendant has been put in jeopardy and before the 
verdict or finding on an indictment or information, if the United 
States attorney certifies to the district court that the appeal is not 
taken for purpose of delay and that the evidence' is a substantial proof 
of a fact material in the proceeding. 

An appeal by the United States shall lie to a court of appeals from a 
decision Or order, entered by a district court of the United States, 
granting the release of a person charged with or convicted of an 
offense, Or denying a motion for revocation of, or modification of the 
conditions of, a decision or order granting release. 

The appeal in all such cases shall be taken within thirty days after 
the decision, judgment Or order has been rendered and shall be 
diligently prosecuted. 

The provisions of this section shall be liberally construed to 
effectuate its purposes. 

2 The current version of Article 62, UCMJ, provides: 

(a) (1) In a trial by court-martial in which a military judge presides 
and in which a punitive discharge may be adjudged, the United States 
may appeal the following (other than an order Or ruling that is, or 
that amounts to, a finding of not guilty with respect to the charge or 
specification) : 

(A) An order or ruling of the military judge which terminates the 
proceedings with respect to a charge or specification. 

(B) An order or ruling which excludes evidence that is substantial 
proof of a fact material in the proceeding. 

(C) An order or ruling which directs the disclosure of classified 
information. 

(D) An order or ruling which imposes sanctions for nondisclosure of 
classified information. 

(E) A refusal of the military judge to issue a protective order 
sought by the United States to prevent the disclosure of classified 
information. 
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1. The relationship between Article 62, UCMJ, and 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3731 

Congress provided authority for interlocutory government 

appeals under Article 62, UCMJ, in the Military Justice Act of 

1983, Pub. L. No'. 98-209, § 10, 97 Stat. 1393 (1983). Congress 

based the legislation on 18 U.S.C. § 3731, the statute 

applicable to the trial of criminal cases in the federal 

district courts. See S. Rep. No. 98-53, at 6 (1983) (stating 

that Article 62 ~allows appeal by the government under 

procedures similar to an appeal by the United States in a 

federal civilian prosecution"); id. at 23 (stating that ~[tlo 

the extent practicable, the proposal parallels 18 U.S.C. § 3731, 

(F) A refusal by the military judge to enforce an order described in 
subparagraph (E) that has previously been issued by appropriate 
authority. 

(2) An appeal of an order or ruling may not be taken unless the trial 
counsel provides the military judge with written notice of appeal from 
the order or ruling within 72 hours of the order or ruling. Such 
notice shall include a certification by the trial counsel that the 
appeal is not taken for the purpose of delay and (if the order or 
ruling appealed is one which excludes evidence) that the evidence 
excluded is substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding. 

(3) An appeal under this section shall be diligently prosecuted by 
appellate Government counsel. 
(b) An appeal under this section shall be forwarded by a means 
prescribed under regulations of the President directly to the Court of 
Criminal Appeals and shall, whenever practicable, have priority over 
all other proceedings before that court. In ruling on an appeal under 
this section, the Court of Criminal Appeals may act only with respect 
to matters of law, notwithstanding section 866(c) of this title [10 
U.S.C. § 866(c)] (article 66(c)). 
(c) Any period of delay resulting from an appeal under this section 
shall be excluded in deciding any issue regarding denial of a speedy 
trial unless an appropriate authority determines that the appeal was 
filed solely for the purpose of delay with the knowledge that it was 
totally frivolous and without merit. 
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which permits appeals by the United States in federal 

prosecutions"}. 

As Chief Judge Everett noted in United States v. Browers: 

Because the legislative history makes clear 
that Congress intended for Article 62 
appeals to be conducted "under procedures 
similar to [those governing] an appeal by 
the United States in a federal civilian 
prosecution," we look to federal precedent 
for guidance on this question. 

20 M.J. 356, 359 (C.M.A. 1985) (alteration in original) (quoting 

S. Rep. No. 98-53, at 6) ; accord Lopez de Victoria, 66 M.J. at 

70-71; United States v. Brooks, 42 M.J. 484, 486 (C.A.A.F. 

1995) ; United States v. Lincoln, 42 M.J. 315, 320 (C.A.A.F. 

1995) ; United States v. True, 28 M.J. 1, 3 (C.M.A. 1989). 

Federal court decisions interpreting 18 U.S.C. § 3731 

constitute guidance, not binding precedent, in the 

interpretation of Article 62, UCMJ. When considering the import 

of cases arising under 18 U.S.C. § 3731, we bear in mind that 

"Congress, in enacting the revised Article 62, UCMJ, in 1983, 

clearly intended to afford the government a right to appeal 

which, 'to the extent practicable ... parallels 18 U.S.C. § 

3731 . , " Lopez de Victoria, 66 M.J. at 70 (first ellipsis 

in original) (quoting S. Rep. No. 98-53, at 23). In that 

regard, we take into account the structural differences between 

courts-martial and trials in federal district court, as well as 
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the textual similarities and differences with respect to Article 

62, UCMJ, and 18 U.S.C. § 3731. 

Section 3731, for example, states: "The provisions of this 

section shall be liberally construed to effectuate its 

purposes." The First Circuit, in United States v. Watson, 

described the legislative background of this provision. The 

court noted that the initial statute authorizing government 

appeals in federal criminal cases referred only to "motion[s] to 

suppress." 386 F.3d at 308-10. Following a series of judicial 

decisions narrowly construing this provision, Congress expanded 

the statute to cover all orders suppressing or excluding 

evidence and added the language on liberal construction to 

"'reverse[] the practice of narrowly interpreting'" the statute. 

See id. at 309 (quoting S. Rep. No. 91-1296, at 37 (1970), and 

citing Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-642, § 

14, 84 Stat. 1880, 1890 (1971)). With respect to the guidance 

drawn from cases interpreting 18 U.S.C. § 3731, we note that 

those cases routinely cite the liberal construction admonition 

in the course of addressing the scope of section 3731. ~, 

Watson, 386 F.3d at 310; In re Grand Jury Empanelled (Colucci), 

597 F.2d 851, 855-56 (3d Cir. 1979). 

Article 62, UCMJ, on the other hand, contains no language 

on statutory construction, and its legislative history does not 

demonstrate a rationale for the omission of this language. 
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Therefore, it would be inappropriate to apply the liberal 

construction mandate of section 3731 when interpreting Article 

62, UCMJ. This is consistent with our past practice. We have 

not previously applied an explicit liberal construction when 

interpreting Article 62, UCMJ. We treat cases interpreting 

parallel provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 3731 as guidance, not as 

mandates; and we apply that guidance only to the extent 

consistent with an interpretation of Article 62 that is not 

dependent upon the liberal construction admonition. 

2. Appeals under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 

The issues in the present appeal concern the meaning of the 

term "excludes evidence" in Article 62. The statute permits the 

government to appeal an "order or ruling which excludes evidence 

that is substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding." 

Article 62(a) (1) (B), UCMJ. Under this provision, trial counsel 

must file a certification with the military judge "that the 

appeal is not taken for the purpose of delay and (if the order 

or ruling appealed is one which excludes evidence) that the 

evidence excluded is substantial proof of a fact material in the 

proceeding." Article 62 (a) (2), UCMJ. 

The related provision governing federal civilian criminal 

trials, 18 U.S.C. § 3731, permits the government to appeal an 

order by the trial court "suppressing or excluding evidence." 

The United States Attorney must certify "that the appeal is not 
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taken for purpose of delay and that the evidence is a 

substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding." Id. 

The courts of appeals have addressed the meaning of the 

term "excluding evidence" under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 and have 

concluded that the term includes an order quashing a subpoena. 

See 25 James Wm. Moore et al., Moore's Federal Practice 

'I[ 617.08 [4) (3d. ed. 2008); 7 LaFave, supra, § 27.3 (c). The 

case law in this area, permitting appeal of an order quashing a 

subpoena, predates the enactment of Article 62, UCMJ. See, 

~, Colucci,597 F.2d at 856. 

In Watson, the First Circuit discussed the scope of the 

term "excluding evidence" under 18 U.S.C. § 3731. 386 F.3d at 

307. The appeal involved a trial court ruling that denied a 

government motion for a continuance. Prior to trial, the 

prosecution asked immigration officials to keep the prosecution 

informed of the status of a potential witness. The immigration 

officials neglected to do so, and deported the witness. The 

government moved for a continuance to conduct an overseas 

deposition. The trial court denied the motion, noting that the 

case was more than three years old, there were speedy trial 

issues, the problem was a result of government negligence, and 

it could take six to twelve months to obtain the testimony by 

deposition. The government renewed its motion, and the trial 
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court denied the renewed motion for the same reasons. Id. at 

306-07. 

The court of appeals concluded that the orders denying the 

motions were not appealable under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 because they 

were case-management orders, entered with the purpose of 

preventing delay: 

Although the orders appealed from will 
certainly hamper (and may effectively 
prevent) the obtaining and subsequent use of 
[the witness's] testimony, those orders did 
not, either in substance or in form, limit 
the pool of potential evidence that would be 
admissible at the forthcoming trial. Rather, 
they were premised on, and accomplished, a 
more prosaic goal: the lower court's 
determination to forestall further delay. 
That was why the court denied the requested 
continuance -- and the practical effect of 
that denial was to clear the way for the 
trial to proceed. That the orders had an 
incidental effect on the government's 
evidence-gathering is too remote a 
consequence to support appellate 
jurisdiction under the second paragraph of 
section 3731. 

Id. at 313. 

In the course of its opinion, the court of appeals reviewed 

the development of 18 U.S.C. § 3731 as well as cases applying 

the provision to permit appeals of decisions "excluding 

evidence." The court concluded that an interlocutory 

prosecution appeal under section 3731 is permitted when ,"the 

order itself is the practical equivalent of a suppression or 

exclusion order; that is, when the order has the direct effect 
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of denying the government the right to use evidence. If such an 

effect is only incidental, then there can be no appeal." Id. at 

311. The cases discussed in Watson in support of this test 

reflect a highly case-specific approach to the determination of 

whether the effect on the exclusion of evidence is direct or 

incidental. See id. at 310-12. Watson did not call into 

question any of the cases permitting government appeal of an 

order quashing a subpoena. 

Under Watson, the pertinent inquiry is not whether the 

court has issued a ruling on admissibility, but instead whether 

the ruling at issue "in substance or in form" has limited "the 

pool of potential evidence that would be admissible." Id. at 

313. The distinction drawn by Watson between direct and 

incidental effects underscores that the inquiry concerns the 

impact of the ruling on the pool of potential evidence, not 

whether there has been a formal ruling on admissibility. See 

id. at 311-12. 

3. Limitations on appeals under Article 62, UCMJ 

Appellant and Petitioner-CBS contend that the prosecution 

may not appeal an order quashing a subpoena under Article 62, 

UCMJ, irrespective of the authority for the prosecution to 

appeal such orders under 18 U.S.C. § 3731. According to 

Appellant, Chief Judge Everett's opinion in Browers, 20 M.J. at 

356, "stands for the proposition that Article 62 authorizes 
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prosecution appeals of orders excluding evidence only where a 

military judge rules that certain evidence 'is inadmissible.'" 

Contrary to Appellant's assertion, Chief Judge Everett did 

not state that such an Article 62 appeal could take place -only" 

if the military judge rules that evidence -is inadmissible." 

Browers, like Watson, involved an appeal of a case-management 

ruling by the trial judge. The prosecution at trial moved for a 

continuance due to the absence of two witnesses. The military 

judge denied the motion, noting that the charges were old, one 

witness was not likely to be available in the near future, and 

the government had failed to keep track of the other witness. 

In Browers, Chief Judge Everett concluded that the order was not 

appealable because it involved the question of trial scheduling, 

not the exclusion of evidence. 20 M.J. at 356-60. 

In the COurse of discussing this issue, Chief Judge Everett 

stated: 

Most lawyers think of exclusion of evidence 
as a ruling made at or before trial that 
certain testimony, documentary evidence, or 
real evidence is inadmissible. In short, 
-excludes" usually is a term of art; and we 
see no reason to believe that Congress had 
any different intention in drafting Article 
62 (a) (1) . 

Id. at 360. 

Chief Judge Everett referred generally to what -[mlost 

lawyers think" and described -excludes" as a word that -usually 
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is a term of art." Id. The nonexclusive nature of these 

observations underscores that the opinion did not provide either 

a formal definition or a comprehensive description of the 

meaning of "excludes." In context, Chief Judge Everett's 

observations set the stage for his conclusion on the critical 

issue in the case: denial of a continuance, in a case that had 

languished, involved a scheduling matter that did not amount to 

an exclusion of evidence. Highlighting the case-management 

nature of an order denying a continuance, he stated: "Indeed, 

we suspect Congress believed that the scheduling of trials 

should be left primarily to trial judges and reliance should be 

placed on their judgment." Id. at 360. His opinion did not 

establish a bright-line rule or a comprehensive definition of 

"excludes," nor did it otherwise hold that an order is 

appealable under Article 62(a) (1) (B) "only" if there is a formal 

ruling that evidence is inadmissible. 

Appellant's argument suggests that the phrase "excludes 

evidence" means something different in military law than the 

term "excluding evidence" means in civilian criminal 

proceedings. In that regard, we note that in Browers, Chief 

Judge Everett did not state that we should disregard decisions 

under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 permitting appeal even without a formal 

ruling on admissibility. On the contrary, as noted above in 

Part III.B.1., he expressly stated that we "look to federal 
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precedent for guidance" in the interpretation of Article 62. 20 

M.J. at 359. He specifically noted that the government had not 

identified any cases arising under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 in which 

denial of a continuance had been treated as an appealable order. 

Id. at 360. 

In a subsequent dissent, Chief Judge Everett took the 

position that the Court in Browers "adopted a narrow 

construction of the statutory language." United States v. True, 

28 M.J. 1, 5 (C.M.A. 1989) (Everett, C.J., dissenting). His 

view, however, was not jOined by the other members of the Court. 

In that regard, we note that Browers was decided with the 

participation of only two Judges, Chief Judge Everett and Judge 

Cox. 20 M.J. at 360. Judge Cox -- who concurred separately in 

Browers -- did not endorse Chief Judge Everett's suggestion in 

True that the Court in Browers had adopted a "narrow 

construction" of Article 62. Instead, he joined the majority 

opinion in True. 28 M.J. at 4. The majority in True rejected a 

narrow construction of the statute, noting: "Prudent advice 

concerning the use of [Article 62] should not be confused with 

an unjustified narrowing of the scope of this statute or 

deliberate frustration of the will of Congress." 28 M.J. at 3. 

In short, this Court's decision in Browers does not support 

the proposition that the term "excludes" in Article 62 refers 

only to a ruling that evidence is inadmissible. Likewise, 
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Browers does not support the proposition that the term 

"excludes" under Article 62 should be construed more narrowly 

than the term "excluding" under section 3731. On the contrary, 

Browers expressly identified case law under section 3731 as an 

important source of guidance in interpreting Article 62. The 

text of Article 62 does not reflect that Congress used the word 

"exclude" as a term of art limited to formal rulings on 

admissibility. Cf. Articles 43(d), 57(b), 120(s), UCMJ, 10 

U.S.C. §§ 843 (d), 57 (b), 120 (s) (2000) (using the terms 

"excluded" and "excluding" in various legal contexts to convey 

descriptive meanings different from the concept of 

admissibility). Compare Watson, 386 F.3d at 313 (describing a 

rUling "excluding evidence" under section 3731 as one "that 

would, either in substance or in form, limit the pool of 

potential evidence that would be admissible"). We agree with 

the approach taken in Watson, which focused on the pool of 

potential evidence, not a formal ruling on admissibility. See 

supra Part III.B.2. 

The legislative history of Article 62, UCMJ, also does not 

reflect that Congress intended the word "exclude" to be a term 

of art limited to rulings on admissibility. Congress, in 

drafting Article 62, UCMJ, did not focus on the word "excludes" 

or "excluding." To the extent that the state of the law at the 

time of enactment illuminates congressional intent, we note that 
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the Colucci case applying 18 U.S.C. § 3731 to an order quashing 

a subpoena predated enactment of Article 62, UCMJ, by several 

years. See Colucci, 597 F.2d at 855-56. We need not rely on 

that point, however, but instead focus on the meaning of the 

word -exclude" in the context of the similar wording in section 

3731 (-excluding") and Article 62 (-excludes"). We also focus 

on the purpose of Article 62, UCMJ, reflected in its structure 
I 

and legislative history, to provide the government in military 

cases with the same interlocutory appeal authority as in 

civilian criminal cases, -to the extent practicable." See S. 

Rep. No. 98-53, at 23 (1983); cf. Article 36, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 

836 (2000) (authorizing the President to prescribe pretrial, 

trial, and post-trial procedural and evidentiary rules that 

follow the rules for trials in federal district courts insofar 

as the President deems practicable) . 

We conclude that application of guidance from the federal 

court decisions under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 is both practicable and 

appropriate. Under that guidance, a ruling quashing a subpoena 

is appealable under Article 62, UCMJ. We have specifically 

taken into account, and apply, the guidance from cases under 18 

U.S.C. § 3731 restricting interlocutory government appeals to 

those rulings that have a direct rather than incidental effect 

on the exclusion of evidence. See supra Part III.B.2. In 

reaching this conclusion, we have considered the differences 
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between courts-martial and civilian trials, particularly the 

emphasis in military law on prompt disposition of trials and 

appeals, and the accelerated time frames in Article 62. 

Compare, e.g., Article 62 (a) (2), UCMJ, with 18 U.S.C. § 3731. 

See, e.g., Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, pt. I, 

para. 3 (2008 ed.); R.C.M. 908. Appellate courts in the 

military justice system are required to give priority to cases 

arising under Article 62 whenever practicable. See Article 

62 (b); C.A.A.F. R. 19(a) (7) (A). In the present case, we note 

that this Court has not issued a stay of the court-martial 

proceedings. See R.C.M. 908(c) (3). Neither party has asked us 

to issue a stay or otherwise take action with respect to the 

status of the court-martial. See supra Part II. 

The experience in federal civilian courts underscores the 

infrequency of government appeals from orders quashing subpoenas 

and the effectiveness of judicial interpretations of 18 U.S.C. § 

3731 in that regard. In a section 3731 appeal, as in an appeal 

under Article 62, the prosecution must certify that the appeal 

is not taken for purposes of delay and that the evidence is a 

substantial proof of a fact material in the proceedings. 

Section 3731 has been interpreted to apply only to rulings that 

have a direct rather than an incidental effect of excluding 

evidence. See, e.g., Watson, 386 F.3d at 311-13. The 

interpretation set forth in Watson, which we apply in the 
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context of Article 62, provides a significant limitation on the 

availability of government appeals. We have no reason to 

anticipate that application of that interpretation in the 

military justice system should differ with respect to the 

relative infrequency of government appeals. Application of that 

interpretation to review of the specific ruling at issue here 

the military judge's decision to quash a subpoena requesting 

statements by the accused to the news media regarding events on 

the date of and in the place of the incident under investigation 

-- is not likely to have an appreciable effect on the volume of 

prosecution appeals under Article 62. In light of the text, the 

legislative history, the decisions and experiences of courts 

applying the parallel provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 3731, and 

considerations of practicability, we conclude that the term 

"excludes evidence" in military law is not different from the 

term "excluding evidence" in federal civilian proceedings with 

respect to an interlocutory appeal of a decision to quash a 

subpoena for the production of evidence. 

C. THE APPEAL IN THE PRESENT CASE 

The question before us is not simply the generic question 

of whether Article 62, UCMJ, permits appeal of a motion quashing 

a subpoena, but whether the ruling at issue in this case had the 

direct effect of excluding evidence. In resolving that issue, 

we consider whether the military judge's ruling directly limited 
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the pool of potential evidence that would be admissible at the 

court-martial. See Watson, 386 F.3d at 313. Appellant contends 

that the prosecution cannot appeal because the prosecution has 

not demonstrated that the outtakes contain any relevant, 

admissible evidence, contending that "the Government's 

assertions as to what might be contained in the CBS outtakes 

were mere speculation." The record before us, however, 

demonstrates that the outtakes contain statements by Appellant 

about the charged crimes, focusing on the events that transpired 

on the day and in the place of the alleged offenses. See supra 

Part I.B. Appellant also contends that the ruling is not 

appealable because "the 'admissions' that the Government 

speculates are in the outtakes are available from a number of 

other sources." However, the question of whether the material 

in the outtakes is cumulative goes to the merits of the ruling 

by the military judge, not whether that ruling is appealable. 

See infra Part III.D. 

According to Appellant, the military judge's ruling did not 

exclude evidence from the court-martial: "If the government 

ultimately obtains these outtakes through negotiation with CBS 

News or alternative means, it [sic] may well be admissible." On 

the record before us, CBS has sole possession and control of the 

outtakes. The record does not establish the existence of any 
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negotiations Or "alternative means" through which the Government 

could obtain the outtakes. 

The record reflects that CBS does not believe that it is 

appropriate to provide the outtakes to the prosecution. CBS has 

litigated vigorously a motion to quash the subpoena as well as 

the present appeal. As part of that litigation, CBS has 

submitted a declaration from its correspondent, Mr. Pelley, 

asserting a variety of negative consequences to the 

newsgathering function that would follow "if reporters were to 

become known as willing or unwilling investigative agents for 

the Government." Under these circumstances, the record 

establishes that the military judge's decision had the direct 

effect of excluding the outtakes from the pool of potential 

evidence that would be admissible at the court-martial. 

In a related argument, Appellant and Petitioner-CBS suggest 

that the military judge's decision to quash the subpoena is not 

appealable in this case because the military judge did not 

foreclose future consideration of the admissibility of the. 

outtakes. The military judge, however, discussed that 

possibility in the context of a contingency under the control of 

the defense. During litigation of the motion to quash the 

subpoena at trial, the military judge asked trial defense 

counsel if he would object to introduction into evidence of the 

broadcast statements made by the accused. Defense counsel 
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reserved the right to object under M.R.E. 106, the rule of 

completeness, which provides, "When a writing or recorded 

statement or part thereof is introduced by a party, an adverse 

party may require that party at that time to introduce any other 

part or any other writing or recorded statement which ought in 

fairness to be considered contemporaneously with it." See also 

M.R.E. 304 (h) (2) (providing a rule of completeness in connection 

with an alleged admission or confession). 

The rule of completeness is a rule that benefits the party 

opposing admission of evidence, not the party offering the 

evidence. Assuming that the prosecution moves to admit the 

broadcast statements, the defense would not be obligated to 

object under the rule of completeness. Defense counsel 

emphasized during discussion of the motion to quash the subpoena 

that the defense was "not required to assist the government in 

acquiring its evidence or the evidence it thinks it needs," and 

that defense counsel was not "required to anticipate what the 

government might try to do and announce all of my objections." 

Likewise, it is not possible to know at this stage whether the 

interests of Appellant in presenting the most effective defense 

in his trial by court-martial and the interests of CBS as a 

newsgathering entity will be similar or different during trial 

on the merits. 
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At this stage in the proceedings, the possibility of a 

future ruling on admissibility of the outtakes under the rule of 

completeness rests with the defense. Moreover, without having 

the content of the outtakes in the record, there is no way of 

knowing which parts, if any, of the outtakes would be covered by 

the rule of completeness. Under these circumstances, the 

contingent possibility that an opposing party might raise an 

objection that could resurrect the need for a subpoena, which is 

dependent on multiple variables, does not diminish the direct 

effect of the ruling excluding the outtakes. 

In the present case, the military judge ruled that the 

evidence requested in the subpoena was cumulative with the 

evidence otherwise available to the prosecution. See supra Part 

I.C. In so doing, he focused specifically on the pool of 

potential evidence that would be admissible at the court-

martial. As such, his decision to quash the subpoena was 

appealable under Article 62, UCMJ, because it had a direct 

effect on whether the outtakes would be excluded from 

consideration at the court-martial. 

D. THE MILITARY JUDGE'S DECISION TO QUASH THE SUBPOENA 

The question before us is whether the military judge in 

this case erred when he granted the motion to quash the subpoena 

on the grounds that it was unnecessary without reviewing in 

camera the evidence requested. See supra Part I.C.; R.C.M. 
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703 (f) (1). We review th" military judge's decision under an 

abuse of discretion standard. See united States v. Reece, 25 

M.J. 93, 95 (C.M.A. 1987). 

In trials by courts-martial, "[tlhe trial counsel, the 

defense counsel, and the court-martial shall have equal 

opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance 

with such regulations as the President may prescribe." Article 

46, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 846 (2000). The President has provided 

that the parties and the court-martial "shall have equal 

opportunity to obtain witnesses and evidence, including the 

benefit of compulsory process." R.C.M. 703(a). Under R.C.M. 

703(f) (1), "Each party is entitled to the production of evidence 

which is relevant and necessary." M.R.E. 401 establishes "a low 

threshold of relevance." Reece, 25 M.J. at 95 (quoting United 

States v. Tomlinson, 20 M.J. 897, 900 (A.C.M.R. 1985)). As 

noted in the nonbinding Discussion accompanying R.C.M. 

703(f) (1): "Relevant evidence is necessary when it is not 

cumulative and when it would contribute to a party's 

presentation of the case in some positive way on a matter in 

issue." See Reece, 25 M.J. at 95. 

R.C.M. 703 (f) (4) (C) provides: "If the person having 

custody of evidence requests relief on grounds that compliance 

with the subpoena or order of production is unreasonable or 

oppressive . . . the military judge may direct that the subpoena 
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or order of production be withdrawn or modified." Under the 

rule, "the military judge may direct that the evidence be 

submitted to the military judge for an in camera inspection in 

order to determine whether such relief should be granted." 

Reece considered these provisions on direct review of a 

case in which the military judge had declined to review in 

camera the social service and counseling records of two 

witnesses. 25 M.J. at 94-95. The defense at trial had asserted 

that records of drug and alcohol abuse, as well as behavioral 

problems, were relevant to the credibility of the witnesses. On 

appeal, this Court observed that the credibility of the two 

witnesses was a key issue at trial and that the appellant had 

"made as specific a showing of relevance as possible, given that 

he was denied all access to the documents." rd. at 95. Under 

the circumstances of the case, Reece held that the military 

judge erred in not conducting an in camera review of the 

requested materials, and remanded the case for in camera 

inspection by a military judge under United States v. DuBay, 17 

C.M.A. 147, 37 C.M.R. 411 (1967). 25 M.J. at 95; cf. United 

States v. Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d 139, 145-46, 148-49 (3d Cir. 

1980) (holding that the trial judge did not err in requiring an 

in camera review of trial witness statements when there was a 

showing of relevancy, necessity, and specificity, but erred in 
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requiring an in camera review of non-witness statements without 

such a showing). 

In the present case, Appellant argues that the military 

judge did not err in quashing the subpoena because "[t]here is 

no reason to believe that there are material statements in 

excess of what CBS aired on March 17, 2007, as Petitioner's 

[Appellant's] statements are relatively uniform and indicative 

of his subj ective intent." Appellant further contends that --

the government also has a wealth of 
additional evidence that can be used to 
demonstrate [Appellant's] specific intent, 
including forensic evidence, the testimony 
of all of [Appellant's] squad members, and 
secondary evidence. The testimony of 
Appellant's squad members is indicative of 
his specific intent, as he trained his squad 
on the rules of engagement and their 
understanding of the rules of engagement 
mirrors his. Appellant's subjective intent 
is clear from his multiple statements -- he 
declared the buildings and anyone within 
hostile and authorized the use of force. He 
repeatedly admitted to telling them to 
"shoot first and ask questions later." 

(citations omitted). In similar fashion, Petitioner-CBS notes 

that the record is replete with other evidence available to the 

Government on the contested issues in the court-martial. 

Petitioner-CBS further suggests that an in camera review of the 

outtakes is unnecessary because "it is typically the case that 

the most relevant and important information is included in the 

publicly disseminated news report." 
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As we have noted earlier, Appellant granted an interview 

with CBS in which he specifically described events at the time 

and in the place of the charged offenses. CBS conducted the 

interview knowing that it involved matters then under 

investigation. The interview lasted for several hours, but only 

a portion of the interview was aired by CBS. The outtakes 

contain a majority of Appellant's discussion of the charged 

offenses with CBS, and only CBS possesses those outtakes. See 

supra Part I.B-C. 

At this stage in the proceedings, Appellant has pled not 

guilty. Therefore, the issues of his specific intent and other 

key elements of the offenses remain in dispute. On the record 

before us, the case involves both direct and circumstantial 

evidence, including statements by Appellant. Both the 

prosecution and the defense will have the opportunity to 

demonstrate the inculpatory or exculpatory value of evidence 

that is introduced with respect to the charged offenses. Under 

those circumstances, the level of detail, the context, and the 

credibility of the evidence is likely to be at issue. 

In that setting, the decisions made by CBS as to what was 

relevant and important to include in a nationally broadcast news 

story are not the same as the judgment by the parties to the 

court-martial of what might be relevant and necessary in the 

trial of the pending case, which includes both general crimes 
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and unique military offenses. Likewise, Appellant's assessment 

that his statements in the record reflect a consistent 

expression of intent is a matter that, at this stage in the 

proceedings, is likely to be subject to evaluation by the 

factfinder at trial. Moreover, Appellant's assessment does not 

describe the content of the statements in the outtakes. 

In Cuthbertson, the Third Circuit addressed similar 

considerations in a case where a news organization sought to 

resist a subpoena that requested, in part, material containing 

"verbatim and substantially verbatim statements . . of 

witnesses that the government intends to call at trial." 630 

F.2d at 148. In sustaining the decision of the trial judge .to 

order production of that material for in camera inspection, the 

court observed: 

By their very nature, these statements are 
not obtainable from any other source. They 
are unique bits of evidence that are frozen 
at a particular place and time. Even if the 
defendants attempted to interview all of the 
government witnesses and the witnesses 
cooperated with them, the defendants would 
not obtain the particular statements that 
may be useful for impeachment purposes at 
trial. 

Id.; accord United States v. LaRouche, 841 F.2d 1176, 1180 (1st 

Cir. 1988) (sustaining the trial judge's decision to order 

production of outtakes of a news media interview with a key 

trial witness). 
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The outtakes of the CBS interview of Appellant about the 

events in Haditha on the date of the charged offenses, like the 

material at issue in Cuthbertson and LaRouche, constitute a 

potentially unique source of evidence that is not necessarily 

duplicated by any other material. Under the circumstances of 

the present case, consideration of whether the outtakes are 

cumulative requires review of the requested material by the 

military judge. The military judge's decision to quash the 

subpoena without conducting an in camera review of the requested 

material constituted an abuse of discretion. 

E. FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 

Petitioner-CBS based the motion to quash the subpoena in 

part on the grounds that the outtakes were protected by a 

qualified newsgathering privilege. Petitioner-CBS relied on 

principles related to the newsgathering process and did not 

claim that Appellant's statements were made under conditions of 

confidentiality. Although the military judge indicated 

agreement with the concept of a qualified newsgathering 

privilege, he found it unnecessary to base his decision on the 

privilege because he determined that the outtakes were 

cumulative. 

Under M.R.E. 501 (a) (4), a privilege may be claimed under 

"[tJhe principles of common law generally recognized in the 

trial of criminal cases in the United States district courts 
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pursuant to Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence insofar as 

the application of such principles in trials by courts-martial 

is practicable and not contrary to or inconsistent with the 

code, these rules, or this Manual." In the past, this Court has 

considered but has not resolved the question of whether a 

newsgathering privilege applies in the military justice system. 

See United States v. Rodriguez, 50 M.J. 38, 38 (C.A.A.F. 1998) 

(summary disposition). On appeal, the parties have referred to 

the question of whether a newsgathering privilege should be 

recognized in the military justice system, but they have not 

asked this Court to resolve whether the subpoena in this case 

should have been quashed on a qualified newsgathering privilege. 

Under these circumstances, we do not decide here whether such a 

privilege should be recognized in the military justice system. 

The issue of an in camera review is a separate matter. 

Even to the extent that a qualified privilege has been 

recognized by some courts in the trial of federal civilian 

cases, the application of such a privilege to an in camera 

review has been highly case specific. See, e.g., United States 

v. Burke, 700 F.2d 70, 76-78 (2d Cir. 1983); Cuthbertson, 630 

F.2d at 146-49. In that context, even if a qualified privilege 

applied to cases in the military justice system -- a matter that 

we do not decide here -- such a privilege would not preclude an 

in camera review pursuant to R.C.M. 703(f) (4) (C) under the 
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circumstances of the present case. The description of the 

material at issue in the present case -- video outtakes from a 

specific interview in which Appellant discussed the events 

occurring on the date of and in the place of the charged 

offenses -- is sufficient to meet a threshold showing of 

necessity for an in camera review. The military judge could not 

make an evaluation of necessity under the specific circumstances 

of this case without reviewing the outtakes for content and 

context. See supra Part III.D. Accordingly, we conclude that 

the military judge in the present case must conduct an in camera 

review of the requested materials prior to ruling on the motion 

to quash the subpoena. 

In any further hearing before the military judge on a 

motion to quash the subpoena, the military judge alone will 

inspect the requested materials in camera. Such a hearing, 

accompanied by inspection of the requested material in camera by 

the military judge alone, will provide the appropriate forum for 

consideration of issues pertinent to a motion to quash the 

subpoena, such as the existence, if any, of a qualified 

newsgathering privilege under M.R.E. 50l(a) (4), the scope of any 

such privilege, and the application, if any, of such a privilege 

to the requested materials. 

Our decision to order inspection in camera by the military 

judge alone pertains to the present case. We do not decide here 
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whether, under other circumstances, inspection by the parties 

under an appropriate protective order would be warranted. See 

Reece, 25 M.J. at 95 n.6. 

IV. DECISION 

We vacate the decision of the United States Navy-Marine 

Corps Court of Criminal Appeals and the order of the military 

judge quashing the Government's subpoena. We remand the record 

of trial to the Judge Advocate General of the Navy for return to 

the military judge for further consideration of whether relief 

should be granted to Petitioner-CBS under R.C.M. 703. Prior to 

ruling, the military judge shall order production of the 

requested material for in camera inspection by the military 

judge alone. 
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RYAN, Judge, with whom ERDMANN, Judge, joins (dissenting): 

I agree that Appellant has standing to litigate the 

Government's appeal of the military judge's ruling quashing a 

third-party subpoena. United States v. Wuterich, M.J. 

(19-21) (C.A.A.F. 2008). However, because the Government's 

appeal in this case is an appeal of the military judge's ruling 

on a discovery motion -- a ruling that expressly noted that the 

object of the discovery could be admissible ' -- and not ~[a)n 

order or ruling which excludes evidence," I disagree that the 

United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals (CCA) 

had jurisdiction under Article 62 of the Uniform Code of 

Military Justice (UCMJ),. 10 U.S.C. § 862 (2000), to hear the 

Government's appeal. That the CCA had no jurisdiction under the 

facts of this case is supported both by the precedent of this 

Court and the precedent of the United States Court of Appeals 

for the First Circuit. See United States v. Browers, 20 M.J. 

356, 360 (C.M.A. 1985) (defining ~exclusion" as used in Article 

62 (a) (1) (B), UCMJ, as a ruling involving inadmissibility); 

United States v. Watson, 386 F.3d 304, 310 (1st Cir. 2004) 

(~[The Criminal Appeals Act) unarguably restricts government 

appeals to specific categories of district court orders. If an 

1 Transcript of Record at 87, United States v. Wuterich (Feb. 22, 
2005) (Article 39(a), UCMJ, session) (~[T)he court clearly finds 
that this could be admissible into the evidence as statements of 
the accused under Military Rule of Evidence 80l(d) ."). 
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order falls outside those categories, the government's attempted 

appeal must be dismissed.") (citation omitted). 

A. Statutory authorization for a government appeal 

In criminal cases, prosecution appeals are not favored and 

are available only upon specific statutory authorization. See 

united States v. Wilson, 420 u.S. 332, 336 (1975); 7 Wayne R. 

LaFave et al., Criminal Procedure §27.3(a)-(b) (3d. ed. 2007). 

Specifically relevant to this case, Article 62(a) (1) (B), UCMJ, 

grants the Government the authority to appeal "[a]n order or 

ruling which excludes evidence that is substantial proof of a 

fact material in the proceeding." Article 62(b), UCMJ, grants 

the CCA the jurisdiction to hear those appeals. 

B. "Order or ruling which excludes evidence" 

This Court previously adopted a narrow construction of the 

language in Article 62, UCMJ, permitting the government to 

appeal from an order or ruling "which excludes evidence that is 

substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding." 

Browers, 20 M.J. at 359-60. In Browers, the Court 

differentiated appealable decisions from unappealable ones by 

asking whether the military judge made a ruling involving the 

admissibility of the evidence. Writing for the Court, former 

Chief Judge Everett defined "excludes evidence" to mean "a 

ruling made at or before trial that certain testimony, 

documentary evidence, or real evidence is inadmissible." Id. at 
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360 (emphasis added). The Court acknowledged that this 

interpretation might result in a party being deprived of 

critical evidence, but expressed confidence in the "ability of 

military judges to make these delicate determinations." Id. 

Inexplicably, the majority dismisses former Chief Judge 

Everett's definition in Browers, a decision of this Court, as 

mere "observations." Wuterich, M.J. at (31). If the 

current majority has a different take on what the definition of 

"excludes" should be, as it is entitled to have, it should say 

so and explicitly overrule Browers rather than mischaracterize a 

holding of this Court. 2 

The majority suggests that Browers "concluded that the 

order was not appealable because it involved the question of 

trial scheduling, not the exclusion of evidence." Wuterich, 

M.J. at (30). Browers made no such conclusion, as the 

Court's language plainly demonstrates. Browers explicitly 

states that "the issue is whether denial of a continuance 

requested so that the Government may produce a material witness 

constitutes the exclusion of evidence." Browers, 20 M.J. at 360 

(emphasis in original). The Browers Court concluded that the 

2 Any relevance of the Court's composition during Browers, which 
the majority appears to suggest weighs against the precedential 
value of the opinion, Wuterich, M.J. at (32), is unclear 
at best. Chief Judge Everett delivered the opinion of the 
Court; Judge Cox, while writing separately to concur in Browers, 
did not disagree with Judge Everett's opinion in general or his 
definition of "excludes" in particular. 
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denial of a continuance was not an appealable ruling because it 

was not an order that "excludes evidence" despite the fact that 

the ruling prevented the government from presenting two material 

witnesses. The scheduling ruling in Browers, like the discovery 

rUling in this case, deprived the government of evidence, but 

did not "exclude" evidence for purposes of Article 62, UCMJ. 

If any doubt remained as to the Court's intentions in 

Browers, former Chief Judge Everett later repeated the 

definition of "excludes evidence" as a ruling that "evidence is 

inadmissible," and stated that, in Browers, this Court "adopted 

a narrow construction of the statutory language." United States 

v. True, 28 M.J. 1, 5 (C.M.A. 1989) (Everett, C.J., dissenting) 

(citing Browers, 20 M.J. at 360).3 

3 The Court in True considered whether the ruling of the military 
judge, which abated the court-martial, was one "which terminates 
the proceedings," not whether it was one "which excludes 
evidence." 28 M.J. at 2. On that point Chief Judge Everett 
agreed. Id. at 5 (Everett, C.J., dissenting). While all 
federal circuits to have considered the issue agree that the 
analogous language in the first paragraph of 18 U.S.C. § 3731 
("a decision, judgment, or order of a district court dismissing 
an indictment or information or granting a new trial after 
verdict or judgment") should be construed broadly, see, ~, 
Watson, 386 F.3d at 308 (crediting "Congress's intent that all 
such orders would be appealable unless the Double Jeopardy 
Clause forbade that course of action"), only the Fifth Circuit 
reads "suppresses or excludes evidence" as broadly. See United 
States v. Smith, 135 F.3d 963, 967 (5th Cir. 1998) (holding that 
§ 3731 provides the government with as broad a right to appeal 
an order suppressing or excluding evidence as the Constitution 
will permit). Consequently the breadth of the language in True, 
applicable to statutory language regarding "terminates the 
proceedings," is of doubtful weight when considering the 
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One would think that Browers ends the inquiry as to the 

meaning of Article 62(a) (1) (B), UCMJ. This Court concluded that 

"excludes" was a term of art relating to admissibility of 

evidence and saw "no reason to believe that Congress had any 

different intention. in drafting Article 62(a) (1)." Browers, 20 

M.J. at 360. This narrow view is consistent with the Supreme 

Court's instruction that the government could only take an 

appeal in a criminal case if it had express statutory authority, 

Wilson, 420 U.S. at 336, and its policy against piecemeal 

appeals in criminal cases, "where the defendant is entitled to a 

speedy resolution of the charges against him." Will v. United 

States, 389 U.S. 90, 96 (1967); see also U.S. Const. amend. VI 

("In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the 

right to a speedy and public trial .... "). 

But despite Browers, the majority looks to the parallel 

federal statute, 18 U.S.C. § 3731, in search of a different 

definition of "an order or ruling which excludes evidence" as 

specified by Article 62, UCMJ. The majority states that it 

agrees with the First Circuit's approach that defines rulings 

excluding evidence under § 3731 as ones that "'either in 

substance or in form, limit the Pool of potential evidence that 

would be admissible.'" Wuterich, M.J. at (33) (quoting 

different language "excludes evidence." While the former 
directly implicates the Double Jeopardy Clause, Wilson, 420 U.S. 
at 336-37 (1975), the latter does not. 
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Watson, 386 F.3d at 313). I do not believe, however, that the 

precedent of the First Circuit supports the Court's holding 

today. 

The First Circuit, noting Congress's instruction that § 

3731 should be construed liberally, concludes only that -the 

second paragraph of section 3731, in its present form, covers 

all pretrial orders that deny admissibility to virtually any 

evidence on virtually any ground." Watson, 386 F.3d at 309 

(emphasis added). In Watson, a case with a fact pattern similar 

to that of Browers, the government attempted to appeal from a 

trial judge's denial of a government motion requesting a 

continuance. Without the continuance, the government could not 

depose a key witness and would be forced to prosecute watson 

without the benefit of the witness's testimony. rd. at 307. 

The First Circuit held that it had no jurisdiction under § 3731 

to hear the government's appeal because the trial court was not 

engaged in making an evidentiary ruling. Id. at 311. The court 

rejected the government's argument that the trial court's 

rulings were a but-for cause of the government's inability to 

gather or present evidence at trial. rd. The court explicitly 

distinguished between available and admissible evidence, stating 

that -[a]lthough the orders appealed from will certainly hamper 

(and may effectively prevent) the obtaining and subsequent use 

of [the witness's] testimony, those orders did not, either in 
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substance or in form, limit the pool of potential evidence that 

would be admissible at the forthcoming trial." rd. at 313 

(emphasis added). For the First Circuit, admissibility, rather 

than availability, is the critical factor in determining when 

the government may appeal an order under § 3731. As in Browers, 

even though the trial court's ruling would "certainly hamper 

(imd may effectively prevent) the obtaining and subsequent use" 

of a witness's testimony, the First Circuit still held that the 

rUling did not exclude evidence. rd. The First Circuit's 

approach is consistent with this Court's position in Browers, 

and different than today's decision, which implies that any 

decision that limits the pool of available evidence would be 

appealable under Article 62, UCMJ. 

The majority's dec~sion is also contrary to the approach 

favored by the other federal courts of appeals, which reject the 

argument that any trial court order or ruling that hampers or 

effectively prevents the obtaining or use of evidence is 

appealable by the government under § 3731. See,~, United 

States v. Hickey, 185 F.3d 1064, 1066-67 (9th Cir. 1999) 

(finding no jurisdiction to hear appeal from order denying 

government's request to unseal defendant's financial 

affidavits); United States v. Camisa, 969 F.2d 1428, 1429 (2d 

Cir. 1992) (finding no jurisdiction to hear appeal from order 

denying government's request to disqualify defendant's counsel 
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which possibly rendered a witness's testimony inadmissible). As 

the First Circuit stated, "[wJhatever incidental effect those 

orders may have on evidentiary matters, they are simply not the 

proximate cause of the exclusion of any evidence." Watson, 386 

F.3d at 312. 

C. The majority's rule is not supported by the decisions 
of the federal courts of appeals 

The majority suggests that its approach, in the context of 

the facts of this case, is consistent with the approach of other 

federal circuits. See Wuterich, M.J. at (27-29) ("The 

courts of appeals have addressed the meaning of the term 

'excluding evidence' under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 and have concluded 

that the term includes an order quashing a subpoena."). I 

disagree. In fairness, the federal courts of appeals have at 

times permitted appeals under 18 U.S.C. § 3731 in cases 

involving the quashing of subpoenas in the context of grand jury 

investigations. See,~, In re Grand Jury Subpoenas 

(Kiefaber), 774 F.2d 969, 972-73 (9th Cir. 1985), vacated on 

other grounds, 823 F.2d 383 (9th Cir. 1987); In re Grand Jury 

Empanelled (Colucci), 597 F.2d 851, 856 (3d Cir. 1979). But 

each of those cases relied on the precise language -- "[tJhe 

provisions of this section shall be liberally construed to 

effectuate its purposes" -- in § 3731 that is not present in 

Article 62, UCMJ. See Kiefaber, 774 F.2d at 972-73 ("Therefore, 
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in light of the legislative direction to construe broadly the 

phrase 'suppressing or excluding evidence,' we conclude that the 

district court's order quashing the grand jury subpoenas 

constitutes an order suppressing or excluding evidence.") 

(footnote omitted); Colucci, 597 F.2d at 856 ("In light of this 

legislative direction to construe broadly the government's right 

of appeal, this Court has held that orders which do not, 

'strictly speaking,' suppress evidence but which have the 

'practical effect' of excluding evidence from a proceeding, are 

within the ambit of [section] 3731."). Yet this is the very 

language upon which the majority claims not to rely in 

construing Article 62, UCMJ. Wuterich, M.J. at (26) 

("[I]t would be inappropriate to apply the liberal construction 

mandate of section 3731 when interpreting Article 62, UCMJ."). 

And, of course, at the pre-indictment grand jury stage an 

individual is a target, not a defendant, so there is not yet any 

Sixth Amendment speedy trial concern. See United States v. 

Marion, 404 U.S. 307, 313 (1971) ("[The Sixth Amendment] would 

seem to afford no protection to those not yet accused, nor would 

[it] seem to require the Government to discover, investigate, 

and accuse any person within any particular period of time."). 

D. The majority's holding is overly broad 

The problems with the majority's new position are twofold. 

First, it highlights that Browers is being overruled sub 
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silentio. The military judge's ruling at issue in Browers 

clearly limited the pool of evidence that was available to the 

government to proffer at trial by preventing the government from 

presenting two material witnesses, yet this Court held that the 

ruling did not exclude evidence for the purposes of Article 62, 

UCMJ. One cannot reconcile today's holding with the precedent 

of this Court in Browers. 

This highlights the second problem with the majority's 

position. Although the majority expressly states that a liberal 

construction of Article 62, UCMJ, is not warranted, its holding 

is extraordinarily broad. See Wuterich, M.J. at (25-26) 

(stating that because Article 62, UCMJ, contains no language on 

statutory interpretation, it would be inappropriate to apply 

§ 3731's liberal construction mandate when interpreting Article 

62). If one accepts that any order or ruling that limits the 

pool of evidence that is available to the government is 

appealable under Article 62(a) (2) (B), then any ruling by a 

military judge that impacts the availability, as opposed to the 

admissibility, of evidence would be a proper subject of a 

government appeal. Under the majority's new rule there is no 

principled way to distinguish among: garden-variety scheduling 

orders, such as those at issue in Browers, which hindered the 

government's ability to offer a witness's testimony; discovery 
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rulings of any sort that go against the government; and actual 

rulings on the admissibility of evidence. 

The majority relies heavily on the fact that Browers and 

Watson considered what it characterizes as case-management 

orders to distinguish the holdings in those cases from the 

majority's broad interpretation of § 3731 and Article 62, UCMJ. 

See Wuterich, M.J. at (28-31). Presumably, the majority 

believes that trial scheduling orders may "limit the pool of 

potential evidence" without qualifying under Article 62, UCMJ, 

solely because trial scheduling falls within the sound 

discretion of the trial judge. Of course, neither case rested 

on that fact. Moreover, discovery rulings, as the one in the 

instant case undoubtedly is, may "limit the pool of potential 

evidence" and are also within the sound discretion of the trial 

court. See,~, Diamond Ventures, LLC v. Barreto, 452 F.3d 

892, 898 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (" [Tlhe district court has wide 

discretion in managing discovery."); Faigin v. Kelly, 184 F.3d 

67, 84 (1st Cir. 1999) ("A district court's case-management 

powers apply with particular force to the regulation of 

discovery and the reconciliation of discovery disputes."); 

Trepel v. Roadway Express, Inc., 194 F.3d 708, 716 (6th Cir. 

1999) ("Matters of discovery are in the sound discretion of the 

district court."). Both types of decisions being within the 

discretion of a trial court and potentially or actually limiting 
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the pool of potential evidence, the only distinction available 

appears based on ad hoc decisions by this Court. This is a 

less-than-workable legal standard. 

E. Admissibility is the touchstone 

A military judge's ruling quashing a subpoena duces tecum 

is a discovery ruling, which may impact the availability of 

evidence, but it neither denies the admissibility of the 

evidence nor excludes it. This distinction is an important one 

that should make a difference based on the explicit language of 

Article 62(a) (1) (B), UCMJ. Courts faced with a motion to quash 

a subpoena duces tecum in a criminal case consider more than 

admissibility -- they balance the general public's duty to 

testify, Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 u.s. 665, 688 (1972), against 

other interests, such as the burden placed on the recipient of 

the subpoena, see United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 698 

(1974), and the explicitly stated goal of expediting the 

defendant's trial. See id. The balancing is contextual and 

uses a four-factor test articulated by Judge Weinfeld of the 

United States District Court for the Southern District of New 

York and adopted by the Supreme Court in Nixon, 418 U.S. at 699-

700 (citing United States v. Iozia, 13 F.R.D. 335, 338 (S.D.N.Y. 

1952».' The Weinfeld factors are important because they 

, The Drafters' Analysis for Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 
703(e) also cites Nixon in its discussion of the purpose of a 
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illustrate the difference between discovery rulings and 

evidentiary orders, a difference the majority ignores. 

Under the Weinfeld test, the moving party cannot require 

production of documents prior to trial unless that party shows: 

Id. 

(1) that the documents are evidentiary and relevant; 
(2) that they are not otherwise procurable reasonably 
in advance of trial by exercise of due diligence; (3) 
that the party cannot properly prepare for trial 
without such production and inspection in advance of 
trial and that the failure to obtain such inspection 
may tend unreasonably to delay the trial; and (4) that 
the application is made in good faith and is not 
intended as a general "fishing expedition." 

It may be that a court quashes a subpoena based on the 

first Weinfeld factor -- lack of relevancy. If so, this would 

be a ruling on the admissibility of evidence and fall within 

Browers and Watson, even if styled a discovery order by the 

trial judge. In contrast, the other three Weinfeld factors do 

not weigh or consider whether the evidence is admissible. 

Rather, the second factor considers the burden placed on the 

party receiving the subpoena, the third factor considers the 

potential impact on the defendant's right to a speedy trial, and 

the fourth factor protects parties from unwarranted requests. 

These factors address equitable considerations that protect the 

subpoena duces tecum. Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 
Analysis of the Rules for Courts-Martial app. 21 at A21-37 (2008 
ed. ) . 
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rights of third parties and the defendant, not evidentiary 

concerns. 

As the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit stated in a case involving a government appeal, 

an order regarding a subpoena in no way finally decides that any 

of the subpoenaed material must be denied to the jury and 

"cannot be deemed an order 'suppressing or excluding evidence,' 

or otherwise within the contemplation of the Criminal Appeal 

Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3731." Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d 700, 707 n.23 

(D.C. Cir. 1973). Denials of discovery requests may ultimately 

make evidence unavailable, but not all such denials are -- or 

should be -- appealable under Article 62, UCMJ, because they 

usually do not address the admissibility of the evidence. 

F. No ruling that evidence is inadmissible in this case 

In this case the ruling of the military judge did not 

exclude evidence in any evidentiary sense, although the ruling 

may have, or even will have, the effect of making the evidence 

unavailable. The military judge not only refrained from ruling 

that the subpoenaed tapes were inadmissible, he opined that they 

likely were. Transcript of Record at 87, Wuterich (Article 

39 (a), UCMJ, session) (" [T] he court clearly finds that this 

could be admissible into the evidence as statements of the 

accused under Military Rule of Evidence 801(d) ."). In his 

words, the order was a "discovery denial." Transcript of Record 
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at 93, Wuterich (Article 39(a), UCMJ, session). Although the 

military judge's ruling "will certainly hamper (and may 

effectively prevent) the obtaining and use" of the outtakes by 

the Government, the ruling "did not, either in substance or in 

form, limit the pool of potential evidence that would be 

admissible at the forthcoming trial." Watson, 386 F.3d at 3131 

(emphasis added). 

As CBS acknowledged at oral argument, if the Government 

obtains possession of the outtakes, nothing in the military 

judge's order would prevent the Government from proffering the 

outtakes as evidence. Transcript of Oral Argument at 00:35:25, 

Wuterich, Nos. 08-6006, 08-8020, 08-8021. This is because it 

was not an order "which excludes evidence." The majority 

ignores this salient fact, and focuses instead on a straw man 

the possibility that the Government could obtain the outtakes 

through negotiation or other means, a possibility it then 

dismisses. Wuterich, M.J. at (37-38) . 

Of course this goes to availabili t.y, not admissibility, and 

is not relevant for purposes of Article 62(b), UCMJ. Further, I 

note that CBS attempted to work with the Government by providing 

the 60 Minutes broadcast, offering to authenticate it, and 

requesting materials from the Government to help determine 

whether the outtakes were indeed cumulative. In response, the 

Government refused either to accept the broadcast or to provide 
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CBS with the requested materials. CBS Broadcasting Inc.'s 

Petition for a Writ of Prohibition and/or Mandamus at 3-4, 5 

n.3, United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-8020 (C.A.A.F. July 10, 

2008); Transcript of Oral Argument at 00:27:54, Wuterich, Nos. 

08-6006, 08-8020, 08-8021. Given the fluid nature of third-

party discovery in practice, there is no basis for concluding 

that absence of progress in light of the Government's lack of 

cooperation is evidence of the futility of negotiations. 

G. Appellant's trial 

The previous construction of Article 62, UCMJ, by this 

Court in Browers was narrow, consistent with the precept that 

government appeals are disfavored and only permitted where 

expressly authorized by statute, and consonant with the policy 

against piecemeal appeals in criminal cases, "where the 

defendant is entitled to a speedy resolution of the charges 

against him." Will, 389 U.S. at 96; see also U.S. Const. amend. 

VI ("In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the 

right to a speedy and public trial .. "); Watson, 386 F.3d 

at 310 ("Section 3731 was 'carefully circumscribed by Congress 

out of a desire (among other reasons) to safeguard individuals 

from the special hazards inherent in prolonged litigation with 

the sovereign.' ") (quoting United States v. McVeigh, 106 F.3d 

325, 330 (10th Cir. 1997)); United States v. Kane, 646 F.2d 4, 7 

(1st Cir. 1981) (cautioning that if interlocutory orders related 
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to discovery and other preliminary matters were appealable under 

the second paragraph of section 3731, "defendants' rights to a 

speedy trial could be subverted"). 

As this case demonstrates, these principles, and the impact 

of expansive jurisdiction under Article 62, UCMJ, are of more 

than academic concern. This is especially true in the military 

justice system, where defendants' detailed military counsels are 

subject to reassignment and retirement. Appellant's trial was 

automatically stayed under R.C.M. 908 in February 2008 by the 

Government's interlocutory appeal of the military judge's 

granting of a motion to quash a third-party subpoena. See 

R.C.M. 908 (b) (4) (providing an automatic stay of a court-martial 

pending disposition by the CCA of an interlocutory government 

appeal).5 During that period Appellant lost the representation 

of both of his detailed military counsel due to retirement. 

Appellant's Reply at 1, United States v. Wuterich, No. 08-6006 

5 The majority implies that the Government's appeal to this Court 
has not delayed this case -- as if Appellant's court-martial 
might somehow proceed in parallel to the appellate proceedings 
currently before this Court -- because this Court has not 
granted a stay. Of course the court-martial has not proceeded, 
and it seems strange to suggest that it would while the Court 
entertained this appeal. In any event, the dearth of statutory 
procedures relating to whether a proceeding after the appeal to 
the CCA is stayed illustrates the concerns I previously raised 
regarding this Court's assumption of jurisdiction to hear 
Article 62, UCMJ, appeals -- the statute does not countenance 
the involvement of this Court. See United States v. Lopez de 
Victoria, 66 M.J. 67, 74-77 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (Ryan, J., joined by 
Erdmann, J., dissenting). 
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(C.A.A.F. Sept. 2, 2008); Transcript of Oral Argument at 

00:46:41, Wuterich, Nos. 08-6006, 08-8020, 08-8021. The 

Government concedes that these losses may prejudice Appellant's 

defense. Transcript of Oral Argument at 00:47:26, Wuterich, 

Nos. 08-6006, 08-8020, 08-8021. 

And to what end? Common sense suggests that CBS endeavored 

to make the 60 Minutes segment at issue as newsworthy as 

possible, which at least recommends the idea that to the extent 

Appellant made incriminating, shocking, or newsworthy 

statements, they are almost certainly in the broadcast, which 

CBS provided to the Government. Despite the absence of any 

support for the suggestion that the contested outtakes contain 

anything new, and despite the fact the Government conceded at 

argument that it has evidence on every element of every offense, 6 

the majority's ruling allows the Government to continue to 

litigate this issue and further prejudice Appellant's defense. 

Under the Browers construction, the CCA's opinion would be 

vacated for lack of jurisdiction and Appellant's trial would 

proceed apace. 

Conclusion 

Appellant challenges the jurisdiction of the CCA to hear 

the Government's appeal of a military judge's ruling quashing a 

6 Transcript of Oral Argument at 00:45:44, Wuterich, Nos. 08-
6006, 08-8020, 08-8021. 
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subpoena. This Court has previously stated that the 

-jurisdiction of courts is neither granted nor assumed by 

implication" and that -[tlhat maxim is particularly apt in the 

case of an Article I court whose jurisdiction must be strictly 

construed." Loving v. United States, 62 M.J. 235, 244 n.60 

(C.A.A.F. 2005) (citations and quotation marks omitted). The 

majority concludes that the CCA has jurisdiction over a military 

judge's order quashing a third-party subpoena, an order that did 

not rule that any evidence was inadmissible. I believe that 

this is an unwarranted expansion of the CCA's jurisdiction that 

cannot be justified by the language of Article 62(a) (1) (B), 

UCMJ. Because the majority's holding mischaracterizes this 

Court's prior ruling in Browers, threatens defendants' Sixth 

Amendment right to a speedy trial, and opens the door to 

interlocutory appeals from discovery rulings, I respectfully 

dissent. 
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Declaration of Neal A. Puckett, Lead Civilian Counsel for 

SSgt Frank Wuterich, USMC 

1. I am retired Marine Lieutenant Colonel and Judge 
Advocate who has been retained to represent SSgt Frank 
Wuterich in the case of U.S. v. Wuterich. 

2. Charges were preferred in the case on 21 Dec 2006. 
Major Haytham Faraj, USMC, was detailed as military defense 
counsel in the case on 11 January 2007. LtCol Colby Vokey, 
USMC, was also detailed as military defense counsel in the 
case on 17 January 2007. 

3. Both military counsel have worked on this case since 
the day they were detailed. Discovery in the case 
encompasses tens of thousands of pages from multiple 
investigations, including the most extensive criminal 
investigation in the history of the Naval Criminal 
Investigative Service (NCIS). There are hundreds of 
photographs, over a hundred witness, and many expert 
witnesses. 

4. Upon being detailed, both military defense counsel were 
relieved of all responsibility for other cases except those 
already ongoing. LtCol Vokey retained his position as 
Regional Defense Counsel and Maj Faraj retained his 
position as Senior Defense Counsel. The reason both 
counsel were not detailed additional cases is because of 
the voluminous nature of the discovery and the complexity 
of the issues involved. Accordingly, from Jan 2007 through 
June 2008, both detailed counsel did nothing except work 
this case. The number of hours expended by each of them 
was between 30 and 40 hours per week for the entire period. 

5. Their work included the interviews of all witnesses, 
some more than once, reviewing every page of the reports of 
investigation produced by NCIS. They also searched for, 
vetted and requested expert witnesses for the defense. 
They traveled to interview witnesses, met with co-counsel 
and consult with experts. 

6. Both detailed counsel were sent to several continuing 
legal education seminars to prepare them for the unique 
issues in this case, including blood spatter, pathology, 
ballistics, psychology principles and on preparing 
sentencing cases for defendants accused of murder. 
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7. As a fluent speaker of the Arabic languange, Maj Faraj 
was specifically tasked with reviewing the hundreds of 
pages of statements written in Arabic to ensure the 
accuracy of translations. He discovered numerous 
substantive errors between videotaped interviews in Arabic 
and their English transcripts. His language skills are 
irreplaceable from the ranks of judge advocates. 

B. LtCol Vokey carne to the case with a wealth of military 
courtroom experience. He had litigated several high 
profile complex cases including a Guantanamo detainee case 
and numerous homicide cases. He also had an extensive 
network of colleagues among military and civilian 
attorneys, as well as acquaintances with scientific experts 
throughout the country that he was able to leverage to 
assist the defense team in preparation of the case. 

9. LtCol Vokey personally interviewed critical Iraqi 
witnesses in videotaped depositions in Iraq during a site 
visit in January 2008. He alone has established the 
rapport with those witnesses which will be crucial for 
cross examination during the trial. He walked over the 
ground and through the houses where the deaths at issue in 
the case occurred in Haditha, Iraq. 

10. The case has evolved through many different 
prosecution and defense theories. Witnesses have given 
varying accounts of what they remember over time. The 
Article 32 Investigation was long and complex, requiring 
counsel to divide the witnesses and evidence among 
themselves. Both LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj spent many 
hours perfecting their knowledge of the evidence and 
witnesses assigned to them. Further, over the course of 
the past 20 months, charges have been withdrawn and 
dismissed and modified. An understanding of the history of 
these iterations is extremely important for the members of 
the defense team. 

11. Maj Faraj retired from the Marine corps on 1 August 
200B and is no longer representing SSgt Wuterich. LtCol 
Vokey, now on terminal leave, retires from the Marine Corps 
on 1 October 200B, and will no longer represent SSgt 
Wuterich. In addition, LtCol Vokey has been officially 
told by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, that he will not 
be permitted to extend his active duty service beyond that 
date. 
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12. On 1 October 2008, and not before, SSgt Wuterich may 
be detailed a single new detailed counsel only. It is the 
published policy of the Chief Defense Counsel of the Marine 
Corps that no accused may be detailed more than one 
counsel. The new detailed counsel, whomever that will be, 
will need to begin his or her education on this case, 
including establishment of an attorney/client relationship 
with SSgt Wuterich. Marine Corps defense counsel policy 
also prohibits that relationship from beginning prior to 
detailing. 

13. On 1 October 2003, SSgt Wuterich will transition from 
two knowledgeable, experienced detailed counsel to one 
detailed counsel with no knowledge of the case and almost 
certainly less qualified. Although he is represented by 
myself as lead civilian counsel, and Mr. Zaid as associate 
cviilian counsel, the loss of experience, preparation and 
talent possessed by LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj will be 
devastating. 

14. This case was scheduled togo to trial in March 2008. 
A government appeal of a military judge's pretrial ruling 
prevented that from happening and caused the delay that 
resulted in the loss to SSgt Wuterich of his two detailed 
defense counsel. 

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

1746 that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: __ gL!~~~g~~~2~O~O~9L-___ 
I 

Neal A. Puckett 
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Taylor CIV Karen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Good Morning Gina, 

• 
Taylor CIV Karen 
Friday, August 27, 20108:54 AM 
'GINA WRONKA' 
RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 

• 

Once I get record I will start review and we can set up appointment. His record should 
show other evidence of decline in academics, for example, progress reports, grades, and 
assessments. 

As to bullying, if you have handled all matters in person then there will be no written 
evidence. I strongly encourage you to document all future issues in writing to the school. 
We can discuss how to do this when you corne in for apPointment. 

Karen Taylor 
Exceptional Family Member Attorney 
Joint Legal Assistance Office 
Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5023 
(760) 725-6174 
(760) 725-5038 fax 

This e-mail,andanyattachmentthereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) 
named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you 
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this transmission, and any attachments thereto 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify this 
sender immediately at the telephone number listed above and permanently delete the message 
and its accompanying attachments from your computer. 

-----Original Message-----
From: GINA WRONKA [mailto:sdesr06988@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 7:41 
To: Taylor CIV Karen 
Subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 

As far as academically you will see that in his records. He has never been on his level, 
but the STAR test from his first school here in Wildomar to the STAR test taken this year 
in North Terrace will show you such a drastic drop. As far as bullying I have always had a 
problem with that and always went right to the school so no, there is no physical proof. I 
know from growing up what he goes through, I watched others kids doing it to them. I know 
that him going into JH right into the special needs room will only make everything worse 
here. But, I guess I have no choice, Steve is bringing you the records today. 

> Subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 
> Date: Thu, 26 Aug 2010 13:20:09 -0700 
> From: karen.taylor@usmc.mil 
> To: sdesr06988@hotmail.com 
> 
> Good Afternoon Gina, 
> 
> School is compulsory here in California and unless you horne school Or have a doctor's 
statement that Stephen cannot attend for medical reasons you must place your child in 
school. If you do not, then truancy board may get involved. 
> 
> But do not expect the worst from a new placement. Maybe Jefferson will be better. As I 
informed your husband, I am waiting for your school record before I can take any action. 
Once I have it, I will review and then we can met. 
> 
> I did just 
years in all 

get your list of concerns. What proof do you have that your son is "back 3 
areas?" Are you referring to academic areas? 
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> • • > Do you have documentation regarding bullying? Letters to school? Notes/emails from 
teachers? 
> 
> You are correct in stating Duse cannot lump all special education children together. 
Each child has an IEP which addresses that child's unique needs and these needs determine 
the placement. The school can, however, create classes that are specialize and provide 
specialize instruction, but if this is not what Stephen needs then he should not be in 
that placement. Again, I need to review the documentsi I do not know at this time what his 
placement, services, or goals are. 
> 
> Just start with positive outlook - you have a new IEP team this year - and I will review 
your file as soon as I receive it. Call me if you would like to discuss. I will be in 
until 330. 
> 
> Karen Taylor 
> Exceptional Family Member Attorney 
> Joint Legal Assistance Office 
> Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5023 
> (760) 725-6174 
> (760) 725-5038 fax 
> 
> This e-mail.andanyattachmentthereto.isintended only for use by the addressee(s) 
named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you 
are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any· 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this transmission, and any attachments thereto 
is strictly prohibited. ,If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify this 
sender immediately at the telephone number listed above and permanently delete the message 
and its accompanying attachments from your computer. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: GINA WRONKA [mailto:sdesro6988@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 12:52 
> To: Taylor CIV Karen 
> Subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 
> 
> Karen, 
> 
> I am sorry I feel alone and on my own in regards to protect my son. So what about school 
what do I do? Do I have to put him in this school anyway? In this class? I am concerned; 
this was one of my concerns, He will be labeled immediately and picked on again. They did 
nothing to help in North Terrace, he was hurt emotionally and mentally there, why should I 
trust Jefferson? But, he needs to start school, what do I do? I am getting so upset and 
worried again here in California it is becoming Germany allover. 
> 
> > Subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 
> > Date: Thu, 26 Aug 2010 12:43:00 -0700 
> > From: stephen.desrosier@usmc.mil 
> > To: sdesr06988@hotmail.com 
> > 
> > karen.taylor@usmc.mil 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: GINA WRONKA [mailto:sdesro6988@hotmail.com] 
> > Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 12:13 
> > To: Desrosier SSgt Stephen J 
> > Subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 
> > 
> > I would write her myself, but there is no email address. So what about school? I have 
to put him in this school anyway? In this class? I am concerned, this was one of my 
concerns. He will be labled immediatley and picked on again. They did nothing to help in 
in North Terrace why should I trust Jefferson? But, he needs to start school, what do I 
do? I tried calling you but you never answer. I am getting so upset and worried again here 
in California it is becoming Germany allover. Also, I need to come up with $400 
immediately because you have to pay for busing unless it is in his IEP which it did not 
have to be here at North Terrace. 
> > 
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> > > Subject: FW: DESROSIEtil CONCERNS 
> > > Date: Thu, 26 Aug 2010 10:51:33 -0700 
> > > From: stephen.desrosier@llsmc.mil 
> > > To: sdesro6988@hotmail.com 
> > > 
> > > Gina, 
> > > 
> > > This is what I received from Karen. 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message----
> > > From: Taylor CIV Karen 
> > > Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 10:51 
> > > To: Desrosier SSgt Stephen J 
> > > subject: RE: DESROSIER's CONCERNS 
> > > 
> > > Good Morning, 
> > > 

• 

> > > Received your list of concerns. Once I get the school record and review we can set 
up appointment - usually within a week of receipt of your file. Just let me know when you 
are coming to drop it off. 
> > > 
> > > Are you ready to meet with the school? If so, you can submit written request for IEP 
meeting and school has to schedule it within 30 days. See attached form letter. 
> > > 
> > > Karen Taylor 
> > > Exceptional Family Member Attorney Joint Legal Assistance Office 
> > > Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5023 
> > > (760) 725-6174 
> > > (760) 725-5038 fax 
> > > 
> > > This e-mail, and any attachment thereto, is intended only for use by the 
addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential 
information. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this transmission, and any attachments 
thereto is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify 
this sender immediately at the telephone number listed above and permanently delete the 
message and its accompanying attachments from your computer. 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: Desrosier SSgt Stephen J 
> > > Sent, Thursday, August 26, 2010 9:19 
> > > To: Taylor CIV Karen 
> > > Subject: DESROSIER'S CONCERNS 
> > > 
> > > Karen, 
> > > 
> > > My wife received the school records yesterday after having to go into the school in 
order, to receive them. They've had the request since August 19th. 
> > > 
> > > After I get the records sorted and put in a 3 ring binder tonight, I will drop them 
off tomorrow. 
> > > 
> > > When would be a good time that that we could both come together to discuss Stephen's 
case? 
> > > 
> > > SSgt Desrosier SJ 
> > > Customer Service, SNCOIC Audits 
> > > Headquarters and Support Battalion Marine Corps Base, Camp 
> > > Pendleton Work 760-763-7790 Cell 813-997-2875 
> > 
> 
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1) Go to annualcreditreport.com 
2) Go to Experian, Equifax and Transunion websites and file online dispute over account 
in question. 

a) Account opened when a minor (13 years old) 
b) Birthday does not match the social security number, meaning it was a 

fraudulent account 
c) Never received any notice a judgment was being entered against him. 

3) Send dispute letter to creditors certified with return receipt. 
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY 
WESTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

UNITED STATES 

v. 

Frank D. Wuterich 
XXX-XX-3312 
Staff Sergeant 
U.S. MARINE CORPS 

I. FACTS. 

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO DEFENSE 
MOTION FOR APPROPRIATE RELIEF 

TO DISMISS ALL CHARGES AND 
SPECIFICATIONS 

13 September 2010 

1. In January of 2007, Lieutenant Colonel Colby Vokey and Major Haytham Faraj 

were detailed as defense counsel. 

2. On 1 February of 2007, LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj requested voluntary 

retirement under 10 USC §6323, on 1 April 08 and 1 May 08 respectively. 

3. The Article 32, UCMJ investigations for the Accused occurred on 30-31 August 

2007 and 5-6 September 2007. 

4. Maj Faraj requested and was approved for two modifications to his original 

retirement, from 1 May 08 to 1 June 08 and 1 June 08 to 1 August 08. 

5. LtCol Vokey requested and was approved for three modifications to his original 

retirement, from: 1 April 08 to 1 May 08, 1 May 08 to 1 August 08, and 1 August 

08 to 1 November 08. 

6. Maj Faraj took no further actions to cancel or modify his retirement pursuant to 

paragraphs 2004.8 and 2013 ofMCO 1900.16F. He retired from active duty and 

went into private practice on 1 August 2008. 

1 
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7. LtCol Vokey took no further aClions to cancel or modify his retirement pursuant 

to paragraphs 2004.8 and 2013 of MCO 1900.16F. He retired from active duty 

and went into private practice on 1 November 2008. 

8. The email from Colonel Patrick Redmon to LtCol Vokey, dated 19 May 2008 is a 

confirmation of LtCol Vokey's second retirement modification to 1 August 2008 

not a rejection of additional retirement modifications as characterized by the 

defense motion. (Def. at 2). Subsequent to that email, LtCol Vokey requested 

and was approved for a third modification to 1 November 2008. 

9. Neither defense attorney had previously requested release from the attorney client 

relationship from the military court pursuant to R.C.M. 506(c) prior to their 

retirement. Mr. Vokey only recently requested R.C.M. 506(c) release due to an 

alleged conflict. Mr. Faraj has never requested release. 

10. Neither defense attorney has been released by their client pursuant to R.C.M. 

506(c). 

11. The accused has retained the services of Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj as defense 

counsel throughout the course of the proceedings. 

II. DISCUSSION. 

1. UNLIKE THE FACTS IN HUTCHINS, SSGT WUTERICH'S ATTORNEY 
CLIENT RELATIONSIDP (ACR) WITH MR. VOKEY AND MR. FARAJ HAS 
NEVER BEEN SEVERED, RENDERING THE RULING OF HUTCHINS 
INAPPLICABLE TO THE PRESENT CASE. 

The defense motion incorrectly conflates the issue of Mr. Faraj and Mr. Vokey's 

change in status from "detailed" to "civilian" defense counsel with an actual severance of 

the Attorney Client Relationship (hereinafter ACR). The Accused's ACR with Mr. Faraj 

2 
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and Mr. Vokey has never been severed as both counsel have continued to serve as 

defense counsel for the Accused throughout this litigation since their detailing and even 

continuing after their retirement from USMC. Mr. Faraj has appeared personally, or his 

presence has been waived at every Article 39a session to date. Mr. Vokey appeared on 

22 March 2010, at an Article 39a session. When the Court inquired whether Mr. Vokey 

had made a written notice of appearance in compliance with the Western Iudicial Circuit 

Rules, Mr. Vokey replied, "no Sir, I just continue to represent Staff Sergeant Wuterich 

since active duty." (Record, 22 March 2010, p. 65). Mr. Vokey appeared again at an 

. Article 39a session on 27 August 2010. 

The issue of an attorney's status as "detailed" or "civilian" defense counsel is 

entirely distinct from the precedent set in Hutchins establishing that the end of active 

service is not, under the facts of that case, "good cause" pursuant to R.C.M. 506(c) for 

severing the ACR. United States v. Hutchins, 68 M.J. 623 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App. 2010). A 

Hutchins analysis, in the context of the facts and circumstances of this case, is entirely 

misplaced because the Accused in this case "was further assured by both officers that 

they would not abandon him but that the relationship would not be as detailed counsel." 

(Def. at 5). Their assurances to the Accused can only be interpreted as an intention to 

continue to maintain their ACR, which they have done as evidenced by Mr. Vokey and 

Mr. Faraj's continued appearances at Article 39a Sessions. Another critically 

distinguishing fact between this case and Hutchins is that the detailed defense counsel in 

Hutchins did not continue to represent the accused as civilian defense counsel after his 

separation as did Mr. Faraj and Mr. Vokey. Indeed, in Hutchins, Captain Bass was 

absent from trial entirely. Here, unless properly released by the Court or the Accused, the 
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evidence suggests that both Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj will be present at the Accused's 

trial in November 2010. 

Nearly two years after the retirement of both Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj, their ACR 

with the Accused continues to survive. Mr. Vokey may seek to withdraw from his 

representation of the Accused for "good cause" in accordance with R.C.M. 506( c), but if 

he does so, it will be for reasons separate and apart from his retirement. Mr. Faraj 

continues to actively represent the Accused, and it appears he will continue to do so for 

the future of the case. Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj have continued to represent the Accused 

after their respective retirements. The attorney client relationships they enjoy with the 

Accused survive, are active and alive. There has simply been no severance event. 

The issue is not status as "detailed" counsel but whether the ACR was severed. 

Here, the ACR has never been severed. The defense's reliance on Hutchins, Iverson, and 

Baca to support their position that the Accused has a right to keep his chosen detailed 

counsel in "detailed" status, despite survival of the ACR, is misplaced. See id.; United 

States v. Baca, 27 MJ. 110 (C.M.A. 1988); United States v. Iverson, 5 M.J. 440 (C.M.A. 

1978). All three cases pertain to the right of the accused to continue an established 

attorney-client relationship. The main holding in Hutchins, in accordance with R.C.M. 

506( c), is that the ACR with detailed counsel can only be severed by the client or the 

military judge for "good cause" and that the good cause must be based on a circumstance 

that renders the continuation of the established relationship virtually impossible. 

Hutchins, 68 MJ. at 631. Hutchins never addressed the issue of losing detailed counsel 

status. Hutchins dealt with the complete and total loss of Captain Bass as counsel two 

weeks prior to the docketed dates of trial due to EAS and separation from active duty. 
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Applying Hutchins to this case is inappropriate because the ACR has survived the 

defense counsels' retirements and separation from active duty. 

The defense contends that Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj were erroneously denied 

"detailed" counsel status when they were, allegedly, "forced" to retire. The facts, infra, 

do not support their contention that they were forced out of active duty or from continued 

representation of the Accused. Based on the evidence, it appears that every request to 

modify their respective retirement dates was approved. Further, it appears that Mr. 

Vokey and Mr. Faraj stopped submitting requests to modify their retirement dates in the 

summer of 2008, well before the appellate litigation related to the government's 

subpoena of the "outtakes" of the Accused interview with CBS was complete. 

2. EVEN ASSUMING THAT THE DEFENSE COUNSELS' TRANSITION 
FROM DETAILED COUNSEL STATUS TO CIVILIAN COUNSEL STATUS 
WAS THE RESULT OF ERRONEOUS GOVERNMENTAL ACTION, DENIAL 
OF DETAILED STAUTS IS HARMLESS ERROR WHILE THE UNDERLYING 
ACR REMAINS INTACT. 

In United States v. Wiechmann, 67 MJ. 456 CC.A.A.F. 2009), the convening 

authority erroneously denied recognition of one of the Accused's two detailed counsel. 

Before the military judge restored the unrecognized counsel's "detailed" status on the eve 

of trial, that counsel was denied detailed counsel status during several critical pretrial 

stages. However, the ACR was never severed and the unrecognized counsel continued to 

provide his services to the defense team on all pretrial matters. On appeal, the defense 

argued that LtCol Wiechmann's Sixth Amendment right to counsel had been violated by 

the refusal of the convening authority to recognize his counsel's detailed status. 

Wiechmann held that even an erroneous denial of detailed status is harmless error under 

the circumstances of an uninterrupted ACR. United States v. Wiechmann, 67 MJ. 456, 
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464-5 (C.A.A.F. 2009). Judge Ryan, filing a separate opinion concurring in the judgment 

explains, "[t]he core of this [Sixth Amendment right to counsel] has historically been, 

and remains today, 'the opportunity for a defendant to consult with an attorney and to 

have him investigate the case and prepare for trial,'" therefore, the Sixth Amendment 

does not rest upon the counsel's particular status. [d. at 465 citing Kansas v. Ventris, ---

U.S. ---, 129 S.Ct. 1841,1844-45 (2009). A defendant's Sixth Amendment right to 

counsel is also not violated every time these opportunities are restricted. [d. citing Morris 

v. Slappy, 461 U.S. 1, 11, 13-14 (1983). Therefore, even the negative implications of an 

attorney's erroneous denial of status, such as lack of access to the defendant or files, is 

not a per se violation of the Sixth Amendment. 

Similarly situated to Wiechmann, the Accused has a continuing relationship with 

Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj even after their retirement. The Accused has benefited 

continuously from the services of Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj since their detailing in 2007 

and will continue to receive their services throughout the litigation unless released by the 

Military Judge or waived by the Accused pursuant to R.C.M. 506(c). Under Wiechmann, 

even an erroneous denial of a counsel's detailed status is harmless error while the ACR 

survives. Here, there has been no error: both defense counsel voluntarily retired, it 

appears that every requested modification of their respective retirement dates was 

granted, and, even if a modification request was denied, there is no evidence that either 

LtCol Vokey, or Major Faraj pursued other available remedies to delay their retirement 

dates, such as requesting to rescind their retirement requests. Further, there is no 

evidence that either Mr. Vokey, or Mr. Faraj sought redress of any adverse modification 

request with the convening authority or the Court. 
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3. THE DEFENSE'S CONTENTION OF DISPARATE TREATMENT IS 
WITHOUT MERIT AS THE ATTORNEYS ARE NOT SIMILARLY SITUATED, 
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF DISPARATE TREATMENT, AND THERE IS A 
PRESUMPTION OF REGULARITY IN GOVERNMENTAL ACTIONS ABSENT 
CLEAR EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY. 

The defense's comparison of the circumstances of the active duty defense counsel 

with those of the retired counsel is without merit as the attorneys are not similarly 

situated. Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj submitted voluntary requests to retire from active 

duty, a process with entirely different statutes and administrative procedures from LtCol 

Sullivan'S application for sanctuary as a reservist. A request to retire is a request to leave 

active duty. A request for consideration of sanctuary is a request to remain on active 

duty, as opposed to leave active duty. Furthermore, once it became apparent that this 

case would be stayed pending appeal in February of 200S, it appears that the defense 

counsel only minimally availed themselves of the administrative and judicial options for 

modifying or canceling their retirements while LtCol Sullivan properly applied for an 

orders extension via the appropriate chain of command. 

In the situation of voluntary retirement, a service member may apply for 

modifications of their retirement date for "any duration." However, as a general rule the 

requested modification should not exceed 14 months. See Paragraph 2004.S(c) of MCO 

P1900.16F. While both Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj requested and were approved for 

several modifications to their original retirement dates, they did so in an atypical fashion, 

choosing to modify the dates by smaller rather than larger, more realistic, intervals. It 

appears that Mr. Vokey was granted four modifications to his original retirement date of 

1 April OS, from: 1 April OS to 1 May OS, 1 May OS to 1 June OS, 1 June to 1 August OS 

and, 1 August OS to 1 November OS. All four modification requests stated the Accused's 
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trial as the determining factor in Mr. Vokey's ne.ed to modify his retirement and, pursuant 

to such reasons, all four were fastidiously granted. 

The defense has argued that the email from Col Patrick Redmon to LtCol Vokey, 

dated 19 May 200S was an admonishment, and denial of a modification request. 

However, a plain reading of that email suggests that it was a confirmation of LtCol 

Vokey's third retirement modification to 1 August 200S; not a rejection of additional 

retirement modifications as characterized by the defense motion. (Def. at 2) Subsequent 

to that email, it appears that LtCol Vokey requested and was approved for a fourth 

modification to 1 November 200S. The "admonition" referenced in the defense motion 

addresses an approval of LtCol Vokey's request for an extension through 1 August 200S 

which also happened to discourage his continued month to month extension request 

methods. It appears that Col Redmon was concerned that the attorneys would "nickel 

and dime" the USMC for "30 days at a time" instead of asking for a realistic retirement 

date. 

Similarly, Mr. Faraj requested two brief modifications from 1 April OS to 1 June 

OS and, 1 June OS to 1 August OS. There is no evidence to suggest that Mr. Vokey or Mr. 

Faraj would have been denied the option to modify their retirement dates up to the 

"normally" permitted 14 months had they requested such modifications from MMSR at 

the time of their original, or later, requests. Paragraph 2004.S(c) ofMCO P1900.16F. 

However, it is impossible to know for sure, as neither counsel requested a 14 month 

modification. There is also no reason why the circumstances would not have warranted 

modifications beyond the "normally" permitted time frame had the defense counsel 

requested such relief through their chain of command, the convening authority, or an 
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appropriate motion to this Court. Instead, it appears that both counsel completely halted 

their efforts to voluntarily remain on active duty and immediately began private practice 

in August 2008 for Mr. Faraj, and November 2008 for Mr. Vokey, after having been 

granted two and four retirement date modifications respectively. It also appears that 

neither attorney availed themselves of the option to cancel their retirements pursuant to 

paragraph 2004.8(c) ofMCO P1900.16F. 

Requests for modification or cancellation of voluntary retirement are granted 

under the following criteria: bona fide humanitarian or hardship circumstances, a critical 

need existing for the officer's grade and MOS, the needs of the service, and selection for 

promotion. [d. at 2004.8(a). As evidenced by the multiple requests granted by MMSR to 

modify Mr. Faraj and Mr. Vokey's retirement, the circumstances of their established 

attorney client relationships with the Accused clearly fall under the regulation's criteria 

for granting modifications and cancellations. There is no evidence to suggest that 

defense counsel could not have obtained further relief under this regulation had they 

actually requested additional modification or cancellation, particularly with the assistance 

of their command, the convening authority, or this Honorable Court. 

Conversely, LtCol Sullivan properly initiated his sanctuary request via the chain 

of command. Reserve Marines must submit an administrative action (AA) form, 

requesting a high active duty time waiver to MMFA, through the chain of command. 

MCO 1800.11 at 2-1. LtCol Sullivan submitted the appropriate AA form via his chain of 

command, to MMFA, before procuring sanctuary. Importantly, he did so well after Mr. 

Vokey and Mr. Faraj had already left active duty as a result of their voluntary retirement 

requests. Lteol Sullivan initiated his sanctuary request in March 2009. 
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Finally, the implication by the defense that there has been misconduct on behalf 

of the Govemment in their treatment of the defense and trial counsel tearns is completely 

without merit. The two parties are distinguishable in three respects; status, conduct and 

time. Their status differs in that Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj requested to leave active duty, 

approximately one month after being detailed as defense counsel. LtCol Sullivan 

requested to remain on active duty. Their conduct was different in that it appears that Mr. 

Faraj and Mr. Vokey made several successful modification requests, and then they ceased 

efforts to postpone their respective retirements. LtCol Sullivan on the other hand, simply 

followed the established procedure for making a sanctuary request. Finally, the two 

differ in time as well. Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj made their respective retirement requests 

in February 2007, less that one month after being detailed to the case. The several 

modification requests made by Mr. Vokey and Mr. Faraj were made in the summer of 

2008. LtCol Sullivan made his sanctuary request on 4 March 2009. Nearly one year 

later. Thus, the notion that the sanctuary request and the retirement date modifications 

were being considered at the same time is not supported. 

In the absence of clear evidence showing the contrary, the court must follow the 

long standing presumption that there is regularity.in the conduct of governmental affairs. 

u.s. v. Hilton, 29 MJ. 1036, 1040 (1991). The defense has produced no evidence of 

misconduct or a scheme by the Government to treat the defense counsel differently than 

the trial counsel and as such the court should properly apply the presumption of regularity 

to this case. If anything, these defense counsel actively sought to separate themselves 

from active duty, despite R.C.M. 506(c) and Rule 1.16 of JAGINST 5803.1C, instead of 

seeking any of the numerous administrative and judicial remedies available to keep them 
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on active duty as detailed counsel had they chosen to do so. Here, the Government's 

"hands" are clean. 

III. CONCLUSION. 

The Government respectfully requests that this Honerable Court deny the defense motion 

in its entirety. The ACR between Mr. Vokey and the Accused, as well as that of Mr. 

Faraj and the Accused remains in tact. This fact renders that CCA resent opinion in 

Hutchins inapplicable. And, even if there was an erroneous denial of the defense 

counsels' detailed status, under Wiechmann, the error is harmless. Finally, the notion that 

there was disparate treatment of defense and trial counsel is not supported and without 

merit. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Timeline 

2. Paragraphs 2013 and 2004.8 from the "Marine Corps Separations and Retirement 
Manual," MCO P1900.16F. 

3. Retirement Materials, LtCol Vokey and Maj Faraj. 

4. Defense Petition CAAF. 

5. Detailing Documents 

6. CAAF Log Print Out 

7. LtCol Sullivan Sanctuary Request 

8. May 19 Email Col Redmon 

9. Defense Consent To Delay Attendant to Appellate Process (1 Nov 2009). 
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u.s. v. SSgt Wuterichj Timeline of Key Events 

(Modification Approvals indicated by bold print) 

21 Dec 06: Preferral 

11 Jan 07: LtCol Vokey detailed to case (Encl 5) 

17 Jan 07: Maj Faraj detailed to case (Encl 5) 

1 Feb 07: LtCol Vokey submits request for voluntary retirement for retirement date 0 f 01 April 2008 
(Encl 3) 

5 Mar 07: Maj Faraj submits request for voluntary retirementfor retirement date of 01 May 2008 (Encl 
3) 

30-31 Aug 07: Article 32 investigation (See Court Records) 

5-6 Sep 07: Article 32 investigation continues (See Court Records) 

2 Oct 07: Article 32 Investigating Officer's report submitted (See Court Records) 

21 Dec 07: Referral (See Court Records) 

6 Feb 2008: Maj Faraj states trial will be complete by 01 5 May 2008 (Encl 8) 

12 Feb 2008: LtCol Vokey's 1st request for modification (Mod) to retirement date approved by Col 
Redmon for 1 May 2008 to 1 Jun 2008 (Encl3) 

18 Feb 2008: Maj Faraj's 1st request for Mod to retirement date approved (LtCol Eric M. Mellinger) by 
Manpower for 1 May 2008 to 1 Jun 2008 (Encl3) 

15 Apr 2008: Maj Fa raj's 2nd Request to Mod to retirement date of 1 Jun 2008 to Aug 2008 (Encl3) 

16 Apr 2008: LtCol Vokey's 2nd request to Mod retirement date of 1 Jun 2008 to 1 Jul 2008 (End 3) 

7 May 2008: Mr. Vokey's 2nd request to Mod retirement date is in Manpower's system for routing (End 
3) 

7 May 2008: Maj Faraj's 2nd request to Mod retirement date is in Manpower's system for routing (End 
3) 

14 May 2008: Maj Faraj's 2nd request to Mod retirement date approved by Manpower (LtCol 
Mellinger via Michael T. Dowling) from 1 Jun 2008 to 1 Aug 2008 (End 3) 

15 May 2008: LtCol Vokey's 2nd request to Mod retirement date is approved by Col Redmon from 1 
Jun 2008 to 1 Jul 2008 (End 3) 
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16 May 2008: LtCol Vokey's 3rd request to Mod retirement of 1 Jul 2008 to 1 Aug 2008 (End 3) 

17 May 2008: LtCol Vokey represents to Col Redmon case should be complete by 1 August 2008 (LtCol 
Vokey e-mail to Col Redmon) (End3) 

19 May 2008: UCol Vokey's 3rd request to Mod retirement date approved by Col Redmon via email 
traffic from 1 Jul 2008 to 1 Aug 2008 (End 3) 

30 June 2008: Defense Petition Filed With CAM. (Encl4) 

2 July 2008: CAM sets schedule- Defense Supplement Brief Due 21 July 2008, Government answer due 

31 July 2008. (Record) 

5 Jul 2008: CAAFLOG posts article stating that the interlocutory process will go on for months and 

months in a piece called "an article 62 timeline." (Encl6) 

21 Jul 2008: Defense files notice to CAM to submit brief (Record) 

21 Ju12008: LtCol Vokey's 4th request to Mod retirement date of 1 Aug 2008 to 1 Nov 2008 (Encl 3) 

23 Jul 2008: LtCol Vokey's 4th request to Mod retirement date in Manpower system for routing (Encl 3) 

23 July 2008: CAM Orders Oral Argument for (Wuterich II) sets for 17 September 2008. (Record) 

24 Jul 2008: UCol Vokey's 4th request to Mod retirement date approved for 1 Aug 2008 to 1 Nov 2008 
(Stephen G. Nitzschke) (Encl 3) 

1 Aug 2008: Maj Faraj voluntarily retires under 10 USC 6323 with 22 yrs, 2 days active duty 
Aug 2008: LtCol Vokey leaves Camp Pendleton area (Defense Brief) 

Oct 2008: LICol Vokey offered position with Fitzpatrick, Hagood, Smith, & Uhl, LLP (Defense Brief) 

1 Nov 2008: LtCol. Vokey voluntarily retires under 10 USC 6323 with 20 yrs, 7 mos. active duty. 

Dec 2008: CAM remands issue of CBS Outtakes back to Trial Judge 

11-12 Mar 2009: Art. 39(a): LtCol Tafoya appeared for the first time as DDC 

4 March 2009: LlCol Sullivan submits request for 3 year orders and Sanctuary (Encl7) 

1 Nov 2009: Defense submits "Consent to Delay Attendant to Appellate Process" wherein defense 
states " ... any and all delay resulting from Government's (appeal) would not prejudice the accused in 
any way." (Encl9) 

22 March 2010: Mr. Vokey makes an appearance as civilian counsel. Record p. 65 

26-27 Aug 2010: Art. 39(a) Mr. Faraj and Mr. Vokey appear as counsel. (Record) 
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CHAPTER 2 

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS ON ACTIVE DUTY 
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DEFINITIONS 

VOLUNTARY RETIREMENT 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

MANDATORY RETIREMENT . . . 

UNRESTRICTED OFFICERS 

LIMITED DUTY OFFICERS 

WARRANT OFFICERS 

*RETIRE-RETAIN 

LEAVE 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 

RETIREMENT CEREMONY 

RETIRED GRADE 

RETIRED PAY 

PAY ACCOUNTS 

CURRENT ADDRESS AND RESIDENCE OF RETIRED OFFICERS 

*REQUESTS TO CHANGE RETIREMENT REQUESTS. 

FIGURE 

2-1 FORMAT FOR ORDERS TO RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY AND 
TRANSFER TO THE RETIRED LIST 

PARAGRAPH PAGE 

2001 2-2 

2002 2-2 

2003 2-3 

2004 2-6 

200S 2-9 

200S.2 2-9 

200S.3 2-11 

200S.4 2-l3 

200S.7 2-14 

2006 2-14 

2007 2-14 

2008 2-14 

2009 2-14 

2010 2-1S 

2011 2-1S 

2012 ·2-1S 

2013 2-1S 
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2009. RETIRED GRADE 

1. An officer is retired in the grade in which he or she satisfactorily 
served at the time of retirement, as specified in paragraph 2003. However, if 
the officer previously served in a higher grade than that held at the time of 
retirement, the officer may be eligible for advancement on the retired list. 
An officer will be advanced on the retired list to the highest officer grade 
in which the officer served satisfactorily under a temporary or permanent 
appointment as determined by the Secretary of the Navy. Requests for 
advancement are not required; this determination is made by the Secretary of 
the Navy as part of retirement processing. 

2. An officer, who is serving or has served in the grade of lieutenant 
general or general by reason of appointment for appropriate higher command or 
performance of duty of grave importance and responsibility, upon retirement, 
may be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, to the highest grade held while on the active list with retired pay 
based on that grade. However, retired pay of the higher grade based on such 
an appointment accrues from the date the commission is issued after 
confirmation by the Senate, regardless of the date of retirement. 

3. The Comptroller General has ruled that military personnel may retire in 
the highest grade held in any Armed Force in which they served satisfactorily 
without regard to whether that grade was a temporary or permanent grade, even 
though the Armed Service in which the individual held that higher grade is not 
the Service in which retired . 

. 2010. RETIRED PAY. See paragraph 1402. 

2011. PAY ACCOUNTS. See paragraph 1403. 

2012. CURRENT ADDRESS AND RESIDENCE OF RETIRED OFFICERS. See paragraph 1404. 

*2013. REQUESTS TO CHANGE RETIREMENT REQUESTS. 

*a. Requests to change retirement requests submitted prior to 
transferring to the retired list or Fleet Marine Corps Reserve (FMCR) must be 
requested through CMC (MMSR-2). 

*b. Requests to change retirement requests submitted after the member has 
been transferred to the retired list or Fleet Marine Corps Reserve (FMCR) must 
be requested through the Board for Correction of Naval Records (BCNR). The 
BCNR website can be reached at http://www.hq.navy.mil/bcnr/bcnr. 
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retirement (RER) flag will post in MCTFS indicating a request submission. 
Additionally, a planned reenlistment-retirement (PRR) date will post 
reflecting the requested retirement date. The officer should'maintain liaison 
with the appropriate unit administrative personnel until the request is 
confirmed via the DFR. 

b. Acknowledgment. A IIrequest" RER flag does not indicate receipt at 
HQMC. The CMC (MMSR-2) acknowledges receipt of the request by entering a 
"pending" RER flag in ,the unit diary that reflects in the unit' s DFR. 
Additionally, a preretirement package is mailed to the officer concerned via 
the parent unit within 10 working days of receipt of the request. 

c. Approval Authority. The Secretary of the Navy is the approval 
authority for officer retirement requests. For routine retirements, this 
authority has been delegated to the Deputy Commandant, Manpower and Reserve 
Affairs. Staffing requires approximately 60 days to obtain approval, initiate 
billet replacement action, calculate a statement of service, and prepare 
necessary letters and certificates. 

d. Effective Date. The effective date may be changed when, in the best 
interest of the Marine Corps, a delay is necessary to provide time for orderly 
relief, for completion of the current tour or an ordered tour of duty, or if 
the officer is subject to mandatory retirement. 

e. Disapprovals. Should a retirement request be disapproved, 
notification of the disapproval will be reflected on the unitls DFR by a 
corresponding "disapproved" RER flag. 

f. Approval Authority. The CMC (MMSR-2) posts approvals in MCTFS, which 
reflect on the unitls DFR with an "approved" RER flag. See paragraph 2004.9 
regarding retirement orders. 

g. Mandatory Retirements. The CMC (MMSR-2) will issue authority to 
retire via unit diary for all mandatory retirements no later than 4 months 
prior to the effective date, when the officer concerned fails to otherwise 
request voluntary retirement. 

8. Modification or Cancellation of Requests 

a. Submit requests to modify or cancel a retirement, with justification 
and endorsements, via separate correspondence or message to the CMC (MMSR-2) 
not later than 45 days prior to the effective date of retirement. Requests 
for modification or cancellation can not be submitted by unit diary. Approval 
will be based on the following criteria: 

(1) Bona fide humanitarian or hardship circumstances. 

(2) A critical need exists for the officer's grade and MOS. 

(3) Needs of the service. 

(4) Selection for promotion. 

b. Requests for modification or cancellation from officers whose request 
for retirement resulted in either cancellation or nonissuance of orders will 
not be favorably considered. 

2-8 
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c. Modification of any duration may be requested; however, as a general 
rule, the effective date of the requested modification should not exceed 14 
months from the date of submission of the original request. If the new date 
is outside this window, request cancellation vice modification. 

*d. Modifications or cancellations requested after an officer has started 
separation leave, or after replacement action by HQMC has been initiated, will 
only be considered if a bona fide humanitarian or hardship circumstance 
exists. Refer to paragraph 2013. 

9. Retirement Orders 

a. Colonels and generals are issued orders from the CMe (MMSR-2). 
Lieutenant colonels and below receive orders from their command upon receipt 
of authority to retire via the unit diary approval entry from the CMC (MMSR-
2). See figure 2-1 for an example of orders. 

b. Once a request has been approved, only the CMC (MMSR) may authorize 
revocation or modification. Such action must take place prior to the 
effective date of retirement. Once the effective date of retirement has 
passed, the retirement is effective. 

c. Certificate-in-Lieu of Orders. Certificates-in-lieu of orders are not 
authorized. See ALMAR 342/97. 

2005. MANDATORY RETIREMENT 

1. Since numerous statutes govern mandatory retirement, officers must 
understand which statutes apply in their case and the distinction between 
active commissioned service, active service, and total commissioned service. 
Paragraphs 1002 and 2002.4 define these terms. This paragraph is separated 
according to unrestricted officers, limited duty officers, and warrant 
officers as different laws govern these officers' service and retirement. 

2. Unrestricted Officers 

a. Generals, Lieutenant Generals, and Major Generals. Per 10 U.S.C. 636, 
generals, lieutenant generals, and major generals shall, if not earlier 
retired, be retired on the first day of the month after their fifth 
anniversary of appointment to that grade, or upon completion of 40, 38, or 35 
years of commissioned service respectively, whichever is later. Subject to 
the needs of the service and 10 U.S.C. 637 and 1251, the President may defer 
the retirement of major generals and above, but not later than the first day 
of the month following the month in which the general reaches age 64. 

b. Brigadier Generals. Per 10 U.S.C. 635, brigadier generals, who are 
not on a list of officers recommended for promotion, shall if not earlier 
retired, be retired on the first day of the month after their fifth 
anniversary of appointment to that grade, or upon completion of 30 years of 
active commissioned service, whichever is later. 

c. Colonels. Per 10 U.S.C. section 634, colonels, who are not on a list 
of officers recommended for promotion, shall if not earlier retired, be 
retire~ on the first day of the month after the month in which they complete 
30 years of active commissioned service. However, colonels subject to 
mandatory retirement who were commissioned prior to 15. September 1981, shall 
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• 
Brower Capt Matthew R 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Signed By: 

Sokoff 2ndLl Crystal J 
Friday, September 10, 2010 2:49 PM 
Brower Capt Matthew R 
FW: Retirement Information - LlCol Vokey 
crystaLsokoll@usmc.mil 

• 
Attachments: LlCol Vokey (Original Retirement Request).pdf; LlCol Vokey (1st Mod).pdf; LICol Vokey (2nd 

Mod).pdf; LlCol Vokey (3rd Mod).pdf; LlCol Vokey (Database Screen).pdf . 

LtCol Vokey ltCol Vpkey (1st ltCol Vokey (2nd ltCol Vokey (3rd 
[Original Retireme... Mod).pdf 

-----Original Message----
From: Hanscom CIV Steven M 

Mod).pdf Mod).pdf 

Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 9:43 

ltCol Vokey 
Database Screen) ... 

To: Gannon Maj Nicholas L; Sokoff 2ndLt Crystal J 
Cc: Steidl Capt Kirsten L; Arritt CIV Sheila Ai Gordon CIV Maurice Ci Wilson Maj Andrew B; 
Yetter LtCol Gregg Ai Tate CIV vincent p 
Subject: Retirement Information - LtCol Vokey 

Retirement information on LtCol Vokey. Not mandatorYI so no retire/retain issues. 

R/Steven M. Hanscom 
Head, ·separation and Retirement Branch 
Manpower Management Division, HQMC 

(703) 784-9304/05; DSN 278 
steven.hanscom@usmc.mil 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal Information 
(PII) covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
unauthorized access/disclosure. When retention of this document is no longer required, it 
must be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not be disposed of in trash 
or recycling containers. 

----Original Message----
From: Arritt CIV Sheila A 
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 11:58 AM 
To: Hanscom CIV Steven M 
Cc: Gordon CIV Maurice C; Steidl Capt Kirsten L 
subject: .LtCol Vokey 

Mr. Hanscom, 

Per your request. No PII. 

Mrs. Sheila Arritt 
Asst Supervisor 
Active Duty Officer Retirement Section 
MMSR HQMC 
Comm (703) 784-9324/5/6 
DSN 278-9324/5/6 
email: sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal Information 
(PI!) covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
unauthorized access/disclosure. When retention of this document is no longer required , it 
must be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not be disposed of in trash 
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Ar~d:::eit.) 

Head -
Robp.rt 

L Solger-(::/tvl)'l/~~j.~~FO~.;J;:'.?, - ;~2;12/2C07 87:22:15 AM-MrJ,OA Col Grnd Sect 

Approved -
!3aczKcwski 1~~Pft.1A~:?~)iiE?" - o'}./cer)'.)':,; 0:': QS: 40 PH - MP - Recommend 

!;:pp~ova.l - NPP-30; 
Db~ i.gat ~ on. 

Recom::'.c'nd ;.~:)p;: eva':' . SNO:':') ;lot unde r LSEDS 

Dcsi!"ee K 3ut~s/M[{/:'-1f>,Npm\';~~i . .:... Gl:42:0l P~l - 1111 - forward· for 

Actin:-: - ))0 Til. rep2.yr::ent dtli:'. 
h:t::='Y:i J QuassnJll'o(/XA~PO';':ER - :_:~iO:-;/20::'; CE:I.~:39 101 - MMSR - 20 
S"JFOrviscr - i{ecom::n~I:c:, l'.pr:n~val - SKO meets TIG 6:,d '1'05 requirements for" 
re~irement. S~O lIdS 57.5 days :C~V0 as o~ Ja~ 2007 and never sold any 
leave back i~ ~!5 carcc~. SNe i~ r:ot 0:1 JAM 1 s 5 Ja~ 2007 legal list. 
~H<..:r.ard .n.. DeGjse/l'J:t .. l/t-1AK!?(hIE:<{ -- C2!Cl/'L'JC7 lO:C9:30 AM - New Action - Lv 
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3:ric ),:1 t--1e:'li;".ger!;Vn.1f~lAt;PrJi;·;:::R - O~~/l·:./2~jO·'- 09:37:24 AM - MYlOA LtCol Gr.nd 
Sec:~. Head - RecC!11rr.e~l·j l-.pP~tl';2.", - SKC ~:1 CD rr-enT.l y on a 1 year extension 
at Cef Cour.se.:. 'V-~es;.-C(:1[f.5') P\~:-:::1.L.:~I:.C·:l. Thi S YloS approved per a request made 
:r~ 2006 -:-OT S~)PpO.rl ,'1 Sum~:.8~· I 0: '::~'.i!"en~en... S~101 s current 'requested PRH. 
will place hi~ into FY~8. Ur.~·o~·tu~atc:y, there is no valid ratio~ale to 
de::y this rcq:..:es:. ~~s ~:~-J0 Cl!3 I::et. :::1:" TOS/T:G reqt:irements. I had 
forecasted this S/G as h~ r::J ~~)erl ~111s year. I will now wait until late 
:.:):,:)7 or ea::ly CY06 to 3bt sty i.:. ;!O:~C-J.~ w':'ll be ad\ ... ised. Rec'd 
';:lpp.:oval . 
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RETIREMENT-FHCR NORKSHEET 

Application Oute: 2/1/2007 

Ltcol Vokey C c /4402 

Component: 11 
PRR Date, 4/1/2008 

,------
PGRD, 05 TR OB 01', 

PMOS, Future MCC 

FUT EDA, 

RJ':F FLAG, 5 
DU LIM CD, 0 

POD, 1/15/2008 

DaB, HI GRADE, 

DOR COMM: 12/12/1987 
SEL GRD STAT CODE DOR, lO/1/l003 

PESO, 12/12/1987 OFF SITC, 

AFADBD, 3/31/1988 INACT SITC, 0 

DOEAP, 12/12/1967 

ECC, ACT SITC: 200000 

EAS, /lCT CON SITC: a 

RTD, TOTAL MIL SITC, 200319 

DCTB, 5/29/2003 

GLCDCTB: 200305 

MO EXT ENL, 0 

DUPREF2: YOO 

DEFENSE COUNCEL 
HQSPTBN MCB BOX 
CAMP' PENDLETON 
92055 

WESTERN 
555031 
CA 

APPROVAL 

MMSR-2 

MMSR-2 

ronner MCC: K95 

RllCOMMENDATIONS 
DJ:SAPPROVAL REMARKS 
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S.ric :"1 t'1ellir.qel-/~Uvl/t'1l\N?m'it:R - (1::-:/l':/2~':08 09~49::..e PM - MMOA LtCol Grnd 
Sect Heed - ~ccommer:d AI="?rov;;d - t«J r~e9<J::ivc impact to this .request. 
m,o's rep:.accroer.t ...... ill bc; ~·'li_~,:ed ii~~:.-.i.:iq ,,:h-e FYGB moving season. Rec'ci 
<::.pp~ovc;,l. 
Roberc. E Jamesh:['l/flAl"E'O\,;;:R - 02!:li;,~;O!l 08:13:04 AM - MMOA LCGal Grnd 
,!I,sst Sect Ecad - !"{ecQIllr:,f;:tLd l~ppr,.)v:~L - SNO requesting to modify retirement 
date f=o~ :.. ~ay 08 ::0 1 Jun as. SKC ~\ee~s TTG/TOS requirements for this' 
~Bquesl. SNO ass.:..qned '~,0 Oc::-" ::"-:Ot;:·::-l~:!. i'~est, Cam~ ?endleton, CA (MCC TEJ). 
!-'! 06 g.,,:affir~g ::::'eq"J.irerr.e:)';;". i:-1 t'G::': } X (1'~C2 LtCol. SNO'S retirement will 

=e-q-'Jire bac:<.':ill durir:S1 Sp:- lr:-;;/S\~I~Jn~_'!r 20C8. 
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. Arroyo GS06 Tammy C 

From: 
Posted AI: 

ACC Quantico Va DMDS One [Ouantico.DMDS.One@dms.quantico.usmc.mil) 
Wednesday. January 23.200812:17 PM 

Conversation; 
Posted To: 

MODIFICATION OF RETIREMENT DATE CASE OF lTCOL VOKEY C C .4402 
CMC WASHINGTON DC MMSR 

Subject: MODIFICATION OF RETIREMENT DATE CASE OF LTCOL VOKEY C C '4402 

1m porta nee: 

Ell 
~ 

low 

DiS_Adde.txt (415 ProHit.txt (251 B) 
B) 

UNC~;~SS =1··I~Ji.f 

RTTli;I.YU~\l RHSSXYZOOO 1 023: '71 ? - t::.J:JU- - :U"lSSSU:J .. 
z:..::\ UUOU'J 
!{ :n:717Z JA.I.'J 08 
:='N HQSPTBN Ct<_"'I?EN('Uc) 
TO CHC vJASHrNGTOK DC ~-1.1tA. MY:. MMsa_(·.JC:~ 
HwO HQSPTB:-.l C;L'1PEN {llC) 

CO HeB C:\MP PENDLETON CA {:.:c 1 
E':' 
m.JCLAS 
3'N co NCH lJENDLE'T'ON" ! ICPACI / 
':0 CHC :,<}ASH"(NG'r'ON DCI IMI1SR-2/ I 
~NFC :::0 ~CB CAHP PENDtJETONI i 
11QSPT!3N ~CB CAM?SN! / 
l,l.fCLAS 
MSGT.9/GENAmUN/CO MCB PE!.:DLE7·O)J 
SU3~ /;-IOU:F ICATIO:-.l Or-' RET!RE:'1ENT Dr~'r~·. CASE OF :../rCo~ VOKE¥ C C 

R~:f/l1CO P1900 . 16F/PHONE co~ ~"'T":'"'y.; MRS A~lC'l"r OFFICER RETIRE~1ENTS BRANCH POC MR. A; 
RC3::NSON/SEPS CHIEE"/CPAC ~lC8 CP::;;N/-!!f.:, OSN 365-293011 RMKS/1. REQUEST MODIFICATION OF 
RET!RSr'!F.N'f" D.!I,.TE Ci\SE: 0:' LTCOL CO:"SY C VQLKEY • ·/4402. PER THE REFERENCE REQUEST 
TH::: R;:'l'rREM?NT Di:IE-.Q.f 
080Sel BE MOF!FIE!) 70 REFLECT 080601. SNO IS CJRRENTLY rNVOLVED IN A COURT CASE SCHEDU:'ED 

T''(j "~D O-SUSOl, fIODIFICATIW"W:ti.::'''-ilL·LO;l SNO TIW'lSr1'ION TIME AFTER COMPLETION DATE. If BT 
'0001 
m;N="J 
<Dr.tds$;;bject> 
XOO':'F:ChTION OF RE'I'IREMEN'T' DATE CASE OF L'rC()!.J VOKEY C C '4402 </DmdsSubject> 
<Orr;dsC6ntrantDescriptio:l> I:iODIF:CAT:ON Or' R2TIREM!:::NT :lATE CASE O~ LTCOL VOK~Y C C 4402 
</ D:ndsCon :.e:-~tDescr ipt ion> .::: DIT.dHSecuri -;:;y>QNCLA..SS:?!EDJ 1 </~mdsSecur i ty> 
< Dmds3'::HirySccuri ty> 
310E02CI010G0960864B0165C2010JOE 
</Dmds~inarySecurity> 
0.: D;'r.c.sMes sageType> 12 B <:! Dr.ldsXes sage'I)'pe;:. 
<. ;):rds Repl yAIIReques ted> NO< I ::lmcsRepl y.r\ll R~qu e s ted..'> 
o.::Drr.dsMspSignerDN> ' 
ou=hqspto::1 camper.. (uc) • ou=mcb, 1 ;<mcu Catl:p pe::dlet.oa ca, o'J.=organiz8t.ions 
"ou=o..:sn:c. ou=c1oct, I)_II. ,:" gove~r.r.lQn::. C:""~lS <: I Dn:dGMSpSigpcr::>N> <Dmd5l'1epl!::ncr.ypt.e=-DN> ou'-=hqspLl>1l 
c~mpen(',;cl,oll~mcb, :=rncb camp pend:(~ton ca,()'u-orgnni"zations • ou=usmc,ou""dod,o:::u.s. 
';jVV,;:::: Hn'.~LlL. C"'I.l!-; <: I D:nd!:>i"'~pEncry~)\ .. cr-UN> .:::D;"!\<\sO .. t:" :..gXessaucc lass> 
r PX . !Jor.e. t1SP~~< I :mdsoc i.qHe.:ssf.tgec lass=-
0;,: ;::r.~d!.i 11;'1! 0::> 
: 2:::::8all\9r.2r[~E34BABC3DB610C17UF::i 9 C~l}!.2 ~:!. 'I :(dg:~O;: :.:t:$; ,';.i=D~S; o=C~l j s"'"pen 
• SU::;<':O:T~. t);",e; o~:'=£TZ31 
< I D::lds~'lH~:» 
<.Pn~ci s?r i li.ary? =ec ec.er.ce:>- ROUTI ME.::: 1 :>n,d~? ~ i [TIS!" Y P .!'ec eciel"'.CQ> 
< Dmds r:opyPrec (:c.enc e:- ROUT: N E< / :'rr.d sC'oPJ'?rcco3'cei!ce'" 
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Arritt GS09 Sheila A 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Col Redmon. 

• 
Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Monday. May 19.20087:21 AM 
Vokey LtCol Colby C; Redmon Col Patrick L 
Robinson GS06 Andre A 
RE: Request for modification of retirement 

• 

Based on Ollr conversation on Friday and belo ..... email I will 'run LtCol Vokey 
mod approval tor 1 Aug De vice 1 Jul OB. 

Sheila 

~----ori9inal MesGage.----
From; vokey Ltcol Colby C 
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2006 2:!6 
To: Arritt GSa9 Sheila A; Redmon Col Patrick L 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Artdre A 
Suhject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

Mrs _ Arritt, 

Thank you for taking the time to 9peak with me today and·lettin9 me know 
that my retirement ex~ension was granted. As YOu know, I am delaying my 
retirement so that 1 may complete my Haditha co~rtwmartial as a defense 
counsel. ~hile it is still uncertain d5 to when t.he trial will begin, it 
seems likely that it won't begin until at least mid-June. As such. I 
believe that a 1 July retirement date is no longer sufficient. 

As a result, I request that my retirement date be moved to 1 August instead. 
Given the current situation, I be1ie~e th~t a 1 August retirement date will 
allow sufficient time for me to complete the cas'e prior to departing. 

Thank you for your patience and understanding regarding my situation. 

ViR 
LtCol Vokey 

Lieut.enant Colonel Colby c. vokey, u.s. Marine corps 
R~9ional Defense Counsel, W8st~rn Region 
P.O., Box 555240 
Camp Pendleton. CA 92055-5240 
(7601 725-3744 
(760) 725-4162 (fax) 
(7601 213-4992 !cellI 
colby.vokey@usmc.mil 

-www-Original Message---·~ 
~rom~ Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Sent~ Friday, May 16. 2008 11:03 
To: Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Subject; Request for modification of retirement 

Lt.Col Vokey 

At your convenience can you give me .a call to discuss your retirement d~te. 

Mes. Sheila Arritt 
Asst Supervisor 
Officer Retirement Branch. HQMe 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT c __ y \f ( \ 
PAGE -;ir' OF_s<:b;,;>-_-
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Comm (703) 78~-9324/5/6 

DSN 278-9324/5/6 

• 
email: sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 

• 
FOR Or"l"ICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal 
Information (PI!) covered by the Privacy Act. of 1974.. This inforMation must 
be protected from unauthorized access/disclosure. when retention of thic 
document is no longer required, it roust be properly destroyed by sh'!'edding 
or burnin9, and will not be disposed of in trash or recycling containers. 

2 
APPELLATE EXHIBIT--=C-<..'I..:...'f ..... l,l-I_ 
PAGE M OF---'l.ht...2"--__ 
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• 
J:'i!t.:':"ck L ?,ecirncn/M)'J/>CA)JPC:'J:::;'; - :~~J/15!2C<)2 C7: 51: ~~ }\M-MMOA Col Grnd Sect 
HE"!a~'i - !~ppro'Jed - 1 ju;:)':: r_~)~\{~ ~t:':'.~t: ',';12 ('JS[-'~C col~ectively) do not contin\.Je 
t:::: get "nickle E1:1d :~ ~:lIe::JII ,"~,:j':::'1 m:)."'lt~ as tr,e summer goes on - and this 
lega! case conti~ces t:o fester. 
HC!t~r':'ce C Gordor./t-1M/;;'::l\NPm-:EH -- ~;S/O'!!2008 06:04:31 PM - MMSR - 20 
Super'visor - Hecom[:;end ''\?F::::nvi''! - SNO is a ::..tCol reque1?ting mod PRR La 
~;ul 08 vice::" ,::un 08. S)JO is l':H .. !yt-~::: ct..:rrent:.y involved in cou.r:t case 
tf.8:: :las been appealeo.. Xod ',d:\ a..ll.ow ti:ne for r.ransition. 
':;osh'Ja R Ho1.~and/rll\:-1/l'o'lANPOWGH - O~/:;1/2003 01:24:45 PM - New Action - SNO 
h~s 65.5 days of ~v a~d 0 sold 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT . G.y"] 1\ 

PAGE -;).1 OF_--,b,,-}~_ 

--~ 

• 
! 
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• 
Sr'..c E t'.ellinger:/~:M/t,mN20';JE" - O';/:3IL:OC8 03:28:56 PM - MMOA LtCol Grnd 
Sect Head - ?ccorr.mer.d Approv::'";2. - [·Je nE:gat i ve impact to this approval as 
5:\'0'6 rep:::'a<.:;e:ner.t i:;; inbo;.md t.r.is Su:nmer. This is mirror image of 
se;,e!"a.l I'-1aior/4402 requ(:)sts :-cia:.ed co :.he same Haditha case. Rec'd 
appr:oval. 
Hobe~t E lJu;:"Ies/!-lIvl/Mt"II':pm~E? - IJ5/C9/2COB 02:31:20 pr--: - MMOA LtCol Grnd 
Asst Sect. :{ead - Reco:mr.e:-Hi l .... pp~()va_ - S~~Q requesting additional extension 
of reL"irement cate to CD::1p':'e:-.8 r:~:.!:'!:"ent case load. SNO's current case has 
:~ee:i appealed by t.he Gevt, c~·eF.,t.~:'t~l arl additional delay. SNO is 
reqlles~i~g 1 Jul 08 ~c~l~e~enL date vice 1 J~n DB. 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT_Cb-"-,, Y!:...'.:..!.w\\_ 
PAGE £e> OF_-<L,,-y:r--
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• 
~ITED SThTES MhRXNE CORPS 

;~O}: ~~~L;.;:':.~ 

Ct,:-IP '·',,:,;D: ,;:':'~ .. :;, I.: . .!..:.' 1'(1!t',:,'i. 9/. U::. >;;. [11 r: 

• 
1900 
CO 

APR 3 il 2008 

SECOND ENDORSEMENT on LtCo: VOk0Y'S Itr lOCO RDC!WR Of 16 Apr 08 

From: 
To, 

Subj, 

Commanding Officer 
COIl\ffiandant of · ..... he Mar: ine Corps, Headquarters U. S. Marine 
Corps W-MSR-~), 3,SC Russel: Road, Quantico, VA 22134-5103 

R£QUEST FOR THZ NODIFTCA1'IOOl OF THE RETIRENENT DATE Of" 
LIEUTENANT COLOKl':L C< C. VOKEY 4402 USMC 

1. Forward!2d, r"eco:l'.rr.endinq 

"pprl!0/'~-fa:i::~; 
v -- , 

, . B. SEATON 

COPY' to: 
Files 

3 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT ",-y 1/ q 
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• 
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

HEADQUARTERS AND SUPPORT BAnALION 
MARINE CORPS BASE 

BOX 555~31 
CAMP PENDLETON, CALIFORNIA 92~55,5031 

• 
1NI<EPI.VAE~EF'!'"O 

1900 
HADJ 
16 Apr 08 

F:iES? ENDORSEMENT On Lt Col Vckey' 5 ltr leOO RDC/WR of 16 Ap~ 08 

~'rorTI: Ccmmanding Off~ce~, Hc~d4uarters and Support Battalion 
To: Commandant of t~e ~arinc Corps (MMSR-2) 
VIa: Commanding Officer, El!ri:--.e Corps Base, Camp Pendl.eton, 

Califo!'nia. 

Sub]: REQUES':' <'OR ni:: ~:OC:,:CA':'ION 0,' THE 'RETIREMENT DATE OF 
L:EllTENAN':' COLON?!. C' C, VOKEY XXX XX /4402 USMC 

!?orwarded, recommencing 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT c.· x· If ! I 
PAGE JCJ-. OF,_b>L'?L----
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From: 
To: 
Vi3: 

• 
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

REG\or~At DEfENSE COUNSEL, WESTERN. REGION 
Mar;'\e CorFii Base. Cam;) Pen:;lloatoo 

BOX t.5524D 
CAMP ?ENOlETON. CALlroRNIA 92055.5240 

Lieutenant Colonel C c:. Vpkey XXX XX US~'lC 
Commandant of the Marine ('<)fPS (MMSR-21 

• 
IN F!.E:PI Y RIOFfR TO 

1000 
RDC 
16 April 2008 

(I) Commanding Ornecr. Ilcadqllnrtcrs and SUpp0l1 Batlalion. Marine Corp~ BaseCamp 
Pcndkton 

(2) Cummundinl\ Ollicer, Marine Corps Base. Camp Pendleton 

SUbj: REQUEST FOR THE MODIFlCATIOf\< OF THE RETIREMENT DATE OF 
LJEUTENANT COLONEL C, C. VOKEY XXX XX' USMC 

ReI': (a) MeO 1'1900.16" Marine Corps Separations and Retirement Manual 

I. Per chapter 2 of the reference. I request a modification of my retirement date from I June 2008 to I 
July 200H. 

2. I am a military defense counsel assigned to the Regional Defense Counsel, Headquarters and 
Service Battalion. Camp Pendleton. Califomia. I am currently detailed to the case of U.s. I'. SSg/ 
f<i'a1Ik W,,/e,·;ch. SSgt Wutcrich.is one of the Marines accused in the death~ of civilians in what has 
COllle to be known as the Haditha incident. 

3, In February of 2007 I requested, and was approved for. a retirement date of I May 2008. I am not 
lInder any mandatory retirement provisions. In February and March oflhis year it becalne clear that 
the CUse of U.S: \'. ,~:\~I Wllleri,'h would not be completed before I May 2008: l. therefore, requested a 
I month extension of my retirement date. My request was approved in early March orlhis year with a 
new retirement date set for I Junc ZOOS. 

4. An appeal by the Government of a military judge's ruling hasresulted in further delays of the ·ca~e 
prompting the ncc",ssity of extending my lime on active duty to avoid severing the attorney-client . 
relationsbip and the appointing of new coullseL The appointment of new counSel would caus", 
substantial delays because of the depth of preparation necessary to Iry this case. 

5. A denial ofthis request would result in ~ubstalllial delays inlhis. very important case, a denial of 
SSgt Wutcrich's right to counsel. and would harm the military juslice process. 

6. I am prepared to consider ahernatives to modification of the retirement datc~ such us recall to activ~ 
duty attcr retiremenl for the purpose of trying the case. 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT S·::;.~ V I ~ 
PAGE "3 30F'_~(;''-,.2!---
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• 
Stc:p~ec 'G Ni:".zscr.keii'Jll"~/NAt'~pm·I'F.~\ - Q'if2~/2008 03:59:39 PM-MMOA Branch Head 
-. Appt'c,ved -
t"~)~i(iGG C Go':'"dcr~/~R~i:-~A~H;.m·:EK - ~~·///'}/2008 ;j?;~}1:34 PM -:- MMSR - 20 
Supervisor - Reconmer.d Ap?ro',ui:], - 3:-J() 1S a :':'Col ::equesting mod PRR to 1 
Nov 2008 vice 1 Aug 2008. S~(: i~ 1awyer c~rrently involved in court case 
'_hat ~~.[:S ;Jeen appe:::led. Hod '.d~":' ':-1-":"01,-, for turnover tirr.e wi th his 
replaceme~~ O~ 11pco~iTlg !:~lals tcrellse. 
:Ucha~d l\ ~eCise!t~M/~'lANPO~~r'~R - (i7/23/7:)88 02:13:15 PM - New Corr.ment 
R:"c;:ard A. DeS'::"sp./Yit1/MAt\?O~·iE:~. - G7!7j/2~~08 02:12:48 PM - New Comment 
.. :oshlla ~, Holland/M!:':/XA:-J~'O',"'I':R - ~:7/:~3//:00& 82:11:56 [?M - New Action - SNO 
has 59.5 days of ~v a~d ~as s~ld 2.0 . 

• 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT_c;'=;:.:X:,,;I:t..f .:,.:I\L 
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• • 
RETIREMENT WORKSHEET 

VOKEY,C C LTCOL 

MOS:44G2 

PRR DATE: 1 Aug 2006 MOD 1 Nov 2008 

RER FLAG: 7 

PDP: 1 Jul 2008 

OOR: 20031001 

PEBO: 19871212 

AFAOBD: 19880331 

DOEAF: 19871212 

OOB: AGE: 43 

EAS: 20080731 

EGG: 20080731 

OCTB: 20030529 

GLGDCTB: 200305 

UNIT DIARY ACTION 

PENDING UO#.;:en DTD 0ld:S,,\ ciS 
APPROVAL UO# D1O, ___ _ 

UNIT ADDRESS: MCC: TEJ 

DEFENSE COUNCEL WESTERN 
HQSPTBN MCB BOX 555031 

CAMP PENDLETON CA 92055 

HOME ADDRESS: 

MSR DATE: 1 Jun 2016 COMPONeNT: 11 USMC 

CSBELECT: 5 

APPLICATION DATE: 1 Feb 2007 

DATE ACCEPT 1ST 

COMMSVC: 20 

TOTAL MI L 20071 e 
. ACTIVE SVC: 200400 

INACT 319 

FUTURE MCC: 

FUTURE EPA: 

FORMER MCC: K95 

FORMER 09 

19871212 

LEAVE BALANCE: 59.5 LEAVE SOLD: 0.0 

T1G: 4 YRS 

MMSR-2 

SARSS 

SOS 

JAMO 

__ LegalliG E-Mail 

TOS. 5 YRS 

__ PACKAGE MAILED 

REMARKS: ________________ ___ 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY APPELLATE EXHIBIT c..X\f I, ( 

PAGE....2> __ OF &7 . 



• • 
REQ FOR MOD OF RET DATE ICO LTCOL C. C. VOKEY '44021 (AMH... Page I of 1 

UNCLASSIFIEDJI 
SubJed.l REQ FOR MOD OF RET DATE leo lTCOL C.C, VOKEY 4402/ 

OrigInator: AeS ~ANPOWER(UC) 
DtGI212.1D6Z Jui ()8 PreoedI8Rce:: ROUnNE OAC: Geroeral 

Tot CMC WASHlNGTON DC MRA H~ Mt-15R2(UC) 

Cel CO NCB CAMP PENDLETON CA(UC) 

UNCLASSIFIEDII 
YM CO Mea PENDLETONIIIPACII 
TO CMC WASHINGTON DC//MMSR-B2// 
INFO CO Mea CAMP PBNJ)LE:TON//. 
ACS MANPOWER MCS CAMPEN/IM1LPERS/1 
HQSPTBN Mea CAMPEN// 
UNCt"AS 
MSGIDIGENADMINiCO MCB PENDLETON// 
SUBJ/REQ FOR HOD OF RET DATE ICO W'COL C. C. VOKEY ,..402// 
REF/MeO P1900.16F// 
POC/SSGT W. WOZNIAKISEPS CHIEF/IPAC MCs CPENi-ITEL OSN, ]61-106311 
RMKS/l. REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION OF RETIREMENT DATE CASE OF UTCOL 
COLay C. VQKEY 000 00 0110/1402 USMC, REQUESTED DA~E 20QBL10l VICE 
20090801. SNO REQUIRES TURNOVER TI~ WITH HIS REPL~C~T ON UPCOMIN~ 
TR.!ALS DEFENSE. 
Z. FORWARD WITH' COMMAND APPROVAL I ! 

http""pendleton.arnhs.u.mc.mill Amh.s/me .. agePone.asp?id=ll 0555&messageType=3&1 ... 

AP 

712112008 
c.>C\f\! 

PAGE '36 OF b'Z 
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Welcome 
regulesna 

Security Level 
Section Head 

Search BV 
55N 

I Search I 
LAST NAME 

I Search I 
lOCATESSN 

I Verify I 

• 

View Marine's Record 

Name 

VOKEY. C' C 

Date Received 

Ret PkQ Out 

Int Man Sep Ret Date 

Casc~ocatc!' 

Rct/sep Status 

ServIce Information 
pay Entry Base Date 

f1etircments M;lin SeparatiQn§_M~in 

Retirement View 

Date of Rank PMOS Grade SSN 

03-10 .. 01 

08-Q7·n 

OS·08-07 

completed 

R 

4402 05 

Passover 

ros Waiver 

TIG Waiver 

ECFC Waiver 

TERA 

Promotion Considered 

50S 

Armed Forces Active Dutv Base Date 

~Delete 

l~Yes 

O;;;No 

Date Originally Entered Armed Forces 

Expiration of Active service: 

87-12-12 
87-U-12 
08-10-31 

Expiration of Current Contract 08-10-31 

ECC/EAS Flag 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

Mooified By: arroyotc 
Modified Date116·FEB-07 

REMARKS 
Remark 1D 56590 

~ 
~~ 

PKT MAILED ONO 2-20-07 TO DEFENSE COUNCEl WESTERN HQSPTBN MCa BOX 555031 CAMP PENDLETON CA 
92055 

Modified By; arroyo-tc 
ModIfied Date:27-MAR-07 

Remark ID 57800 

PKT CORRECTED ANO MAIlf;O 3·21-2007 TO DEFENSE COUNCEL WESTERN HQSPTBN Mea BOX 555031 CAMP 
PENDLETON CA 92055 

Modified By: de'lliscra 
Modified Oute:31-JAN.·08 

ReQ Mod of ret date 

Remark 10 65054 

Modified By: arroyotc Remark 10 68613 "..!:oil'·' l:'!\D ..... 
Modified Date:OS·MAR-08 2j",1',!' '!S,L·"·"~ 
PKT MAllED 3-4-0B TO DEFENSE COllNCel WESTERN HQSPTBN MCB BOX 555031 CAMP PENDLETON CA 92055 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT c.:/ V t ( 
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• 
Srawer Capt Matthew R 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Signed By: 

Sokoff 2ndLt Crystal J 
Friday, September 10,20102:50 PM 
Brower Capt Matthew R 
FW: Retirement Information - Maj Faraj 
crystal.sokoff@usmc.mil 

• 
Attachments: Maj Faraj ( Original Retirement Request).pdf; Maj Faraj ( 151 Mod).pdf; Maj Faraj (2nd 

Mod).pdf; Maj Faraj (Database Screen).pdf 

~ .Oil m m 
Maj Faraj ( Original Maj Faraj ( 1st Maj Faraj ( 2nd 

Retlremen ... Mod),pdf 

-----Original Message----
From: Hanscom crv steven M 

Mod).pdf 

m 
MaJ Faraj ( 

latabase 5creen).p .. 

Sent, Friday, September 10, 2010 9,38 
To: Gannon Maj Nicholas L; Sokoff 2ndLt Crystal J 

--

Cc: Steidl Capt Kirsten Li Arritt crv Sheila Ai Gordon CIV Maurice Cj Wilson Maj Andrew Bi 
Yetter LtCol Gregg A 
Subject: Retirement Information - Maj Faraj 

Attachments reflect information held by MMSR. Maj Farah was not subject to mandatory 
retirement provisions of law, thus there is no record here of any retire/retain requests. 

Steven M. Hanscom 
Head, Separation and Retirement Branch 
Manpower ~anagement Division, HQMC 

(703) 784-9304/05; DSN 278 
steven.hanscom@usmc.mil 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO), This document may contain protected Personal Information 
(PII) covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
unauthorized access/disclosure. When retention of this document is no longer required, it 
mUBt be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not ·be disposed of in trash 
or recycling containers. . 

-----Original Message----
From: Arritt CIV Sheila A 
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 11:55 AM 
To: Hanscom CIV Steven M 
Cc: steidl Capt Kirsten L; Gordon CIV Maurice C 
Subject: Maj Faraj 

Mr. Hanscom. 

Per your request. No PII. 

Mrs. Sheila Arritt 
Asst Supervisor 
Active Duty Officer Retirement Section 
MMSR HQMC 
Comm (703) 764-9324/5/6 
DSN 278-9324/5/6 
email: sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT--=C.:;-X_,,,,,,t ( ... \-
Lr7 OF (12, ?AGE 7~ ' __ ~~---

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal Information 
(PI!} covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
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• • unauthorized access/disclosure. iI/hen retent.ion of this document is no longer required, it 
must be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not be disposed of in trash 
or recycling containers. 

2 
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• 
Eric t1 }J.lel"lingor/t·r:·:/Iv:?J\jPCN£~{ - J.,/18/2.C07 :'0:15:59 AM-MMOA 1tCol Grnd 
Sect Head -' Approved. - 1\ppc()ve6. as 'requested. 
::\obert Baczkov:ski/l~lP/l".:ANpn\)2!{ - ~;3/13/2807 03:34:10 PM - MP - Recommend 
.~pp!'oval - MPP-30: St~O _~ s :1(l~ unde:: LS::'OS obligation . 

. Des:ree K B1..i::ts/rv;R/['1AN:?C)~-,;r;R - 03/:':1/2807 1::':15: 13 AM - MR _. Forward for 
Actio:: - !'Jo 1A repayr:-,en 1. tiue. 
~tl:lyn J Quass/!.j~:/t-:I\NPO";£?- 03/1:;(200711:00:49 &'1 - MMSR - 20 
Supe:,visor - Recomtlend' App..::'cva~. - SNC :,:"eetS TIG and TOS requirements for' 
rctj.remen~. SHO has 55.5 day~ leave as of Feb 0'7 and never sold any 
le:1ve back ir: h:"~ curee::.", ~J:I'~(: i!~' :w:. on Jl>.M's 12 Mar 07 legal list. 
~icLaI"d A ':;eC;;:"se/)~t-1/t'ti\N?()i:~Sr: - 03/:';~/200'" 09:52:00 At-! - New Action - Lv 
Ba~ 2807 ~eb - 55,5 

• 

i\III1ELLA TE EXHIBIT C!>(" ( , 
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• 
Ca:los A V"llej,,/:~l~/HANi'O\,Ii;R - O:;fj7//.CQ7 04:32:46 PM - MMOA Monitor -
:~ecom::':'\C'nd Ap9!:'"oval - SNC is r".a::;.;es-::ing to ret! re J:::-om MCB Pendleton t.IJCC 
014, 00 1 ~ay 2008. His ~C~B ~s 3 Dec 20C5. SNO does not have any 

~e(:.r:im:~,end approval. ferthe~ service ob:lga:i(~~~~. 
A!'l:r:ony p i\er.!1iek/M~/:.1!\!\lrC~;ER 

- Recommend App,ova: -
- 03/i.1/2007 03:52:27 ?M - MMOA-3 Retn Off 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT 
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• • 
RETIREMENT-FMCR WORKSHEET 

Application Date: 3/5/2007 

Maj Faraj H J4402 

Component: 11 
PRR Date, 5/1/2008 

PORD, 04 TR OB DT: 

PMOS, 4402 Future MCC 1 

FUT EOA, 

REF FLAG! 5 
DU LIM CD, 0 

POD, 1/31/2008 

DOB, HI GRADE: 

OOR COMM, 5/31/1995 
SEt ORD STAT CODE DOR, 2/1/2005 

PEBD, 7/29/1986 OFF SVC: 

AFADBD: 7/29/1986 INACT SVC. 0 

DOEAF. 8/1/1985 

Ece, ACT svc, 210902 

BAS, ACT CON Svc,' 0 

RTD, TOTAL MIL SVC, 210902 

DCTB, 12/3/2005 Former MCC: leG6 

GLCDCTB. 200512 

MO EXT ENL: 0 

DUPREF1, Y67 

HEADQUARTERS AND SUPPORT BATTALION 
MCB !lOX 555031 
CAMP PENDLETON CA 
92055 

A.,PROVI\L 

MMSR-2 

M!~SR-2 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
DISAPPROVAL REMARKS 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT 6>' 'I !.I, 
I -:-~ 
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• 
F.ric M Mcllingcc/HI'!/YJACJI'O\,a:R - C2/1U20'~'8 0.:43:46 AM-MMOA LtCol Grnd 
Sect Hei3.d - !\pproved - APP1:{:~l/r.~d' d:S r.cquC!sted. 
Sheila }\rritt/t1~:/)1A)lPO\'IER - 82/03i200E il :24: 35 AM - MMSR - 20 Supervisor 
- RGcomrr,end Approval - Sl\C is ,.; t-Caj :-"e~!1;esting mad ?RR 'to 1 Jun 08 vice 1 
~I;.ay 08. S:.-.lC· is laov,ye::- c:..::::.-re:-y:ly l:ivolved in court case due to end 1 May 
on Mod will allow l~me [O~ ~=unsiLi0n. 
Hicha:rd r~ CeGisc/tl:;-''JINANPf)~'J?,R - (P/:.-;i/200a 02:07:49 PM - New Action - Lv 
Bal 2808 Ja:1 - 56 No Lv t:::o':',;::' 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT_"--.,-;Y:".\I-.:.\ '::......, 
PAGE if} OF __ b",f", . .L';:"" ~_ 
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• 
Rooc:::-L E .7a!,,:)"8s/;>'1M/i.'<lANF'OrJl·;R - O?/'i '~/2;JC6 O£;'~16:30 ?~ - MM.oA LtCol Grnd 

.h.ss:.... Se<::t licad - '~ecDrPJ:,end .'\E)P:"O\.'~' ~ - CO.'1cur 'dith Maj Vallejo's 
rf!com:~l.e!idCl'tio:-l:'O app;:oove t']rl~ ~'r;.r:ails request. for mod of retirement date 
by one r::onth ':.0 complet.e -:~:L:d hi:; :..::: cu::::.rer.lty working. 
Carlos .~ Va2.1o:o/Ht-1/t1..I\NPOi/JER ~ 02/121L008 lO:~)l:Ol PM - MMOA Monitor -
Recommend. Approval - SNOs cumr:a:ld is t"equesting modification of 
re'..:.j remen!: date frorr. ::. Eay :;H to ::.. J:me 08.. SNO is a lawyer still trying 
a case sd"Jeduled to end in ~:'1y. Ro?(~or.:mend approval. 
Hlchael y: ~lotlcy/Mt'-1/~i.JA~P(Y.<!:::F.·- ::;2/1]/2008 04:21:41 PM - MMOA-3 Retn Off -
;{ecolIll:1end Appro'va 1. - Rcc:'Jc;s :~cd ::-,,~,/ ('mel t . .:; complete court case. Request 
received via. DtvlS r:lessag(':. 

j\~~!b\.ATE EXHIBIT-=C.::;..;';/~. ",,-,-' (:.-
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• '. 
Arroyo GS06 Tammy C 

From: 
Posted At: 

ACC Quantico Va DMDS Ona [Quantico.DMDS.One@dms,quantico.usmc,miIJ 
Wednesday. February 06.20081:20 PM 
MODIFICATION OF RETIREMENT DATE CASE OF MAJOR FARAJ H 
CMC WASHINGTON DC MMSR2 

. Conversation: 
Posted To: 

Subject: MODIFICATION OF RETIREMENT DATE CASE OF MAJOR FARAJ H 

Importance: 

d 
tEJI 

Low 

OIs_Mde.txt (405 ProHittxt (252 B) 
B) 

t.."NCLltSS!FIED/ " 

RTTUZYlJ',oI RHSSXYZOOOl 03·J1B2~-Ul.:UU ·~ES8SU(J. 
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UNITED SThTES HARlNE CORPS 
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1900 
co 

APR 3 0 zooe 
S;';COND ENDORSEMENT on i'laj Fara:'s ltr 5800 SDC/hf of 15 Apr 08 

Prom: Commanding OfEcer 
~o: COIrunandant of ~he MaI'ine Corps. :ieadquarters U. S. Marine 

Corps (MMSR-2), 328C Russell Road, Quantico, VA 22134-5103 

Subj: REQUES'l' FOR T'lfE ~]ODIF'ICt\'l'ION OF' T!lE RETIREMENT DATE OF 
MAJOR H ~'AHAa /4402 USMC 

1. Forwarded, reco~e~ding approval, 

~#-b""~" 
B. SEATON 

Copy to: 
Files 
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

HEADOUARTERS AND SUPPORT BATTALION 
M~RINE CORPS BASE 

BOX 555031 
CAMP PENOI..ETON. CALIFORNIA 92055·5031 

• 
It.! I'!!OF'I. '( nEFEfl TO 

1900 
HADJ 
16 Apr 08 

FIRST ENDORSEMENT on Maj Faraj's leT' 580C SDC/hf of 15 Apr 08 

From~ 

':'0: 
Via: 

Commanding Officer', Headquarters and Support Battalion 
Commar.dan'C of l:~e Marine corps (MMSR-2) 
Commanding Officer, !':ilT'ine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton, 
califorr..ia 

Subj: REQUEST FOR THE MOIJICAT:J.ON OF THE RETIREMENT DATE OF MAJOR 
H. FARAJ '4402 USMC 

l"orwa"ded, recommer:.ding 

ap~,~ •. ~ 
ALVAH E. rNG~ III 
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.,.., \~I,I .r.:cl ;ra HI 

S~OIJ 

~nc.hf 
I ~ April 200ll 

\'ia: til Ct1mman\ling OfiiL:L'r. I k'h..tqll[lrtL'r:'i. anJ Suppun Uaualh'm. \tnril1c C.\lrps Uns,., Camp 
l)cllJI~t~H\ 

<21 COlTunandin~ Ollkr:r. ~t\lrinc <.'orp:-. Ha!'~. Camp P\.'I1Jh.'l<'1n 

Subj; RE(jt:l;SI ('OR THI' ~lnIlIHl'.\rJ()~()I· III!: RI'nRF~'IF'IIll'-\lI: OJ' \'IAJ()J~ 
W" 'I AKA.!. 

I. PCl Chaph!r ~ orth~ rdL'r,.:nl:~. [ n ..... jllCsr:l rnl),Ji[l~;!li~\n III my r'1,.·tlJ'~·mCl\l d:n," from J June 
~nHX (1,.1 I t\ugusl ~nn8. 

~. I 'Im a militar~ cl~fcn:-;.~ L'~)unsd ~Is."igncd to LegClI S~T\ ices ~Upp'J[t Group.l ~·1I.ti. I MEt-'. 
Camp f)clldlctl.m l'~lli tomin, I am curr'-"Illl~ d~ti\ill!rJ t~\ the case llf ll,S. \ , SSgt Frank \V~ItC!rk.h. 
:;;Sgt \\'ut~ri4.:h is une of tht.~ X-brint.'s. ilrol'U~I,!U in Ih(,,' d~ath:-. (11'.;1\ ilians il1 \ ... ·hat has L:O~ll(, lo be, 
hnuwll as thl.' Haditha inridtmL 

.i. In I'~bruarl "I' ~I)01 I rC<jw'l~d. ~nd II", appr"'cd tor. a "'li'cn1en! oatc of I Mal' ~I)OH, 
urn [WI wlder an! m:llh.1.1(("or~ rc:!irl,;'t1\("'ut pr~wisions, In rchrunr~ ~mLl M:m.::h of this Yl.!ar it 
he,ame clear Ihat (he ,'usc of JI.S. \. SSgt 1\,'IIlCrid. ,,,,,,id no! ~c <:"mpl<l~d bcfor(' I May ~(j(lg. 
L Ih~rcror('_ fC4UI."stcu u I tlll)fUh ext~nSi(Hl of my rctiremcni dill':. ~1~ r~4u~sf was nppruh:J in 
early Y1ar~h of this }c:tr \\;'ith a nr.,.'\\- r~tirt!'m~m L1.ur! .... 1;'1 Il.n I Jun~ ~OOM, 

4, .. In app""1 hy the ( iO\'cmlllcnt (lr ~ Illi Ii t:Ir)' illd~~', ruling ha< rc,uh~<1 in I'Il"hcr dday. ,,1'1"< 
1!;ISc pmmpling the- Ilccc.'ssily of ~xlt!nJing my (im~ (In acth..: dUlY t() avoid. sc\'cring the aUc,.)mc~~ 
dil..'llt rdationshir Hod Iht' ~1ppointinf! or new ~ounsl,.·l. Th(.' :1p~')Oil1tmcr" of nc::\\ cl)unsd WI)UIL!' 
l,,'atlS\,' :-iU!-tSt;.lnl i;11 d('Jil!~ h~l'iUISC (1 ((Ik' l":pth (If l')r~ri.lrulitlO nc..:cssary In try thi~ c,;usC'. 

5, :\ lknial or this r~l1u~st \\u\lld rt':-oull in :-illh:il,'UHiul dcbys in thi:\ \'I;!'r} impmt3111 (.':l~C" •• 1 
Jl:1l1~1I tJJ'SSgl \\ lJ(crh.::h·::-; right t(ll't~\Jnsd. ,lIlJ HI)uIJ h(-lnn lilt: milili1J) .iL1$t~~~ ,"lWl'('SS. 
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CAAFlog » SSgt Wuterich petitions CAAF • • Page 1 of 5 

Military justice blogs are to blogs as military music is to music. 

caaflog.com 

SSgt Wuterich petitions CAAF 

By Dwight Sullivan, July 2,2008 

We previously discussed NMCCA's ruling reversing a military judge's quashing of a subpoena issued to 
CBS News in United States v. Wuterich, a prosecution arising from the Haditha incident. United States 
v. Wuterich, _ MJ. _, No. NMCCA 200800183 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. June 20,2008). On Monday, 
SSgt Wuterich's counsel filed a petition at CAAF. United States v. Wuterich, _ MJ. _, No. 08-
0681/MC (C.A.A.F. June 30, 2008). This has the effect of cutting off NMCCA's ability to sua sponte 
reconsider Wuterich either in panel or en bane. 

On Tuesday, CAAF redocketed Wuterich, noting that it is a petition seeking review of an Article 62 
appeal. CAAF renumbered the case 08-6006/MC and, under Rule 21(b), ordered that the supplement be 
filed no later than 21 July 2008 and the government's answer be filed no more than 10 days after the 
supp is filed. United States v. Wuterich, _ MJ. _, No. 08-6006/MC (C.A.A.F. July 1,2008). 

~ Uncategorized 

5 Responses to "SSgt Wuterich petitions CAAF" 

1. Anonymous says: 
July 2. 2008 at 9:31 pm (Quote) 

Ahhh ... the dust settles on Lopez de Victoria. CAAF, I have no sympathy for you and your 
piecemeal litigation (isn't that disfavored?). Many said it wouldn't congest CAAF's selective 
docket. .. Dossey and Wuterich in a matter of weeks. 

Reply 
2. CAAFlog says: 

July 2. 2008 at 9:40 pm (Quote) 

While I thought the Lopez de Victoria dissent was more persuasive than the majority, concern 
about overwhelming CAAF's docket shouldn't be an issue. Either Congress did provide CAAF 
with jurisdiction or it didn't. If it did (as CAAF determined), then CAAF can choose whether to 
review an individual petition from an Article 62 appeal. CAAF hardly could have reasoned that 
Congress intended to give it jurisdiction to review Article 62 appeals but it would decline to do so 
because it's too much work. 

Nor is there any reason to fear that CAAF will be overwhelmed. Since 1983, CAAF has been 
exercising jurisdiction over Article 62 appeals. So Lopez de Victoria didn't expand CAAF's 
jurisdiction as applied; rather, it continued it. If CAAF wasn't overwhelmed by Article 62 appeals 
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• • Military justice blogs arc to blogs as military music is to music. 

caaflog.com 

Search: wuterich article 62 timeline 

CBS Petition in SSgt Wuterich case 

11 Comments 
By Mike "No Man" Navarre, July 17,2008 

Here is a link to CBS's petition to CAAF in CBS Broadcasting, Inc. v. NMCCA et at., previously 
discussed by CAAFlog here, here, and ... you get the picture (search for "CBS" on CAAFlog). I wanted 
to point out the very authoritative citation on page 26, footnote 11. This is a slam dunk with that 
authority! 

CAAFlog will have more later. 

B!I Uncategorized 

An Article 62 timeline 

4 Comments 
By Dwight Sullivan, July 5, 2008 

In United States v. Pearson, the Navy-Marine Corps Court explained that "prosecution appeals are not 
particularly favored in the courts" because they "compete with speedy trial and double jeopardy 
protection as well as judicial impartiality and piecemeal appeal policies." 33 M.J. 777, 779 (N.M.C.M.R. 
1991). . 

The government's appeal in Wuterich certainly appears to vindicate the Navy-Marine Corps Court's 
speedy trial concern. 

Charges against SSgt Wuterich were referred on 27 December 2007. On 17 January 2008, the 
prosecution issued a subpoena to CBS News for outtakes of Scott Pelley's interview with SSgt Wuterich 
for 60 Minutes. On 22 February, the military judge quashed the subpoena and three days later the 
prosecution filed its notice of appeal. The case has now been on hold for longer than four months, with a 
final resolution of this issue nowhere in sight. 

The government filed its notice of appeal with NMCCA on 17 March and then filed its actual appeal on 
7 April. NMCCA granted the appeal on 20 June. United States v. Wuterich, _ M.J. _, No. NMCCA 
200800183 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. June 20,2008). While the defense had either 30 days to seek 
reconsideration in panel or en banc or 60 days to petition CAAF, it filed its-petition with CAAF 10 days 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT 0-';1\) II 
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CAAFlog » Search Resulis » wuterich article 62 timeline Page 2 of 4 

• • after NMCCA's ruling (which, because NMCCA issued its ruling on a Friday, was only the 6th business 
day after NMCCA's ruling). United States v. Wuterich, _ MJ. _, No. 08-06811MC (C.AAF. June 
30,2008). 

Now one of three things will likely happen: (1) CAAF will grant SSgt Wuterich's petition and resolve 
the merits of the case by reversing NMCCA; (2) CAAF will grant SSgt Wuterich's petition and resolve 
the merits of the case by affirming NMCCA; or (3) CAAF will decline to review the issue. 

Given the importance of the issues involved, one wouldn't expect CAAF to rush a decision on the merits 
if it follows options (1) or (2). If option (1) is the end result, then SSgt Wuterich's case will have been 
delayed for well more than half a year for no purpose. Worse still, even ifhe ultimately prevails on this 
Article 62 appeal, as a result of this litigation SSgt Wuterich may end up losing his two military defense 
connsel, both of whom are scheduled to retire on 1 August as reported by the Meridian Record-Journal 
here. 1 August is just one day after the government's answer to SSgt Wuterich's supplement will likely 
be due under the briefing schedule. See United States v. Wuterich, _ M.J. _, No. 08-6006/MC 
(C.A.A.F. July 1,2008). 

If either option (2) or (3) results, a final resolution is even further away. Remember that NMCCA didn't 
order CBS to actually produce the outtakes. Rather, it ordered more factfinding. Here's the relevant 
portion of NMCCA's decretal paragraph: 

Prior to ruling on the CBS motion to quash, we direct the military judge to conduct 
additional fact-finding to (1) fully develop the record on the contents of the audio-video 
material, including an in camera review of any material over which CBS asserts privilege; 
(2) if, based on the facts developed, a determination is made that undisclosed audio-video 
material is relevant and necessary, the military judge will then develop the factual and legal 
basis for any CBS refusal to comply with the federal subpoena issued to obtain the material; 
and (3) taking into consideration protective measures available to the military judge, 
address whether, and to what extent, any asserted "news-gathering" privilege applies to 
limit or preclude disclosure of necessary evidentiary audio-video material in this case. 

Wuterich, No. NMCCA 200800183, slip op. at 10-11. IfNMCCA's opinion is ultimately affirmed, those 
additional factfinding proceedings will likely be lengthy. If they are again resolved in CBS's favor, will 
the government file yet another Article 62 appeal, using NMCCA's first Wuterich opinion to establish 
the appellate jurisdiction necessary to do so? And if the issue is resolved against CBS, does anyone 
think that CBS will simply hand over the materials to the prosecution? Doesn't it seem more likely that 
CBS will seek an order from an Article III court to trump any ruling against it? Doesn't it seem quite 
possible that CBS will obtain an injunction blocking any obligation to cough up the outtakes while the 
Article III proceedings are underway? And doesn't it seem possible that if NMCCA' s opinion is upheld 
at CAAF, CBS will seek such an injunction before it's required to even give the outtakes to the military 
judge for an in camera review? 

It isn't difficult to envision the interlocutory proceedings in this case stretching out for months and 
months to come. In fact, it's difficult to imagine that they won't. 
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{~nQUEST FOR THREE YEP'![ ORDERS l\ND SANCTUARY leo I;,COL SEAl'! M ... Page 1 of 1 

UNCLASSIFIED/! 
Sp~ject: REQUEST FOR THREE YEAR 0 DERS AND SANCTUARYICO LTCOL SEAN M. SUW\lAN 000 00-..J4402 USMCR 

O,.lglnotor, CMC WASHINGTON DC MRA M MMFA(UC} . 
D1'Gt 031332Z Jun 09 Precedenc : ROUilf;1~ DAC: General 

To, COMMARFOi>.PAC Gl(UC}, COMUSMARCENT. (;l(MC) 

ceo CG I MEF G-l(UC} 

lJNCLASSIFIED// 
REF/A/MSGID:OOC/CMC RA/02AUG04 
REF/B/MSGID:DOC/CMC (RAPJ/05APRO,// 
REF/C/MSGID:DOC/-/3APR09// . 
NARR/ REF A IS MARADMIN 335/05 POLICY FOR MANAGING RESERVISTS ACTIVATED IN SUPPORT 
OF THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM. //REF B IS MARADMIN 241/07 CHl TO POLICY FOR 
MANAGING RESERVISTS ACTIVATED IN SUPPORT OF GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM_ //REF C IS AA 
FO~ FROM COL HOFFMAN REQUESTING ACTIVATION ORDBRS_// 
POC/JAY P. BENSON/MAJOR/CMC (MMFAI/ACTION OFFICER/ 
TEL: DSN 37B-9177/EMAIL: JAY.BENSON®USMC_MIL// 
GRNTEXT/REMARKS/ 
1 . PER REF A AND B, REi.> C WAS m;:CEIVRD BY HQMC (MMFAJ. 
2. SNO REQUEST WAS APPROVED BY DC M6<RA. SNO WILL NEED TO TRANSFER FROM lMA TO IRR 
UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THESE ORDERS, FOR RTN 134516 HAS BEEN EXTnNDED FOR THIS 
PURPOSE. MMFA WILL SOURCE SNO INTORTN. 
3. SNO NEW BAS IS 3~ JULy 2011. 
4. QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS REQUEST CAN BE DIRECTED TO THE POC ABOVE:BT// 
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{\1Jii.1INISTRA1W" AGT!ON (!5:!,'j 6) -1. ACTION ",d, -- 1'2. SSICIf'iLE'i'?' 
NAVMC 10274 ~REV. 3-93)(EF) !}OOO i I 
PHIVioUB ~ditlOfU:: wlU bo: tlSod 3, ATE- -_.! i -
SN: 01 Ofl.L~06N20D Un: PADS or- 100 • 2009 03. 4 I L 
4. FROM (O" .. ]e, Ram" SSN. MOS, or CO. Pen. 0., "',) 6, ORGANIZATION AND S ATiON ICo, pl ... odd, ... ) ! 
t~~i SEAN M. SULUVAN -.r4402 ~~=oru ~ FORCE~ CENTRAL .\ i 
~6,;':'V"'IArn'A:::&'r"".Q:::":;::jfl!d::;Ic-------------ICOMMAND i! ' 

COMMANDER, MARCENT 7115 SOUTH BOUN MRY B, VD . i I 
MACOlLL AIR FOR ~E BASE FLORIDA 3362111 

1', 

!'commandant of the Marine COJps 
(MMFA)' , 

1'0: Headquarters, U. S. Marine C.Q1pS 
,3280 RlIsselfRo!Ul 
Qt1lIll1ico, VA 22134 

8. NATURE 0 ACTlONlSt Il,JECT ! 
.. ! 

REQUES'l' "OltE~ BNSI()N. OF· I. 
MOBTJ l7,A irION Oil DER~ AND I 

'SANCTUA Y '. 
9, COPVl'O f requited) 

N/A 
I 
I 
1 
; 

10, REfERENCE OR AUTHORITY fil.p~lic.bl.1 11. ENGl.OSURES litonv) II 
(l)L.rrofRecCDR,' int.For~ CouuuaPd I 
(2) Ltr ofRec SJA to ::Me I. 
(3) Reserve QualifiCli 'ion S1J ii' II 
(4) Official Photp 
(5) Heigh!IWeight V rificaiion form 

, (6) DD :2807 aepOrt . Medica! }fisrory I 
12. SUPPlEMENl'AlINFORMATlON IReduce tCr mlIlIm",n wording - typo "om" of oreln ... , and sig~ 3 '.liI" biit"",. ",I .' . '~! I 

1. J volunteer to extend my current mobilization orders and om llVailable fot wo d wide ~ rvice. I also i l. 
volunteer to'continue serving as S6I\ior Prosecutor- for tire Haditha cases and on.!! . ing Iraq ontractingIBn f 
Investlgation!Pro8ccu~n Team, Legal Team C, MARCENT from' 1 Jul 09 to rei iement d Ie of 12 Jul 2012 I 
2. The,followhlg.informatioo is provided: ' i I 

a. Current EA~: 1 JlIly 2OQ9 " . I! 
. j" RTN: 1~2569 Deputy SJA, lMEF' I 

c. Llmgth ofEx~iQn Requested: 36 months ' I 
. d. CUrrent HeigbtlWeight: . 12in. 2021bs. 

e. Last PFT DatelScorelClass: 29 DEC 08 199/1$t Class 
f. I have no pending disciplinary, medical. or administratiV8 issues that tnay app pva\ of this reque . 
g. Date of last mv pf recqrd: 4 NQ" 2008 . 
h. My clIlYllIl\location is: CiImp PendleOO1l, CA 

~?J1I, 'J/) L. 

SJ>(.,SULLIV AN . 

I 
II 
'I L 
i: , I 
I 

13. PROC.ES\lINll ~CTlON •. lCom~I"e ~r.beSSlng ,.~1iDn In I\I!m '20' on '''''..... En<io,,,'by ublientam. whorw "",ctIOl!~I.J 

" Ii 
OesigflB(f t.hIin NJrmrfl)W' 1S •. HflMClARAE Marpa " 

i-I ! 
I: 
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• Marshall Maj Meridith L 

From: 
Sent: 

Colby Vokey [vokeycc@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, August 25,201010:02 PM 

• 
To: 
Subject: 

Marshall Maj Meridith L; Neal Puckett; Haytham Faraj 
Fw: Request for modification of retirement 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Vokey LtCol Colby C <colby.vokey@usmc.mil> 
To: vokeycc@yahoo.com; Vokey LtCol Colby C <colby.vokey@usmc.mil> 
Sent: Sat, June 21, 2008 11:57:32 PM 
Subject: FW: Request for modification of retirement 

patrick.redmon@usmc.mil 
703-784-9300 
sheila.arritt@llsmc.mil 
703-784-9325/6 
Andre.a.robinson@usmc.mil 
760-763-5071 
-----Original Message----
From: Redmon Col Patrick L 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 4:59 
To: Arritt GS09 Sheila A; Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

Sheila: 

Roger below. Like I said last week, I don't want to get into a situation where we (USMC 
collectively) are bumping this retirement date out "30 days at a time" all summer long. 

LtCol Vokey: 1 August is your official retirement date. You need to make sure you pass 
on the all the details to your relief. You need to understand the "hoop jumps and drama" 
that results from changes to your retirement date. In fact, I'll guess that your pay has 
been/will be somewhat jacked up between now and Christmas ... 

ViR 

Col Patrick Redmon 
DSN 278-9300 

-----Original Message----
From: Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 7:21 AM 
To: Vokey LtCol Colby C; Redmon Col Patrick L 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subject: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

Col Redmon, 

Based on our conversation on Friday and below email I will run LtCol Vokey mod approval 
for 1 Aug 08 vice 1 Jul 08. 

Sheila 

---~-Original Message----
From: Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2008 2:16 
To: Arritt GS09 Sheila A; Redmon Col Patrick L 
Cc: Robinson GS06 Andre A 
Subj~ct: RE: Request for modification of retirement 

1 
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1. 
':Mrs. Arritt, • • 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today and letting me know that my 
retirement extension was granted. As you know, I am delaying my retirement so that I may 
complete my Haditha court-martial as a defense counsel. While it is still uncertain as to 
when the trial will begin, it seems likely that it won't begin until at least mid-June. 
As such, I believe that a 1 July retirement date is no longer sufficient. 

As a result, I request that my retirement date be moved to 1 August instead. 
Given the current situation, I believe that a 1 August retirement date will allow 
sufficient time for me to complete the case prior to departing. 

Thank you for your patience and understanding regarding my situation. 

ViR 
LtCol Vokey 

Lieutenant Colonel Colby C. Vokey, U.S. Marine Corps Regional Defense Counsel, Western 
Region P.O. Box 555240 Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5240 
(760) 725-3744 
(760) 725-4162 (fax) 
(760) 213-4982 (cell) 
colby.vokeY@llsmc.mil 

-----Original Message----
From: Arritt GS09 Sheila A 
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 11:03 
To: Vokey LtCol Colby C 
Subject: Request for modification of retirement 

LtCol Vokey 

At your convenience can you give me a call to discuss your retirement date. 

Mrs. Sheila Arritt 
Asst Supervisor 
Officer Retirement Branch, HQMC 
Comm (703) 784-9324/5/6 
DSN 278-9324/5/6 
email: sheila.arritt@usmc.mil 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO): This document may contain Protected Personal Information 
(PII) covered by the Privacy Act of 1974. This information must be protected from 
unauthorized access/disclosure. When retention of this document is no longer required, it 
must be properly destroyed by shredding or burning, and will not be disposed of in trash 
or recycling containers. 
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UNITED STATES 

• • 
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL 

NA VY -MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY 
WESTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

DEFENSE CONSENT TO DELA Y 
A HENDANT TO APPELLATE PROCESS 

FRANK D. WUTERICH 
XXX XX 3221 
Stn ff Sergeant 
U.S. Marine Corps 

On 13 October 2009, the parties conducted a telephonic conference to discuss the status of the subject 

case. During the conference call, the defense counsel advised Government counsel that any and all delay 

resulting from the Government's pursuit of certification and review by the Court of Appeals for the 

Arllled Porces of the Navy-Marine Corps COllrt of Criminal Appeals opinion of 31 August 2009 

(NMCCA 200800183) would not prcjudice the Acclised in any way. 

Througb his undersigned cOllnsel, the Accused respectfully acknowledges that the issuance ortlte 31 

August 2009 NMCCA opinion lifted the stay of proceedings affected by operation of R.C.M. 908(b)(4). 

The Accused also respectfully acknowledges that R.CoM. 908(b)(4)(A) would permit. in the discretion of 

the Military Judge, the litigation of motions during the pendency or the several certified issues before the 

Court of Appeals for the Armed Porces. The Accused expressly desires to await the outeomeof all 

appellate litigation, and at this time, expressly waives any speedy trial demands or authorities. All delay 

from the date of this consent notification until the date of trial is excludable under Rule for Courts-Martial 

707, "'101. 10, UeM!, "'" '"Y .1 ... "I"ohl. ''"':;'''';"'l1# 
N. A. PUCKETT 
Civilian Defense Counsel 
LtCol, USM Ret.) 
Date: I I ofJC( 

I 

••••••••••••••••••••••• m •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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I hereby alle 
/I 

• • 
Certificate of Service 

lh l a copy of the foregoing Defense Consent was served on Government counsel on 

, '"'" 1.~ 
N. A. PUCKETT 

2 
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UNITED STATES 

v. 

I'RANK D. WUTERICH 
XXX XX 3221 
Staff Sergeant 
U.S. Marine Corps 

• • 
GENERAL COURTS·MARTIAL \ 

NA VY·MARINE CORPS TRIA L JUDICIARY 
WESTERN JUDICIA L CIRCUIT 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

DEI'ENSE CONSENT TO DELA Y 
A TIENDANT TO APPELLATE PROCESS 

On 13 October2009, the parties conducted a telephonic confe),ence to discuss the status of the subject 

case: During the conference call, the defense counsel advised Government counsel that any and all delay 

resulting from the Government's pursuit of certification and review by the Court of Appeals for the 

Armed I'orces of the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals opinion of31 August 2009 

(NMCCA 200800183) would not prejudice the Accused in any way. 

Through his undersigned counsel, the Accused respectfully acknowledges that the issuance of the 31 

August 2009 NMCCA opinion lined the stay of proceedings afTected by operation of R.C.M. 908(b)( 4). 

The Accused also respectfully acknowledges that R.C.M. 908(b)(4)(A) would permit, in the discretion of 

the Military Judge, the litigation of motions during the pendency of the several certified issues before the 

Court of Appeals for the Armed I'orces. The Accused expressly desires to await the outcome of all 

appellate litigation, and at this time, expressly waives any speedy trial demands or authorities. All delay 

from the date oflhis consent notification until the date of trial is excludable under Rule for Courts-Martial 

"", Art;, ... UeM), '" ." "h" .ppMI, '''~;;;;"'iflj;d 

N. A. PUCKETT 
Civilian Defense COllnsel 
LtCoI, USMf9~et.) 
Date: 1/ 1'/-2tYffj 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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I hereby all 
/1 

• • 
Certificate of Service 

til I a copy of Ihe foregoing Defense COllsent was served on Government counsel on 

, 2009 t&it 
N. A. PUCKETT 
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• • 
WESTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY 

UNITED STATES 

v. 

FRANK D. WUTERICH 
xxx XX 3312 
Staff Sergeant 
U.s. Marine Corps 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

GENERAL COURT MARTIAL 

PROFFER OF COLBY VOKEY 

13 September 2010 

I am a civilian attorney who works for the law fum of Fitzpatrick Hagood Smith & Uhl 

llLP, in Dallas, Texas. I began working for that firm around 1 October 2008. Prior to joining 

1s fum, I was on active duty in the Marine Corps. 

I served in the Marine Corps for almost 21 years, entering active duty in March 1988. 

Ifter the Basic School, I attended Field Artillery School and subsequently was assigned as an 

artillery officer in the Marine Corps. I spent two tours as an artillery officer. I first served with t B,Will.o, 12" Mmo, R,gUrum' in OkiMW' io ","00' biJlw, I doployod ~ , b""'Y 

Tecutive officer in combat during Operation Desert Storm in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait with 10th 

rarine Regiment. For that action, I was awarded the Combat Action Ribbon. My second tour 

an artillery officer was on Inspector-Instructor (1&1) duty. I was assigned to the 1&1 Staff for 

4th Marine Regiment, where I served in several positions but primarily served as the 1&1 for 

, eadquarters Battery, 14th Marines. At the completion of this tour, I was selected for the Law 

Education Program, where I attended law school. Subsequent to taking the bar exam, I attended 

~aval Justice School and was certified as a Judge Advocate. 

As a Judge Advocate, I served only in litigation billets, both as trial counsel and defense 

ounsel. In addition to trying cases, I also served in several supervisory billets such as Senior 

APPELLATE EXHIBIT C J:. (101) 
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• • 
Defense Counsel and Officer-in-Charge of legal teams aboard Camp Pendleton. In 2003, I was 

. alSigned the duties of Regional Defense Counsel for the Western Region and promoted to the r of 1ioo_' 0010001. '" "'gioool "",0000 Coo_I, I oooti~d W "'P""''''' -Y clioo" 

in addition to my supervisory duties. Aside from a ten month period where I attended The 

Jldge Advocated General's School of the Army to obtain a Masters of Military Law (Criminal 

Jaw Specialty), I served all of my time as a Judge Advocate in trial billets. 

I was detailed to represent SSgt Wuterich on 11 January 2006. I represented SSgt 

ruteriCh continuously until I left Camp Pendleton, California on 6 August 2008, when I 

departed the base for Dallas, Texas on terminal leave. 

I had originally requested a retirement date of 1 April 2008, anticipating that SSgt 

Wuterich's court-martial would be complete by that time. I believe I was assigned a retirement 

I 
date of 1 May 2008. We were preparing for this trial to begin at the beginning of March 2008. 

LediatelY prior to that, I had traveled to Haditha, Iraq with SSgt Wuterich to examine the 

ro of lho ~_, ;0""",,", ".~=, ._ct 0_ wtrW ""i,iti~ 00 "d"lf of <Ire trW 

ram, and conduct depositions of certain Iraqi witnesses. I also traveled with a non-lawyer, 

aivilian assistant who was assisting in scene analysis and data gathering for trial preparation. 

however, the trial was delayed due the trial counsel seeking an interlocutory appeal from a trial 

r
iling. 

As this case lingered with the development of issues that were appealed by the 

government to the NMCCA and higher, I requested and extended my retirement several times 

I 
from May to August 2008 in order to complete this case. After my retirement date was initially 

Ltended to 1 June 2008, I SUbmitted a written request to modify my retirement to 1 July 2008. 

I 
I • S request was made on 16 April 2008 and was forwarded through my chain of command. I 

2 APPELLATE EXHIBIT C]::.. 
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• • 
Id also discussed this issue several times directly with my battalion commander, Colonel 

gersoll. This request was approved. However, it became apparent that the 1 July date was not 

shfficient and I requested another modification until 1 August 2008. My military co-counsel, 

+ajor Faraj was retired. However, I requested another extension and remained as the sole 

detailed counsel on the case. In the middle to end of July 2008, I personally spoke with Colonel 

Jedmon from Manpower at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps to explain the situation and request 

j much longer extension, as the interlocutory appeals were now heading to the Court of Appeals 

fbr the Armed Forces. I fully explained the seriousness of the case, it's complexity, and that I t ,-" - doli by "'"""'" dW; fl","'. Col""" R""","" Wid ~ dm, I woold 

receive no more extensions and that I would retire and would not even be allowed to take my 

tlrminalleave. Colonel Redmon criticized and admonished me during this call for trying to stay 

1" ""'~ do". Tbo -, _k, I "",ko""" ~- Col""" from C,,,,"cl Ro!moo', ,_ wbe 

rOWed me to modify my retirement date so that I could take terminal leave and be afforded all 

of my necessary proceed, delay and travel to my home in Texas. So on 6 August 2008, I packed 

JP the rest of my belongings and left Camp Pendleton for good as an active duty Marine. 

I believe I was a key member of the defense team and invaluable to the preparation of the 

1efense in this case. I was the only attorney of SSgt Wuterich's current defense team that 

traveled to Iraq to conduct a site visit. I walked through the houses where the alleged crimes 

lcurred. I walked through the town of Haditha and took photos. I traveled by foot and vehicle 

10ng routes Viper and Chestnut. I studied the terrain, visibility from the roads, distances to the 

10uses and environmental conditions. I also entered all the houses where the alleged unlawful . 

JhootingS occurred. I deposed all the Iraqi witnesses and interviewed numerous other bystanders 

Ld percipient witnesses that were present but unknown. Throughout the period of the site visit 

3 APPELLATE EXHIBIT ~ 
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• • 
and the conduct of the depositions, I was accompanied by SSgt Wuterich who provided him key 

ilformation and assisted me in my survey of the area and my interview ofthe witnesses. 

I also took on a sizable portion of the case preparation. I interviewed numerous witnesses 

who are located in the U.S. I spent hundreds of hours getting to know SSgt Wuterich and his 

)arnilY to better understand his character and personality so that I may genuinely advocate for my 

Jlient. 

4 
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